devoted entirely to amateur radio

In this issue—
New Data on Antenna Performance
Three new r-f units make it possible to supply a transmitter of the 150 Series for any type of service where an output up to 175 watts is required. As many as four r-f units may be included in one transmitter with automatic telephone dial control if desired for instant frequency shift. 150 Series Transmitters are supplied for airways, police, military, point to point and deluxe amateur service. Technical data sent on request.
A GROUP of I.F. replacement and experimental transformers by Hammarlund, for broadcast and short waves, for the critical engineer, research student, repairman, and amateur demanding superior results for better radio. Ten types are available in a round can "T" model for 175 and 465 kc., and a square can "ST" model for 175, 262 and 465 kc.

The electrical characteristics of "T" and "ST" are identical, with tuned grid and tuned plate lattice wound coils, impregnated to prevent moisture effects. The tuning condensers are the highest grade mica compression type, mounted on Isolantite bases and adjustable from the top of the shield can. Leads are RMA color coded, and tagged for easy installation. Secondaries are either plain for standard screen grid tubes, or center tapped for tubes requiring split input circuits.

Aluminum shield of "T" model is 2½" outside diameter by 3½" high, with threaded mounting lugs on 2" centers. The "ST" aluminum shield can is 2¾" high by 1½" square, with threaded mounting studs on 1½" centers.

Here are truly quality transformers! And they are now available at the new low price of $1.45 each, list.

Write for the special I.F. transformer bulletin with further details! Just mail the coupon below.
5,000 radio enthusiasts heard Tru-Fidelity live up to every claim we have made for it at the great A.R.R.L. Central District Convention in Chicago. Others tried, THORDARSON has succeeded. Insist on Tru-Fidelity by Thordarson. Enjoy the results gained through the use of transformers built with laboratory perfection in commercial production.

Tru-Fidelity transformers offer every known refinement. High-permeability core; special winding formulae; non-magnetic mounting brackets; perfect symmetry; self-shielding case; sub or above panel leads; single hole reversible rotate mounting.

Send Today for THORDARSON CATALOG 500 Containing curves, diagrams and listings of all Tru-Fidelity transformers. Just out bulletins SD-258 and SD-259 describing Tru-Fidelity uses in power amplifiers. Send for your copies today or see your parts distributor.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Demand "Power by Thordarson"
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A TRANSCRIPT FROM AN AMATEUR'S LOG*

OK Bill, 100% that trip -- that way nearly all the time now.
So you're having the same success with your Ultra that I am! Got
a big kick out of five last night -- fellows from 25 to 40 miles
in there like some thumbs. Now that I can hear things I find this
a darned attractive band. The expander is particularly justifed
on 5 as the boys do flutter around a bit but it doesn't even bother me.
The running motor on the noise silencer is ignition noises used to
which speak well from 40 down. Did you hear all the 10 meter stations
yesterday? Seems all the 6's are on 10 nowadays. More DX there
than you can make a stick at. Now that I can hear them I've got
to get the bugs out of my transmitter so that I can get down there
myself.

Felt sorry for "Doo" Simpson on 20 around 3 o'clock. OM4VK
had the band all sewed up on this Ultra and even the Doo was at the
Mike SGPO couldn't hear him on the Ultra and even the Doo was at the
Cores are responsible for a lot of this receiver's performance.
The Signal to Noise ratio of this receiver is much better than we've been used to.
why, early Saturday morning -- 7:15 to be exact -- I heard four VK
fones more than 4-6 and the average 5-6-7. VY7JW and VK70C
were in especially well.

Either 20 was hot yesterday or this receiver is unusual.
English fones were in from 3 o'clock on after the band lengthened
out. Got SGLEH, G6NI, G6ML and a flock of others.

Last night, I tried 40 and found a lot of good signals, and
could separate them clearly, too. Crystal is certainly the answer
on code and voice too. Much pleased with the sensitivity of the
Ultra -- 25F started coming through in great style at 10:30 o'clock.

Now am I coming thru? After we get used to operating the Ultra
we won't have to worry much about GB8HE. Even now, after only a
week, I can set ten up all by themselves and keep them that way. I'd
Darn shame more of our foreign friends aren't using the Ultra. I'd
fell much surer of getting them -- sorry to be so long-winded --
I guess my enthusiasm got the better of me. Just a minute until I
see if your channel is clear . . . oh, go ahead.

The ULTRA SKY RIDER
AN ENTIRELY NEW APPROACH TO ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY RECEPTION--
3.76 to 53 meters in 4 bands. Built-in Lamb Noise Si­
lencer. 10 All-Metal Tubes. Iron Core Expanding I. F.
Transformer. Direct Reading Frequency Calibrated Mi­
cro-Vernier dial. Individual Coils for each band, and
dozens of other new and exclusive features.

See it at your dealers or
write for complete information.

the HALLICRAFTERS INC.

2611 Indiana Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A. -- Cable Address "LIKEX" N. Y.
the SKY BUDDY

the hallicrafters
Amazing New JUNIOR MODEL Communication RECEIVER
Now Available On Time Payments

$29.50

★ 5 tubes do the work of 8.
★ Combined I.F. and beat frequency oscillator.
★ Built-in speaker and power supply.
★ Single tuning control.
★ Iron core I.F. (high gain and select.)
★ Mechanical bandspread.
★ 18 to 555 meters in 3 bands.
★ Beat frequency oscillator switch.

LEARN all about the sensational new SKY BUDDY, the genuine Hallicrafters-engineered communication receiver now available at this astonishingly low price. Its performance is amazing. Sensitivity and selectivity better than models at several times its exceptionally low price.

Hinds and Edgerton are in excellent position to render prompt service on any of the outstanding new Hallicrafters Receivers. Because of our location in Chicago we are in almost daily communication with the Hallicrafters factory, and in close touch with the latest developments in this leading line of communication receivers. Write today for the Hinds and Edgerton Free Catalog and details of our favorable Time Payment Terms.

MAIL THIS COUPON

HINDS & EDGARTON
ESTABLISHED 1914

19 South Wells Street Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me complete details of the New 1937 Hallicrafters Line and the Hinds & Edgerton Time Payment Plan.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY _______________________ STATE ___________________

OPERATED BY W9APY AND W9WK

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
BECAUSE Hallicrafters Receivers have always represented advanced engineering — because Hallicrafters have always been among the first to incorporate the newest and soundest developments in the short wave field into their receivers — we conscientiously recommend them to our customers as the most modern of communication receivers.

The Hallicrafters were the first to abandon cumbersome plug-in coils.

All-Metal tubes were first used in a communication receiver in the Super Skyrider.

And now — Hallicrafters again demonstrate their progressive leadership by the exclusive use of Iron Core I. F. Transformers, providing finer sensitivity, better selectivity and improved Signal to Noise Ratio.

Always forging ahead — a Hallicrafters Receiver represents real value for any amateur and short wave listener.

TIME PAYMENTS

We have arranged TIME PAYMENTS on all of the New 1937 Hallicrafters Skyriders! There's only a small down payment when you buy — the balance is spread out over the months you are enjoying your New Hallicrafters Skyrider! Don't use obsolete equipment another week! Send us the coupon TODAY — find out how easy it is for you to own the LATEST SKYRIDER!

MAIL THIS COUPON!

THE RADIO SHACK
46 BRATTLE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Please send me complete technical data on new Hallicrafters Receivers.

NAME .......................... ADDRESS ..........................

CITY .......................... STATE ..........................
Section Communications Managers of the A.R.R.L. Communications Department

All appointments in the League's field organization are made by the proper S.C.M., elected by members in each Section listed. Mail your S.C.M. (on the 1st of each month) a postal covering your radio activities for the previous 30 days. Tell him your DX, plans for experimenting, results in phone and traffic. He is interested, whether you are an A.R.R.L. member or other appointments he can tell you about them, too.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Communications Managers of the A.R.R.L. Communications Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATLANTIC DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3EZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James M. Bruning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339 W. Lancaster Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurel, Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3BAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgar L. Hudson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107 Park Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3XZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll D. Keeney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 E. Walnut St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3DDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall J. Speer, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022 No. 16th Pl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CENTRAL DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9KLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. John Huntton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337 Brandon Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen Elyna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur L. Braun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530 East Morris St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9AHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Mosbarger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9DFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold C. Bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.P.O. 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9AQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. E. Gilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 High St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watervliet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9ATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. Cary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3922 No. 21st St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAKOTA DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9EEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartwell D. Burner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257 Prospect Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9DQW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew J. Kjar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3549 Ave. So.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9DWH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Holsad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9SCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster F. Soules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Claremos Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DELTA DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9AIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. E. Yale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2918 West 15th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9DDW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. J. Wilkinson, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1722 Laurel St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreveport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9CWQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. H. Wzemes, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9DGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. G. Lowrey Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 Carnea St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hudson DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9AIJH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Knight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511 South Holmes St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9AJY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. L. Bausvace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7823 10th Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9HIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles J. Hammensan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Claremos Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9VGF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel C. Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Central St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MidWest DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9LJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil D. Boardman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435 Kirkwood Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downer Barn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9A2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. J. Speter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605 Western Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topeka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9WV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Dewey Mille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Vernon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9RFN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel C. Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW ENGLAND DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9CTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick Ellis, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 Merrill Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9CDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W. Singlet-one-N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 Allen St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9A2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert N. Goldstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138 Crawford St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9WJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William J. Barrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239 Columbia St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9 craftsmanship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 No. State St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9HIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayton C. Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306 California Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9VGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. H. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Central St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHWEST DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9EJL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard J. Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketchikan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9JL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellie H. Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin Falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roswell U. Richmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5913 N. E. Clackamas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9EJX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene K. Lovejoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route 1, Box 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9HJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert H. Votaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329 Safford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACIFIC DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5BQW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas O. Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21st infantry Brigade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schofield Barracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6BWC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward W. Heim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569 Claremont St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbert Amarantes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475 So. 11th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilford J. Burkich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2240 106th Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan D. Whittaker, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79 Elmore Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo. L. Whittington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713 Redwood Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sacramento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George J. Rickard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matma*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6LBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo V. Astone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>729 Safford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROANOKE DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W40G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. S. Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115 Crafton St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston-Salem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W40J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles M. Wallf, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. O. Box 1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ., Charlottesville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W40T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Wm. H. Hibienda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Glasscock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2164 So. coronet St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William C. Shelfon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>556 westmoreland Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidWest, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517 East Brainerd St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennacola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bannie L. Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.C.C. Co. 4466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York, S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don M. Draper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4421 West 63 St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. C. Taggart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;La Posta Quemada&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry A. Ambler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4101 Hamilton St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEST GULF DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard M. Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodd City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter L. Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 So. 4th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponca City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammon O. Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4804 Eil St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6GZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph M. Rildot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARITIME DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221 Burnaby St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontario DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Percival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229 Aaslon Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windsor, Ont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUEBEC DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staa Comadac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdun, P. Q.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PraIRIE DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred D. Kettensbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnipeg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VanALTA DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3EL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. R. Buchanan-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnipeg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRAIRIE DIVISION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. J. R. Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 Thepao Mansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilfred Skille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040 McTavish St.</td>
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F THERE'S anything that makes an editor happy it's to discover that somebody reads his editorials. Having kept careful count down the years, we know that there are four people who read ours. When, last month, we heard from all four of our readers, and from one new one to boot, we knew that we had rung the bell. Only trouble is that we seem to have left some things unsaid in our September column that disturb all five of our readers.

It's about the duties of directors and our remark that there is no such thing as a division instructing a director to a point where he cannot use any personal judgment. We were talking about the solicitation of nominations, urging the selection of capable candidates, and we pointed out that our League needed men of mature minds who could face realities, think objectively, be able to form wise conclusions when they saw the whole nationwide picture of our problems. Our correspondents now rise to inquire what about the provision in our constitution that the directors must keep themselves informed on the needs and desires of the members of their divisions in order that they may intelligently represent them at board meetings; weren't we overlooking that when we said a director couldn't be instructed?

No, we weren't, but we ought to have said so. Let us now assert that we regard that provision as one of the wisest and most important ones in our constitution. It happens that it fell our lot, back in 1922 and 1923, to make the first draft of the present League constitution. We originated that thought and are ourselves the author of the language which provides that directors must keep themselves informed on the needs and desires of their members, that they may faithfully and intelligently represent them in the board. That principle is therefore fully as precious to us as to anybody else. For years and years we have emphasized in QST the twin principles of our democracy: that our elections provide opportunity for members to put the government of their League in the hands of men of their own choosing, and that those men are bound to keep themselves informed on their members' needs and desires. Lately we have had the feeling that perhaps we have overemphasized these thoughts, since we perceive some indications that members think that it doesn't make much difference who their director is, since all he has to do is to report their opinions. The other side of the picture also deserved some thought, we concluded — those phases of a director's duties that do require him to exercise personal judgment under many circumstances. We suggested some of those desirable attributes in this column in September. If we were not right in what we there said, if personal popularity can offset infantile thinking, and so on, then we do not need mature minds and directors may be mere messenger-boys, parrot-like repeating preconceived opinions. No one, we trust, will agree to that proposition.

At this stage of the discussion it should be apparent that in a society with as relatively simple a structure of government as our A.R.R.L., the board of directors has a dual status, actually discharging the functions of both the upper and lower houses of a parliamentary government. The directors are the representatives of the membership, obliged to know their needs and wishes, and at the same time they are responsible for the sound and sane direction of our affairs. These very circumstances have been the subject of much discussion and planning in our board meetings. They are what have caused the creation in most of our divisions of quite elaborate organizations of assistants to the directors for the maintenance of close contact with members; for the joint objectives of knowing at all times the members' needs and desires and supplying data on what the League is doing for its members.

This machinery is at its best when the problem is to ascertain the wishes of organized amateur radio concerning some projected request to the F.C.C. for a change in our regulations, or some similar matter. In such cases it is potentially capable of working to practical perfection. However, there is another angle to the matter that led us to believe that we should emphasize in QST the need for
selecting men who possess native intelligence and judgment. Our society is a corporation, governed by corporation law, and our constitution grants to the directors the power and authority conferred by statute upon a board. Moreover, the statutes impose upon directors certain responsibilities that are personal to them and that they cannot escape nor delegate. They must take actions that they consider are for the best interests of their society, else they are guilty of misfeasance and for certain acts could be punished personally at law. During the many years that we have been in attendance at meetings of the A.R.R.L. Board we have seen several instances where an idea would take hold in a particular division and the director would consider himself “instructed” when he came to a board meeting. But when he got there and compared his ideas with those of other directors, and all the legal and similar angles were disclosed to view, it would become apparent that the action that director had first contemplated would be very harmful indeed to the interests of amateur radio generally and to those of the League. A director is responsible for doing intelligent directing, directing that advances the interests of his association, and it is impossible legally to put him in a position where he is obliged to take an action which he knows definitely is harmful to the interests of his society. There is where intelligence and judgment come in. Under those circumstances, we said, directors must be more than messenger-boys.

We emphatically do not believe that directors should ever put their purely personal and private preferences ahead of those of their members. We have never seen that done by any director of our League and we trust it will never occur in A.R.R.L. It is an integral part of our scheme of things that the directors must keep themselves informed on what their members want, and it is to be expected that they will always act in accordance therewith except in the rare instances where it becomes evident, upon deeper examination in the meetings, that such action would be against the best interests of amateur radio.

This discussion comes at a fitting time. In the first week of November ballots will go out to members in half the divisions for the selection of directors to act for two years. The need exists to choose wisely the men into whose hands the government of our society will be put.

K. B. W.

R9 Plus!

Advocating a More Accurate Method of Reporting Received Signal-Strength

By Alonzo O. Bliss, W3KP-W4ES*

HOW often have you made some adjustment to the transmitter or spent hours of hard labor putting up a new antenna, only to have the first station worked come back with that well-worn, flattering but meaningless report “Ur sigs R9 plus hr OM!” How much more it would mean if he had said “Sa OM ur sigs Sunday were R5 & nw R7 to 7 & ½ wt abt it OM? K.” You would immediately know that the change you made boosted your signals about 50 per cent, which would be the equivalent of increasing the power two times, a worthwhile gain.

How often have you pumped a 400-watt CQ and received an “R9 plus” report—only to hear Harry, with 60 watts on the other side of town, get the same report from the same station? Harry is tickled pink to know that he is putting out just as good a signal as you are, while you wonder how he gets such good reports with so little power.

There are several cures for this condition. It is only up to us to decide which method is most suitable.

One method would be to measure the received signal strength in microvolts-per-meter. This is an absolute method and I am sure we will all agree that it is the most accurate method, but it requires a little more than just a receiver and few of us would want to bother with it. Those that do have the equipment could easily say “Ur sigs 200 MV/M hr OM,” but what would that mean to anyone except an engineer?

There is another way, and to my mind, a very simple and sufficiently accurate one. This is how it is done:

1. Use an indicating meter with a range such that a few of the stronger amateur signals will run the meter off scale.
2. Divide the scale into nine parts between the no-signal point and the maximum end of the scale.
3. Put a suitable adjustable shunt across the meter and tune over the band. Be sure that the

*(Continued on page 54)
Phone-C.W. De Luxe

A Description of the Station and New Transmitters at WICCZ

To old-timers, mention of WICCZ inevitably brings to mind the establishing of a record that was a record back in the old 200-meter days—working all districts in one night! That was in 1922, but in the intervening years this station has kept in the forefront of amateur progress and accomplishment. A good deal of the equipment which at various times has been used at WICCZ has been described in QST, because experimental and constructional work has accounted for a large share of the activity. And amateurs of some eight years' standing will remember that it was at WICCZ that the 28-mc. beam antenna work was carried out as part of the A.R.R.L. Technical Development Program in 1928, when signals were put into New Zealand on 10 meters for the first time from the eastern part of the United States.

WICCZ is located on the summer estate of Edward C. Crossett, at Wianno, Cape Cod, Massachusetts. A beautiful location, only a step from the Atlantic, matched by a collection of equipment which does full justice to the possibilities of the setting. Originally located in Mr. Crossett's residence, provision was made for installing the station in a special room over the garage when, some years ago, plans were made for enlarging the latter. Concealed power and control wiring, the system being designed by Paul S. Hendricks, was installed at that time. There are five large tables in the room, one for the operating position and the other four for holding the transmitting equipment. Each of the transmitting tables is connected with the power supplies and with the operating table through ten control circuits. No wiring is visible in the room except the antenna lead-ins. Adjoining the transmitting room is a stock room and shop. With the exception of the Western Electric speech amplifier, all the transmitting equipment has been built at the station.

Coincident with the completion of its fifteenth year of existence, WICCZ has during the past summer undergone a rather extensive rebuilding. There are now four complete transmitters, one each for 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 megacycles, all newly completed and installed during the summer. Their design and construction is the work of Martin A. Brown, W6ABF, who has also done a considerable share of the operating this year. Though few amateurs are in a position to have layouts as elaborate and complete as this, yet
there is much of interest and value to be gleaned from a perusal of the diagrams and photographs of the individual transmitters herewith presented.

EXCITER UNITS

Since the final amplifier for each of the four transmitters is rated at a kilowatt input, the various exciters were designed to provide something more than adequate excitation for either c.w. or 'phone operation. Hence each exciter is in itself a complete transmitter capable of developing a few hundred watts of r.f. power. The same general plan has been followed in all of them, the differences being largely in the number of low-power doubler stages incorporated. Although a separate exciter is used for each band, two of these units can readily be put on any of four bands, one of them on three, and the last—that for the 7-mc. transmitter—on two. In each case the output tube is an RK-28, except in the exciter for the 14-mc. transmitter, where two RK-28's are used in push-pull.

An interesting feature of all the exciter units is that the same tuning-condenser capacities and coil socket wiring are used for corresponding stages, hence the plug-in coils are interchangeable in all exciters. The convenience of this arrangement, especially when something is to be tried at short notice, will be appreciated.

All exciters are constructed on metal chassis of suitable dimensions. Meters are mounted on porcelain feed-throughs at the front of each chassis. The chassis are readily adaptable to rack mounting, since meters and controls can easily be put on a panel. Power-supply connections are brought out to terminal strips at the back.

THE 3.5-MC. TRANSMITTER

The exciter for the 3.5-mc. transmitter consists of a 42 pentode oscillator, 802 buffer, and RK-28 driver. This unit, together with the final amplifier, is shown in one of the photographs. The final amplifier, mounted in a square wooden frame with bakelite control panels, uses a single W.E. 251-A tube, normally operated at a kilowatt input. Both 'phone and c.w. are used on this rig.

THE 7-MC. TRANSMITTER

The 40-meter c.w. transmitter has three stages altogether. The exciter is a two-tube unit having a 2A5 crystal oscillator on 3.5 mc., and an RK-28 doubling to 7 mc. The output of the RK-28 is link-coupled to a pair of 150T's in push-pull. Normal input to the final is 800 watts. The push-pull amplifier is also mounted on metal. Another photograph shows the two units comprising the 7-mc. transmitter.

THE 14-MC. TRANSMITTER

For a time, this rig served for both 20 and 10 meters, which accounts for the more elaborate

THE 7-MC. C.W. TRANSMITTER

Exciter at the left, amplifier at right. In the exciter, a 2A5 crystal oscillator drives an RK-28. A pair of 150T's in push-pull, link-coupled to the driver, constitutes the final.
exciter arrangement. Since the completion of a separate 10-meter transmitter, however, it has been used exclusively for 14-mc work.

The 14-mc. final amplifier has two 251-A tubes in push-pull. These are mounted in a wooden frame similar to that for the final of the 3.5-mc. transmitter. The amplifier occupies the right-hand end of the table immediately in front of the operating table. This amplifier normally operates at 900 to 1000 watts input on either 'phone or c.w. Needless to say, the tube plates show no color at a kilowatt input!

The 10-meter transmitter probably will be of particular interest to readers in view of the increase in activity on this band. A view of the complete rig is given in one of the photographs, while Figs. 1 and 2 give the circuit diagrams of the exciter and amplifier, respectively. These diagrams are typical of all the transmitters.

In the exciter unit, the first tube is a 6A6 crystal oscillator-doubler, starting out on 7 mc. As the photographs show, it is at the right-hand end of the chassis. The second section of the 6A6 is capacity-coupled to an 802 doubler to 10 meters.
tuted for one wound on a bakelite form, which was the original arrangement. The coil is soldered directly on the condenser terminal lugs. The coil is mounted through a hole in the chassis to provide the desirable shielding between grid and plate, since the tube is used as a straight amplifier.

To get a short plate lead, the output tank circuit is mounted on tall stand-off insulators. The tube runs cold at an input of 250 to 300 watts on 28 mc.

In the final push-pull stage, considerable thought was given to the problem of getting short leads from the tank circuits to the tubes, the construction shown finally being adopted. The grid tuning condenser is mounted on short stand-offs directly alongside the grid caps of the 150T's. The plate condenser is elevated to bring the stator connections level with the tube plate caps; no regular stand-offs of sufficient length were available for this purpose, so each post consists of two shorter insulators held together by headless machine screws. It was found better to leave the plate tank circuit ungrounded. The coils are air-wound and mounted directly on the condensers. No filament by-pass condensers are used, a direct connection being made from one side of the filament to ground, instead.

This amplifier is ordinarily loaded to an input of about 600 watts, the chief reason for not going higher being the fact that the plate voltage is only 1800. Since this same voltage is used on the final and driver stages of all transmitters (with big tubes like the 251-A there is no necessity for going higher) it is convenient to use the same on the 10-meter set so that the power supply need not be changed when going from one band to another. At 600 watts there is plenty of fire left in the tank. Both c.w. and 'phone are used on 10. The 150T's have 500 volts of fixed bias on the grids, so that it is evident there is plenty of excitation available from the RK-28.

The antenna coupling arrangement used with the 10-meter transmitter is probably new to most amateurs. It is a linear pi-section filter, of a type used in some of the new Collins transmitters. Fig. 3 gives the details. The inductances consist of two quarter-inch copper tubes, spaced two inches apart, 5 1/2 feet long.

The tuning condensers, each 100 µµfd., are slid along the tubing until points are found where they control the coupling as in the normal filter. At W1CCZ the input condenser is 4 1/2 inches from the plate tank, and the distance between the input and output condensers is 31 1/2 feet. This system offers possibilities to those who have had difficulty in getting regular coils to work in the filter at 28 mc.

Speech Equipment

Most of the speech equipment is on the two nearer racks to the left of the operating table. The output of the Western Electric condenser microphone feeds into a W.E. SC amplifier and power

---

**THE EXCITER FOR THE 20-METER SET**

This rig in itself is a fairly high-power all-band transmitter, although actually used only on 14 mc. A 6A6 oscillator-doubler drives an 802, followed by an RK-28, then two RK-28's in push-pull. All coils are plug-in.

RK-28 is mounted through a hole in the chassis to provide the desirable shielding between grid and plate, since the tube is used as a straight amplifier.

In the final push-pull stage, considerable thought was given to the problem of getting short leads from the tank circuits to the tubes, the construction shown finally being adopted. The grid tuning condenser is mounted on short stand-offs directly alongside the grid caps of the 150T's. The plate condenser is elevated to bring the stator connections level with the tube plate caps; no regular stand-offs of sufficient length were available for this purpose, so each post consists of two shorter insulators held together by headless machine screws. It was found better to leave the plate tank circuit ungrounded. The coils are air-wound and mounted directly on the condensers. No filament by-pass condensers are used, a direct connection being made from one side of the filament to ground, instead.

This amplifier is ordinarily loaded to an input of about 600 watts, the chief reason for not going higher being the fact that the plate voltage is only 1800. Since this same voltage is used on the final and driver stages of all transmitters (with big tubes like the 251-A there is no necessity for going higher) it is convenient to use the same on the 10-meter set so that the power supply need not be changed when going from one band to another. At 600 watts there is plenty of fire left in the tank. Both c.w. and 'phone are used on 10. The 150T's have 500 volts of fixed bias on the grids, so that it is evident there is plenty of excitation available from the RK-28.

The antenna coupling arrangement used with the 10-meter transmitter is probably new to most amateurs. It is a linear pi-section filter, of a type used in some of the new Collins transmitters. Fig. 3 gives the details. The inductances consist of two quarter-inch copper tubes, spaced two inches apart, 5 1/2 feet long.

The tuning condensers, each 100 µµfd., are slid along the tubing until points are found where they control the coupling as in the normal filter. At W1CCZ the input condenser is 4 1/2 inches from the plate tank, and the distance between the input and output condensers is 31 1/2 feet. This system offers possibilities to those who have had difficulty in getting regular coils to work in the filter at 28 mc.

Speech Equipment

Most of the speech equipment is on the two nearer racks to the left of the operating table. The output of the Western Electric condenser microphone feeds into a W.E. SC amplifier and power
The output of the 8C amplifier drives a pair of 2A3's, Class-A, in the next rack, and these in turn feed into a pair of 845's, also Class-A. The 845's constitute the driver for the Class-B modulator, which uses a pair of 849's.

The modulator and its power supply are built up in two wooden frames similar to those used for the final stages of the 3.5- and 14-mc. transmitters. They can be identified at the rear left in the photographs of the station. The power supply is three phase using 866 rectifiers.

The same modulator is of course used for all transmitters.

**POWER SUPPLY**

The main power supplies for the station are built on a rack which does not appear in the photographs. Two high-voltage supplies can be used. The first is a three-phase, full-wave affair using six 872 rectifiers; this supply furnishes plate power for the final stages of all transmitters. Voltages from 1800 to 5400 are available, although 1800 is generally used because of the ease with which the 251-A's will handle a kilowatt input at this voltage. The second unit is a single-phase, full-wave rectifier using a pair of 872's. Voltages from 700 to 2000 can be obtained from this supply; it is used for the lower-power stages.

Plate power is connected to all transmitters whenever the control switch is closed. To shift from one band to another, it is only necessary to light the filaments of the tubes in the desired transmitter, since each transmitter has its own antenna.

**ANTENNA SYSTEM**

As the photograph of part of the antenna system shows, the station is surrounded by tall pine trees, so that it is not an easy matter to erect elaborate antennas. Various special types have been tried, but practically as good results have been secured from the simple structures in use at the present time.

Four masts hold all the antennas. Two of them are 75 feet high, spaced about 140 feet apart. A 75-meter Zepp for the 3.5-mc. set is strung between them. A third mast is about 55 feet high, and the fourth somewhat lower. The masts are arranged so that it is possible to run the antennas either north and south or east and west. For 28 mc., a Johnson Q running north and south is used. Two Q's, one north-south, the other east-west, are used for 14 mc., the feeders being switched inside the station at the transmitter to choose the direction. An east-west doublet is used on 7 mc.

**AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT**

The third relay rack holds a number of items of measuring equipment usually found only in laboratories and broadcasting stations. At the top is an RCA beat-frequency oscillator. Immediately below it is a General Radio transmission-monitoring assembly, consisting of a 400-cycle oscillator panel, modulation monitoring panel with overmodulation indicator, and a distortion and noise metering panel. On the operating table is a G.R. oscilloscope, a G.R. frequency meter, and a Universal Recorder, the latter being used for making air checks. Other measuring equipment includes G.R. precision inductance, capacity and resistance bridges.

The station is connected with the house by a number of lines through which the transmitter can be turned on and off and speech input fed in. There is also a telephone line from the station to the house. Although there is no complete remote-control system, the station can be operated from several rooms in the house (where separate receivers are installed) once the filaments of the desired transmitter are turned on. Receivers include a Hammarlund Super-Pro, an RME-69, and an HRO, the latter being used in the station proper.

Recent years have found most of W1CCZ's operating activities carried on with radiotelephony, principally in the 14- and 28-mc. bands, although—as might be expected with such easy band-switching—the other two bands are by no means neglected.

November, 1936
Heterotone C. W. Telegraph Reception

An Improvement Giving M.C.W. Advantages to Pure D.C. Signals

By James J. Lamb*

In all the years since we have had c.w. signals to receive there has been little fundamental change in our method of reception. True enough, the receivers have been improved. Selectivity has been increased, so that we can now do a pretty good job of picking out the signal we want; stability has been furthered, both at the transmitting end and in the receiver, so that we can better hold the desired signal throughout a QSO; but we still stick to heterodyne reception.

Even with our most modern single-signal superhet we continue to use no more than a local beat oscillator to make c.w. telegraph signals intelligible. In fact, by their very high selectivity these receivers have robbed us of something. They take out of less than originally perfect d.c. signals some, or even all, of the "tone" that we used to have in the old days when a little incidental modulation was not beyond the pale of government regulations; not that all such "characteristic tone" was altogether euphonious or particularly creditable to the owner of the transmitting station. But, nevertheless, something in the output made these old-time signals easier to copy, made the other fellow's fist sound more professional and lessened the fatigue of long hours of traffic handling.

In heterodyne reception of pure d.c. telegraph signals there is a monotony, an exasperating terrorsomeness, about that piercing beat-note that makes old time operators wish for the good old days and makes those who haven't had modulated m.c.w. or i.c.w. experience wish they could do something besides change the beat-note just another single tone that drills a hole in the hearing system. This fatigue and monotony from listening to a pure d.c. beat-note isn't all imagination, either. It's quite real and demonstrable by authentic scientific proof. We learned that back in 1929 and tried to do something about it.

At that time, K. B. Warner (who is always starting us out on some technical chase to correct things that ought to be corrected in this game of ours) aroused us with some practical ham interpretations of a few physiological and psychological gleanings from Dr. Harvey Fletcher's classic text, *Speech and Hearing*.

In sum and substance, it appears that our hearing apparatus is not so simple. In addition to the binaural and other peculiar characteristics which have been given greater popular publicity in more recent times, it seems that we also possess disability to withstand overloading on a single-frequency tone. Furthermore, the sensation of loudness is not only a function of the total energy in what excites our hearing system, but is also a function of the frequency make-up of the excitation. Our hearing mechanism, while more or less frequency selective, is non-linear and has what might be called saturation limits. In other words, different sensitive elements in the pick-up system respond to different frequencies, but each can transmit only a limited amount of sensation to the head-top central station. Each aural frequency-communication line can handle only so much; and after a while it gets tired. Consequently, when we listen to a single-frequency c.w. beat-note we find that the monotone signal not only becomes a bore, but also becomes apparently weaker and weaker, even though the receiver output may stay constant. We once had the experience of listening to

---

*Technical Editor.
a 1000-cycle tone for a protracted period of hours—and of seeming to hear nothing but 1000 cycles for two days afterward but of being unable to distinguish when a 1000-cycle tone was sent our way. A "hole" had been drilled at 1000 cycles. That particular section in our audio frequency spectrum had temporarily worn out. It was an extreme case, of course; but to a lesser degree the same thing happens in much shorter periods of operation, as every experienced operator will testify. How many have had "ringing ears" after a DX contest?

Well, to get back to what we tried to do about it in 1929:

In those days, the standard receiver was a regenerative autodyne. R. B. Bourne, then lANA and still WIANA, was in it, too. Our idea was to frequency-modulate the oscillating autodyne detector and thereby "spray" a range of audio frequencies over the hearing system. Thus, we visualized, more than, a single group of elements would be excited—and both the monotony and the fatigue would be eliminated. Unfortunately, the result didn't fulfill the premise. In the first place, the regenerative detector insisted on picking up the audio-frequency of the tone-generator, which was driving the frequency-vibrating tuning-condenser element, whether there was a radio signal coming in or not; and the signal didn't seem to be helped thereby. So we dropped it.

Still later, in 1931, we had another idea. At that time we were working with the various efforts which finally produced a single-grid receiver. In the National MB 30 tuned r.f. broadcast receiver, which was used as an i.f. amplifier following the crystal filter, there was no beat oscillator for c.w. reception. Rather than hook up a heterodyne oscillator, we tried a General Radio 1000-cycle tuning fork oscillator as an audio-frequency modulator for one of the intermediate stages. The audio-frequency tone was applied to the screen-grid of an i.f. stage. It worked, but the resulting a.f. output on c.w. signals was nothing to arouse excitement. Later, we tried the same idea on a ultra-high frequency phone superhet. The idea there was to make possible reception of "unmodulated" c.w. telegraph signals from 56-mc. transmitters which were so unstable with frequency modulation as to preclude possibility of conventional beatnote reception. That worked fairly well, too; but Ross didn't think the receiver was good enough for presentation. He went on to the super-infragenerator—and double-sideband amplitude modulation as an alternative to heterodyne single-sideband modulation in superhet receivers again went on the shelf.

In both these instances, it will be noted, the idea was tried in receivers which were without beat-note oscillators. Had we tried it then on a more or less conventional superhet with a c.w. beat oscillator we'd have had heterotone reception earlier. For that's all heterotone reception is: The application of audio-frequency modulation in an i.f. stage of a good superhet, preferably behind a s.s. crystal filter, with proper c.w. oscillator injection in the second detector. It's called heterotone reception just to distinguish it from tone modulation (m.c.w.) and from simple heterodyne reception. It's literally both.

A graphical contrast between simple heterodyne reception and heterotone reception is shown by the charts of Fig. 1. In heterodyne reception, as suggested by A, B and C, the character of the signal is unchanged until simultaneous rectification with the c.w. oscillator current in the second detector occurs. With heterotone reception, however, the signal acquires a pair of sidebands in the i.f. amplifier and arrives at the second detector as a complex wave. Whereas heterodyne detection of the unmodulated signal results in a beat note of practically single frequency, as shown in C, the modulated signal combines with the local oscillator current in the second detector to give audio-frequency output having a complex combination of frequencies, as indicated in F.

With the heterodyne oscillator frequency different from the carrier and sideband frequencies of
the modulated signal, there are at least three principal beat-note components in addition to the double-sideband component resulting from i.f. modulation.

The most striking effect of this change in the character of the signal is the apparent increase in loudness. This is partly the result of actually greater electrical output, of course, since the signal power arriving at the second detector is increased by the sidebands resulting from the i.f. modulation. With 100 per cent modulation by a single-frequency (sinusoidal) tone the side-band power increases the detector input 50 percent. Measurements demonstrate that the receiver audio-frequency output is increased by approximately this amount when tone modulation is applied in addition to the heterodyne. This would be expected to give no great increase in loudness sensation, however, on a strict energy basis. It is the change in the character of the sound, rather than a simple energy increase, which accounts for the jump of several times in loudness which becomes apparent when listening comparison is made between simple heterodyne reception and heterotone reception of the same pure d.c. signal. The explanation is that more of the sensitive elements in the hearing mechanism are excited by the complex sound than by the merely pure heterodyne beat note.

An infinite variety of frequency combinations can be obtained simply by varying the tuning of the heterodyne oscillator, leaving the i.f. modulation frequency fixed. Even relatively small changes in the beat oscillator frequency make apparently great changes in the character of the complex sound. Likewise, a small difference between two signal frequencies gives much greater difference in the apparent pitch and character of the sounds than a simple variation in carrier beat-note would produce. This appears to be associated with change in the “harmony” relationship of the component frequencies of the complex sound. For instance, in the case of the

(Continued on page 76)
The All-Around Radiation Characteristics of Horizontal Antennas

Utilizing Directive Properties To Increase Transmission Effectiveness

By George Grammer*

THE big unknown in the equation "Transmitter times X equals Results" is the antenna. The constant taking down and putting up of antennas emphasizes the point. Sadly, most of these changes are aimless; blind gropings inspired by the eternal hope that something new will "get out" better. We think they need not be.

Simple antennas have certain properties which can be utilized to advantage provided we know what we want to do. It is impossible to predict exactly what any given type of antenna will do when hung in a particular location, unfortunately. However, theoretical analysis is possible when certain assumptions are made; although these assumptions are never realized in practice, experience with several types of antennas in different locations over the past year indicates that the antenna performance checks quite closely, qualitatively, with the behavior predicted by theory. This article concerns itself only with simple horizontal antennas, the kind the majority of amateurs use either through choice or necessity.

ANTENNA DIRECTIVITY

No amateur who does any reading at all can have avoided being exposed to the plane diagrams purporting to show the directive properties of antennas of various lengths. A set of them illuminates the antenna chapter in the Handbook. Providing they are not taken too literally, such diagrams can be of value but (as is also pointed out in the Handbook) they merely represent a cross-section of a figure which is really a solid, symmetrical about the antenna wire. An easy way to get a mental picture of the actual free-space directive pattern of any particular type of antenna is to copy the plane diagram on a piece of cardboard, cut it out and mount on a length of stiff wire which represents the antenna axis. If the wire is then twirled rapidly in the fingers a "motion picture" of the solid directive diagram readily can be seen.

However, even this is of no great value except to form a mental image which will be of help in understanding what follows. No antenna works in free space. Amateur antennas, in particular, always hug the ground and the surrounding houses and flora pretty closely. Of these surroundings, the ground is the only item common to all locations, and is the only one that can be taken into account in a discussion of this kind. It should be realized, however, that the proximity of tin roofs, house wiring, downspouting, and similar obstructions in the field of the antenna can have a marked effect on its performance.

RADIATION IN THE VERTICAL PLANE

With the solid directive pattern firmly in mind, let us suppose that the antenna is placed horizontally over the earth. Neglecting for the moment the effect of the ground, this immediately cuts off the lower half of the pattern, since we are

* Assistant Technical Editor.
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concerned only with radiation in space. Now if we cut the solid pattern by a plane passing through the axis of the antenna at any random angle with respect to earth, the outline of the pattern on the plane will be the same plane diagram which we have already said must be handled with care. The idea is represented in Fig. 1, in which the large horizontal plane represents the earth and the line OA the line of the antenna wire. OABC is the cutting plane just mentioned, and on it is drawn the plane diagram, in this case representing one quadrant of a full-wave antenna diagram. (Only one quadrant need be considered, since the patterns are always symmetrical, and what happens in one quadrant also happens in the other three.) As the plane OABC is rotated about the antenna as an axis, the plane diagram will describe the solid directive pattern.

Most amateurs realize that energy radiated upwards from the earth is effective for long-distance communication. Suppose we wish to know the relative field strength at a distant point caused by radiation at some upward angle with respect to the earth's surface. Let us say that a straight line...
from the distant point makes an angle $\theta_{OA}$, Fig. 1, with the line of the antenna. Along the line $DO$ we erect a vertical plane and on it draw a line, $EO$, so that the angle $EOD$ represents the upward angle of radiation in which we are interested. If then the plane $OABC$ is rotated so that it passes through the line $EO$, the point $X$, where the line $EO$ intersects the plane diagram, gives the desired value of relative field strength, this being expressed as the length of a radial line running from $O$ to the outline of the diagram. If the vertical angle, $EOD$, is kept constant while the horizontal angle, $AOD$, is changed through 90 degrees, a series of points can be obtained from which a directive diagram for the vertical angle $EOD$ can be plotted. It is important to note that the diagram so obtained coincides with the plane diagram only when the vertical angle is zero—an impossible case, since purely horizontal radiation is negligible at high frequencies. At horizontal angles close in to the line of the antenna, the relative field strength will depend upon the particular vertical angle considered, and if the right vertical angle is chosen the maximum radiation will

![Figures showing radiation patterns at various angles](https://example.com)
be along the line of the antenna. This is not hard to visualize, because if we imagine the plane \( OABC \) to be vertical and the line \( DO \) to coincide with \( AO \), obviously the maximum relative field strength will be obtained when the angle \( DOE \) is made such that \( OBE \) cuts the plane diagram at its maximum point. Contrast this with the misleading impression given by the unadorned plane diagrams, which would indicate that the radiation is always zero along the axis of the antenna.

GROUND EFFECTS

In making antenna calculations it is customary to assume that the ground acts as though it were a perfect conductor. Despite the known fact that the ground does no such thing at high frequencies, it appears from a number of published papers that, for horizontal antennas at least, the agreement between observed results and theoretical predictions made on this basis is very close. The calculations culminating in the curves to be given (Continued on page 41)
Amateur Applications of the "Magic Eye"

Using the 6E5 in Transmitter Adjustments, as a Modulation Meter, and as a Visual Tuning Indicator

In Two Parts—Part II*

By L. C. Waller,** W2BRO

The use of the 6E5 as a "balance" indicator in a simple vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit was described in the October issue of QST, in Part I of this article. Many practical applications were discussed, and it was shown that such an instrument probably ranks next to a cathode-ray oscilloscope as regards its usefulness in the amateur station.

Before further applications are taken up, it seems worthwhile to describe again, very briefly, the manner in which either d.c. or peak a.c. voltages are measured with the v.t. voltmeter. The following procedure refers to Fig. 4 in Part I.

1) Test prods A and B are shorted together.
2) Slide-back potentiometer R7 is moved to the plus end of its range, so that d.c. voltmeter V reads zero.
3) The "zero-set" potentiometer (R5) is adjusted so that the pattern on the fluorescent screen of the 6E5 is closed to a dark, narrow line. This is the "zero" position of the pattern.

4) The d.c. or a.c. voltage to be measured is applied across test prods A and B (plus voltage to A in the case of d.c.). The application of this voltage causes the 6E5 pattern to "flip" open, either partly or all the way, depending on the value of the unknown voltage.
5) Slide-back control R7 is now slowly moved toward its -B end until the pattern on the 6E5 again closes to its hair-line or "zero" position. At this point the voltmeter V will read the value (d.c. or peak a.c.) of the applied voltage. The position of the voltage across R7, read by V, has been adjusted just to cancel the unknown voltage across AB. While this procedure may sound a little complex, it can actually be followed in far less time than it takes to tell.

TRANSMITTER ADJUSTMENTS

The v.t. voltmeter has a number of valuable applications in the adjustment of transmitters. It may be used as an ultra-sensitive neutralizing indicator, as shown in Fig. 8. The test prods are placed across the plate tank coil (the plate voltage being off, of course) so that the r.f. voltage getting through from the driver stage can be measured. The actual value of the voltage is not of interest, as long as the neutralizing condensers can be adjusted so that the r.f. across the amplifier tank circuit is at a minimum. Perfect neutralization usually will not be obtained, in partially shielded or unshielded stages, but at least the point of best possible neutralization can be determined for a given case. Prod B does not have a high impedance to ground at radio frequencies, while prod A has appreciable impedance. For this reason, B is placed at the center of the plate coil, in a push-pull circuit, and prod A is placed at first one end and then the other. Minimum r.f. voltage is sought for each half of the coil. In single-ended stages, B is put at the ground or low-r.f. end of the coil, and A at the plate or "hot" end.

When one is experimenting with the constants of a TNT oscillator (such as portable 5-meter rig) or of a crystal oscillator stage, in an effort to determine the conditions for maximum r.f. output, the v.t. voltmeter can readily be used, with the aid of a small pick-up coil, as an r.f. output meter. The pick-up coil is coupled at a suitable fixed distance from the plate tank of the r.f. stage, and the r.f. voltage across it measured as changes are made in the circuit.

* Part I, October, 1936, QST.
** RCA Radiotron Division, RCA Manufacturing Co., Harrison, N.J.
FIELD-STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS

Although the writer has not tried the following idea, it seems that the v.t. voltmeter is sensitive enough to be used as a r.f. field strength indicator, if a power supply for it can be found some distance from the transmitting antenna (a battery supply is feasible, because the v.t. voltmeter can be modified to work from a 200-volt source, where r.f. voltages of the order of 1 to 10 volts are to be measured). A short, portable, receiving aerial, or rod, can be connected to a tuned circuit, with or without a ground, whichever proves best, and the r.f. voltage developed across the tuned circuit measured. It seems probable that such a set-up could be used at a considerable distance from the transmitting antenna and still develop a volt or two for indicating purposes, as transmitter or antenna changes are made. The stronger the radiation, the more r.f. voltage the v.t. voltmeter will show.

MODULATION METER

As a modulation meter, the v.t. voltmeter will measure the percentage of modulation with good accuracy, provided modulation is symmetrical and the carrier is not subject to too much shift on modulation. A small pick-up coil (untuned) is loosely coupled at a suitable fixed distance from the plate tank coil, and the unmodulated carrier voltage measured. A steady a.f. signal is then applied to the modulator until the measured r.f. voltage is just twice its unmodulated value; this point corresponds quite closely to 100 percent modulation, as regards the positive modulation peaks. It does not take care of negative modulation peaks, lop-sided a.f. waves, or of excessive carrier shift. If the pick-up coil is coupled so that the unmodulated r.f. voltage is, say, 100 volts, then a reading of 180 volts under modulation would indicate a modulation percentage of 80. R7 is the only control that need be adjusted on the v.t. voltmeter, assuming that the “zero” point was correctly set at the beginning. If desired, the instrument can be placed at the receiving position, more or less permanently, and connected to the transmitter by means of ordinary twisted lamp cord, with a pick-up coil at each end.

As an overmodulation indicator, potentiometer R7 is adjusted just to cancel the unmodulated carrier voltage, picked up as described above, and the voltmeter (V) reading noted. R7 is then set so that V reads about 95 percent higher. This over-bias the 6ES and over-closes the pattern. Then, under modulation, when the eye begins to “kick” open slightly, the positive carrier peaks are just beginning to exceed the 95% modulation point. The only catch with this arrangement is that, like all positive peak indicators, the v.t. voltmeter does not tell the operator what his negative modulation peaks are doing. It is the negative peaks which cause the most trouble, when they reach the carrier cut-off point, because of the resultant flattened modulation envelope with its plentiful high-frequency harmonics.

Another arrangement of the v.t. voltmeter is possible, however, so that the negative modulation peaks can be indicated. In this case, a few minor changes in the v.t. voltmeter circuit of Fig. 4 (Part I) are necessary. Condensers C1 and C4 should be disconnected (one terminal is adequate), and C5 should be changed to 100 µf. The pattern of the 6ES is then adjusted to its zero setting, or preferably to a slightly over-closed position, with the r.f. pick-up coil connected but with the carrier off. The carrier is next turned on, unmodulated, this causing the “eye” to open fully. Then, as modulation is applied and the percentage increased, the pattern will have two slightly-fluorescent triangular sectors, of lighter hue than the rest of the screen. The boundary lines of the normal shadow sector will still be plainly visible. When the two lightly shaded triangles approach each other, at the center of the screen, the negative modulation peaks of the carrier are approaching the cut-off, or zero r.f. point. This is true because the pattern was originally adjusted to the zero line under the condition of no carrier. The lightly-shaded triangular screen sectors have less brilliance than the rest of the pattern because they receive excitation only on the negative a.f. peaks. This effect can better be understood by reference to Fig. 9. Fig. 9-A shows that the negative modulation peaks are not reaching carrier cut-off, while in Fig. 9-B the pattern shows over-modulation. The bright line where the two triangular sectors merge (Fig. 9-B) is the indication of this condition.

A SIMPLE NEGATIVE-PeAK OVERMODULATION INDICATOR

Another application of the 6ES, entirely different from that of the v.t. voltmeter, is shown in Fig. 10. Here the 6ES is used in conjunction
with a half-wave vacuum-tube rectifier. The circuit is almost self-explanatory. When the a.c. modulating voltage at point "x" swings positive, the 879 does not pass current because its filament is plus with respect to its plate. When the a.c. voltage swings negative at point "x", the 879 still fails to pass current until the negative a.f. peak

FIG. 11—THE 6E5 ALSO CAN BE USED AS A VISUAL TUNING INDICATOR IN SETS NOT HAVING A.V.C. OR A DIODE DETECTOR

The "eye" works "backwards" in this case.

exceeds the d.c. plate voltage of the Class-C amplifier. When this occurs, the instantaneous voltage at point "x" is negative with respect to ground, the 879 passes current through the load resistor \( R_3 \), and the voltage drop thus produced across \( R_3 \) biases the grid of the 6E5 negatively. The pattern, therefore, "kicks" shut whenever the negative a.f. peaks are great enough to cause carrier cut-off. As long as the pattern remains open, there can be no overmodulation on negative a.f. peaks, and no carrier cut-off. Inasmuch as a negative peak modulating voltage of 1007 volts (assuming that the Class-C tube is operating with a 1000-volt supply) is adequate to cause complete closure of the 6E5 pattern, it is apparent that this device is exceedingly sensitive to the slightest overmodulation. The sensitivity can be controlled by means of potentiometer \( R_1 \), which applies as great a portion of the excess modulating voltage to the 6E5 grid as may be desired. For example, an overmodulation of 14 volts will cause complete closure of the "eye," even if \( R_1 \) is set in the middle of its range.

The size of condenser \( C \) controls the speed with which the pattern reopens after an excessive modulation peak has passed. That is, although the pattern will shut quickly, it can be made to reopen slowly, to assist in the observation. This type of overmodulation indicator is much to be preferred to the positive-peak indicating type, for reasons already mentioned.

This arrangement is not an original one, inasmuch as a similar circuit using a d.c. milliammeter in series with the diode resistor has been published before. The idea of using the 6E5 in place of the d.c. meter, as an indicating medium, was suggested by WS8LM.

USE OF THE 6E5 IN NON-A.V.C. RECEIVERS

The normal application of the versatile 6E5 as a visual tuning indicator in receivers may be of interest to some amateurs. As is well known, the 6E5 is ordinarily used in receivers employing automatic volume control with a diode detector. The control voltage for the 6E5 grid is ordinarily obtained from a suitable point in the a.v.c. or diode detector circuit. It is not so well known, however, that the "magic eye" can also be used in a receiver having neither a.v.c. nor a diode detector. The alternative arrangement is suitable for t.r.f. or superheterodyne receivers using a cathode-resistor-biased detector, as shown in Fig. 11.

With reference to this circuit, potentiometer \( R_2 \) is set at the end next to the detector cathode. This places a positive voltage (equal to the detector's no-signal bias) on the 6E5 grid and opens the pattern. Cathode resistor \( R_1 \) is next set just to close the pattern to a narrow, dark line, this being accomplished when the bias across \( R_1 \) exceeds the bias across \( R_3 \) by about 7 volts. Now, if an r.f. signal is tuned in, the plate current of the detector rises slightly, the voltage drop across \( R_3 \) increases, and the "eye" will open slightly. At the point of resonance, where the receiver is accurately tuned, the pattern will have opened to a maximum. Detuning the set causes it to close again. Thus, the 6E5 acts as a visual tuning indicator, but operates exactly backwards with respect to its normal movement in an a.v.c. receiver, where the control voltage is negative instead of positive. This backward operation, however, is not objectionable—the bigger the shadow, the better the tuning.

If a strong signal develops so much voltage across \( R_3 \) that the pattern opens fully, and ceases to give an accurate indication, it is advisable to move the arm of \( R_2 \) towards the ground end. \( R_1 \) must also be readjusted, in this case, with no signal applied, so that the pattern will again be at its zero or closed position under no-signal
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conditions. There are undoubtedly many receivers, amateur and otherwise, which can easily be equipped with this type of visual tuning circuit; no extra plate-voltage supply is needed for the 6E5, the power supply of the receiver being quite suitable.

In most cases, the 6E5 is used in receivers having a.v.c. and a diode detector. Fig. 12 shows a typical diode-detector and a.v.c. circuit. The d.c. control voltage developed across $R_1$ (the diode load resistor) may, on a very strong signal, be too large for optimum operation of the 6E5, because only 7 or 8 volts of bias are required to close the pattern completely. If the receiver has considerable r.f. or i.f. gain, and if it is tuned to a very strong signal, the control voltage will almost invariably exceed -8 volts. Thus, the pattern will over-close and will not accurately indicate the correct tuning. To avoid this condition, it is advisable to connect a high-resistance bleeder ($R_3, R_4$) across $R_1$ and then tap in the grid lead from the 6E5 at a suitable voltage point.

The resistors $R_3$ and $R_4$ should have, in most cases, a total resistance of about 4 to 6 megohms, so that they will not cause undue loading of $R_1$. In addition, $R_3$ and $R_4$ should be so proportioned that on the strongest signal the effective control voltage across $R_4$ will just close, but not overclose, the pattern. This means, of course, that the "eye" may close only a little on weak signals.

In certain receivers where a special i.f. stage and a separate diode are used for the a.v.c. system, the 6E5 can be operated from the detector diode with better results. The reason is that the range of carrier voltage applied to the second detector diode is greatly reduced by the action of the a.v.c. system. Such sets have a fairly "flat" a.v.c. characteristic.

Regardless of the manner in which the 6E5 is used as a visual tuning indicator, it can also be utilized as an "S" meter, or carrier strength indicator, at the same time. That is, with the r.f. gain control at any fixed position, any variation in strength between different carriers will be indicated quantitatively by the amount of pattern movement. For c.w. telegraph indications, the transmitting operator should hold his key down for a short interval. The pattern will also show either positive or negative carrier shift of a 'phone carrier under modulation.

**RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS**

In addition to the uses of the v.t. voltmeter which have been described, it also has a number of other applications. Among these are measurement of unknown resistance and capacitance. The circuit arrangements for these measurements are given in Fig. 13. In both cases it is necessary to have a resistor of known calibration for $R_k$. In making resistance measurements, the corresponding input terminals of the voltmeter are first connected to $A$ and $B$ and $R_1$ is adjusted until the eye just closes. The voltage then read is $E_a$. Prod $A$ is then transferred to $A'$ and $E_k$ is similarly measured, with $R_k$ left at the same setting. Then,

$$\frac{R_e}{R_k} = \frac{E_k}{E_b}$$

and

$$\frac{R_s}{E_k} = \frac{E_b}{E_k} = R_k.$$

If $R_k$ is adjusted until $E_a = E_b$, then $R_s = R_k$. Resistance values are all in ohms and voltage values in volts, of course.

To measure unknown capacitance, the circuit of Fig. 13-B is used. The a.c. voltage $E_c$ across the condenser and the voltage $E_r$ across the known resistor are measured with the voltmeter. Then

$$\frac{X_c}{R_k} = \frac{E_c}{E_r}$$

where $X_c$ is the reactance of the condenser in ohms and $R_k$ is the resistance of the calibrated resistor.

$$X_c = \frac{R_k E_c}{E_r} = \frac{1,000,000}{2\pi f C_{ppd}}.$$
In the last paragraph of F.C.C. Rule 30a, there is a list of ten cities, commencing with Albuquerque, where the Class A amateur examination has been available twice a year but never the Class B. The League having pointed out that the Class B examination could be given at the same time without additional expense or inconvenience to the government, the Commission so modified its rule on September 22nd, but without changing in any way the regions in which an applicant may still be eligible for Class C. The modified rule reads as follows:

(a) Examining cities—Examinations for all classes of radio operator licenses will be given frequently at Washington, D. C., and the District offices of the Commission in accordance with announced schedules.

(1) Such examinations will be held quarterly at:
   - Cincinnati, O.
   - Pittsburgh, Pa.
   - Cleveland, O.
   - San Antonio, Tex.
   - Des Moines, la.
   - Shenectady, N. Y.
   - Nashville, Tenn.
   - Winston-Salem, N. C.
   - Columbus, O.
   - St. Louis, Mo.
   - Houston, Tex.
   - New Haven, Conn.
   - Dallas, Tex.
   - Des Moines, Ia.
   - Oklahoma City, Okla.
   - Schenectady, N. Y.

(2) Examinations will be held not more than twice annually at:
   - Albuquerque, N. M.
   - Little Rock, Ark.
   - Billings, Mont.
   - Phoenix, Ariz.
   - Bismarck, N. Dak.
   - Salt Lake City, Utah
   - Boone, Idaho
   - Spokane, Wash.
   - Butte, Mont.
   - Jacksonville, Fla.

Understand that at the cities listed in Rule 30a (2), the Class B examination is now available on examination days as well as the Class A examination, but one is not obliged to appear for personal examination simply because one lives within 125 miles of one of the cities named in this paragraph.

In Rule 404, the paragraph about Class C, the second sentence was amended to read as follows:

"... Applicants for Class C privileges must reside more than 125 miles airline from the nearest office of the Commission and the nearest point named in Rule 30-a (1), or in a camp." etc. (Remainder unchanged.)

On the same date a change was made in Rule 384a to change the bands of frequencies on which the "N" prefix may be used, under proper authorization, to read: "... 1715-2000 kilocycles, 3500-4000 kilocycles, 56,000-60,000 kilocycles and 400,000-401,000 kilocycles."

Our editorial staff has been intensely occupied for many weeks past with the building of apparatus and the writing of material for the new 1937 edition of The Radio Amateur's Handbook. A great many new pieces of apparatus, particularly, of course, transmitters and receivers, have been constructed and tested and are described in the new edition. The book is now ready and is announced elsewhere in this issue. It is even bigger than the last previous edition, handsome, and we hope will be found even more helpful to readers.

We amateurs have long needed a map especially designed to meet our particular problems and bringing conveniently to our view the particular sorts of geographical data which we need in our work. No such map has existed, so for the past year and a half A.R.R.L. headquarters has been at work on its design. To our specifications, Rand McNally, the well-known map makers, have laid out a map making use of a modified azimuthal equidistant projection which make it possible to bring on to one sheet of paper a large assembly of useful geographical data for the amateur. Distances from the United States may be scaled with satisfactory accuracy and approximate determinations of bearing made. Hams, of course, know countries more in terms of their prefixes than their geographical names, and the A.R.R.L. map will enable the ready spotting of a country in terms of its prefix. WAC zones and time divisions will be shown with complete accuracy, the I.A.R.U. standard list of recognized countries, etc. The job is handsomely done in seven colors on fine paper. A great effort has been made to bring into it the peculiar qualities that working amateurs require in a map. We trust that it fills the answer to that long-felt need. Its availability is announced elsewhere in this issue.

Staff Notes

Miss Ursula M. Chamberlain, since 1926 the assistant advertising manager of A.R.R.L. publications, has gone and left us—for the particular purpose of becoming Mrs. Maurice C. Huerstel. Moreover, she will hereafter have to live in Bridgeport, which is an awful come­down. UMC has been an essential part of our Advertising Department for over eleven years. Whereas our members have known her only through their patronage of the Ham-Ad department, over which she presided, hers has been a familiar name in radio (Continued on page 56)
Plain Talk About Rhombic Antennas

The Story of Some Experiences with Haywire Diamonds

By Ross A. Hull,* and C. C. Rodimon,** W1SZ

FIVE years ago, shortly after Bruce announced the development of the rhombic antenna, we put up an experimental antenna of this type with the idea of working Asia. As we see it now, everything was wrong with the project except the antenna itself. We had picked the wrong time and the wrong place. Asia simply wasn't willing. There were no signals. As a result of that experience our interest in the general subject of directive antennas fell off to a mere nothing—and stayed there.

Then, in 1934 we stuck up a directive array for the 60-mc. band and found, much to our astonishment, that nice fat signals could be had with it from stations a hundred miles away at times when the signals were actually inaudible on a normal half-wave antenna. This experience gave us a big jolt because the apparent gain was out of all proportion to normal expectations. We became heavy beam-backers overnight. Ever since, we have had a pronounced leaning toward directive antennas. We have used them whenever circumstances permitted and we have looked longingly at every tree, roof, and chimney within a half mile, mulling over all the possibilities.

One big problem with any array is to decide in what direction to shoot it. This difficulty was solved recently upon hearing that Brother A. G. Hull in Sydney, Australia, had grabbed off a license and was on the air. The other big problem, to which we have never found a ready solution, is to decide just how big an array is needed to give worthwhile gain. It is one thing, we have discovered, to wade through the many technical treatments of directive antennas, visualizing a great stretch of flat, swampy ground with the various wires strung up in the blue over it. Gains can be computed so readily then, and it is not at all difficult to think in terms of the R point gain per hundred feet of wire. It is a horse of a different color to stand out on the only available piece of ground—sloping, bumpy, chuck full of trees, smeared with buildings, poles, wires and miscellaneous junk—and then to wonder what might happen to this textbook antenna under those circumstances.

Anyway, we got out the compass and a measuring tape and made a crude plan showing all the chimneys and trees of the surrounding territory. On this we superimposed models of all the antennas we could think of. Study of the layout of the many trees around the place revealed chiefly that the guys who planted them had very little knowledge of directive antennas and still less consideration for the possible needs of future radio amateurs. The outcome, anyway, was a decision to string up a rhombic antenna of such dimensions that the transplanting of a few

FIG. 1—THE LAYOUT AT W1izu SHOWING THE NEW 3½-WAVE RHOMBIC ANTENNA

The original rhombic antenna discussed in the text was suspended between the chimney and cherry tree T4. Its dimensions were exactly those used for the W1SZ rig shown in Fig. 2. The antenna shown does not actually have the clean lines and symmetrical shape indicated. The wire wavers irregularly through T1, T2, T3, T5, and T6. Also, the height varies between 20 and 35 feet. The shaded areas P1, P2, and P3 are dense patches of poison ivy—shown in practice to be important factors in antenna construction and adjustment. The rope between the 40-foot pole and T7 allows small changes in the setting of the antenna. T8 is the stump of a 40-foot tree which the authors removed by throwing a rope over it, then swaying it at its resonant frequency.

The antenna works.
maples would be unnecessary. The presence of several choice 50-foot trees in the wrong places dictated that the wire would have to be threaded through two of them and wrapped around another but, we thought, that very circumstance would at least permit us to discover what does happen when such departures from the ideal are made.

We shall skip now a hectic day of scrambling over slate roofs; climbing trees; threading wires through branches; getting smeared in poison ivy; unscrambling wires and ropes tangled in tree tops. These matters were important enough at the time but, like most experiences of the kind, faded into insignificance once the whole procedure was shown to be justified. And this particular procedure was justified. The antenna, from the very word go, functioned in a manner which we should have believed quite impossible.

The gadget we ended up with had the general shape of a diamond with sides 144 feet (approximately 2\(\frac{1}{4}\) wavelengths) long. The wire was about 30 feet above ground most of the way with a couple of excursions down to about 20 feet. The far end, strung up in the cherry tree T4 of Fig. 1, was terminated with several pieces of “Ohmspun” (a non-inductive resistance element manufactured by the States Company, in Hartford) totalling 700 ohms (d.c.). An ordinary 6-inch feeder with 14-gauge wire was attached to the station end of the antenna and draped over the ridge, down the wall and through the window and a couple of doors to the transmitter. A double-pole double-throw relay served to switch the antenna to feeders running into another room where the receiver and operating controls are located.

First tests were made in reception—the diamond being thrown on to the receiver with a double-pole double-throw switch in place of one of the various normal receiving antennas previously used. Gains or losses were measured with the “S” meter on an HRO and all references made to R’s are, therefore, in terms of divisions on the “S” meter dial. Stray pickup from the wrong an-

*FIG. 2—A BIRD’S-EYE VIEW OF THE WISZ DIAMOND*

The clear spaces on this diagram indicate dense underbrush, brambles and a forest of second-growth trees. The antenna itself is 40 feet high at the station end and approximately 60 feet at the other points of suspension. The location of the trees used for support allows slight changes in the direction of the antenna but any change is, of course, a half-day’s job. The antenna is ordinarily operated without any terminating resistor. The comparison antenna consists of two phased vertical half-waves mounted on the telephone pole.

*FIG. 3—A SKETCH DIAGRAM PRESENTING A VERY APPROXIMATE SUGGESTION OF THE RECEPTION PERFORMANCE OF THE HAYWIRE DIAMOND*

The losses and gains indicated are R points measured on the a.c.c. meter of an HRO receiver. The comparison antenna was a conventional half-wave affair with a 75-ohm transmission line. The figures given are averages of several hundred measurements made over a period of two weeks. Though this diagram represents the performance of the antenna shown in Fig. 1 it differs only in minor respects from that obtained with the WISZ antenna.
Seventh A.R.R.L. Sweepstakes Contest

40 hours of fun! Nov. 14th-15th, 21st-22nd. 'Phone or C.W. Any Ham Band(s)

Two week-ends of opportunity to WAS in National All-Section QSO Party W, VE, K, KA, CM, VO Hams Invited to Vie for Certificates
Awards: To the C.W. Leader . . . to the 'Phone Leader. In each Section . . . in each Club.
Gavel Trophy to Winning Club!
Develops snappy accurate operators. Tests Stations. Proves Operating Supremacy in each Section!

By F. E. Handy*

THE "SS"! Again we present one of the outstanding annual operating events of the year. Any licensed ham can enter. 'Phone hams will compete with other 'phone hams. Telegraphing operators will work and compete with other telegraphing operators. A certificate award is provided in each Section within each group. Many will also complete their QSL-card record and achieve "WAS" honors through this year's SS.

Whether you wish to "work all states" or all A.R.R.L. Sections, which is even tougher, this is the prime chance of the year to progress toward that objective. The basic idea of the contest is to see how many stations can be worked in such a brief time. The points derived from this will be multiplied by the number of different A.R.R.L. Sections worked with at least a complete one-way exchange (and QSL) in the contest. Message swaps are not required in proof of QSO this year. No thinking up texts to worry about. Instead we have boiled all the essential contest information down into the form of a standard preamble. Exchanges will give necessary data for the record sent to Hq., provide for exchanging signal reports, and allow approximate progress of competitors at the same time. New hams may also add to their knowledge of the way preambles to A.R.R.L. messages are sent and acknowledged, and adds requested, accuracy of 'phone communication assured, etc., if they take part and follow the standard practices set forth for these things in the new edition of the Radio Amateur's Handbook. Some emergencies of late years have found many amateurs unfamiliar with good operating practices resulting in delays, garbles, and inability to write or take a message in standard form. We hope that the "SS" will help both new and old timers to improve and perfect operating techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPLAINING CONTEST EXCHANGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Send Like Std. Msg. Preamble</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the &quot;SS&quot; Exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sections included Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, P. I., etc. Amateurs in Newfoundland are included in the Maritime Section of the A.R.R.L. field organization. See the complete list of Sections in the A.R.R.L. organization page 7 of this issue of QST.

*Communications Manager, A.R.R.L.
2 Including Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, P. I., etc. Amateurs in Newfoundland are included in the Maritime Section of the A.R.R.L. field organization.
3 See the complete list of Sections in the A.R.R.L. organization page 7 of this issue of QST.
unique at the same time all have an enjoyable time and roll up new station records.

All contest exchanges can be logged directly on the sheet that you send Hq. for a report. The paper work will be completed as you go along with nothing to do but total and summarize points and send it in. Mimeographed contest forms will be sent gratis to anyone who sends a prepared sheet.

Many wanted the "SS" to skip the Thanksgiving holiday. The majority liked our idea of a shorter contest. After considerable discussion it was decided to make the "SS" a two-installment contest with the operating program in two week ends with a time limit. We hope you like it this way.

The contest will take place within two consecutive 33-hour week ends. Choose any hours between the start on a Saturday evening, and the finish at the end of a Sunday night (early Monday morning). You can work more than 20 hours on one of the two week ends, but in no case will any entry of more than 40 hours' total operating in the two contest periods be accepted. Use any amateur frequency bands you choose. This timing plan permits the average ham to plan for his amateur frequency bands you choose. This timing plan permits the average ham to plan for his

(Continued on page 60)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time On or Off</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>SENT (1 point)</th>
<th>Date (Nov.)</th>
<th>RECEIVED (1 point)</th>
<th>Number of each</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Start P.M.</td>
<td>Nr</td>
<td>Stn.</td>
<td>CK-RST</td>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Nr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>6:15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>6:25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>6:30</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>12:25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>2:50</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>6:15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 A.M.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>W1INF</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>W. Hartford</td>
<td>5:10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Starts</th>
<th>Ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.S.T. Nov. 14 &amp; 21, 7:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 16 &amp; 23, 4:01 A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.S.T. Nov. 14 &amp; 21, 6:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 16 &amp; 23, 3:01 A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.S.T. Nov. 14 &amp; 21, 5:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 16 &amp; 23, 2:01 A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.T. Nov. 14 &amp; 21, 4:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 16 &amp; 25, 1:01 A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.S.T. Nov. 14 &amp; 21, 3:00 P.M.</td>
<td>Nov. 16 &amp; 25, 12:01 A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number and name of operators having a share in above work:...

Claimed score: 55 points X 8 Sections = 440 X 1.5 (85 watts input) = 664. I hereby state that in this contest I have not operated my transmitter outside any of the frequency bands specified on my station license, and also that the score and points set forth in the above summary are correct and true.

Signature

My Tube Line up: ____________________ Address: ____________________
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Automatic 'Phone Break-In
Another Crack at Improving Radiotelephone Technique and Lessening QRM

OFTEN we have wished we really had an automatic gadget to make 'phone transmissions more like contacts and less like monologues. This wish generally makes itself especially pronounced after some station has reeled off question after question for ten minutes and blithely stands by taking it for granted that each question is on paper before you and an answer at

Besides being extremely simple to construct, requiring few parts and containing controls for lengthening the hold-in period, it works without a hitch. W3FVF constructed the experimental model pictured, in a couple of hours, after the idea struck him of using the 885 as a control tube. In the past it was the control circuit that had presented the difficulties.

With the latest ideas fresh in mind we came back to West Hartford and made up a model completely shielded and used it for a test at W1SZ. The shielding was deemed necessary to keep down r.f. feedback as well as isolating the gaseous 885 from audio circuits of transmitter and receiver. It performed right off the jump and with a few minor adjustments was set for service.

The diagram and photos will help explain the circuit layout. A few words regarding the manner of operation are now in order. With the proper voltages applied to the tubes the sensitive relay in the plate circuit of the amplifier will close, as the tube is working without bias and drawing about 15 ma. The instant that audio voltage appears at the input of the buffer stage the 885 control tube

This has all been hashed over for years, but nothing very much has been done about it. On a recent trip to Baltimore we were re-introduced to the idea by Phil Stout, W3FVF. Perhaps it is only logical that he would be the one to follow up the subject for it was he, then at W4AAD, who described automatic 'phone break-in years ago.

The 1936 model at W3FVF certainly works like a charm and possesses the newest features.
depending on the amount of resistance present in the timing control. It is only necessary to have a volt of audio at the input terminals to actuate the 885. This audio voltage may be taken from one of the first tubes in the speech amplifier. Should there be considerably more voltage than that actually needed to actuate the input circuit the excess may be reduced by the gain control in the grid circuit of the first 56.

The sensitive relay in the plate circuit of the power tube must have a back contact, that is, a single-pole double-throw relay opening on less than 12 ma. is called for. For most satisfactory operation one should use this relay to stop and start the oscillator in the transmitter, leaving no r.f. running when the relay is in a receiving position. In this way the moment the relay is closed (normal position) one will be listening. No precautions need be taken in ordinary cases to quiet the receiver when one is transmitting as the transmitter will block the receiver and only a weak hum will be heard in the 'phones. However, should this be annoying a complete job of disabling the receiver may be done by shunting a large condenser across the receiver output and ground via the relay.

This will work out very nicely if the oscillator is stopped and started by opening and closing its grid return circuit. In this case the relay arm will be grounded and the front contact (normal position) will have no connection to it. The back contact will go to the transmitter oscillator at the point the r.f. return has been broken, for this provides the ground return path. One side of a 1-µfd. condenser is connected to the back contact and the other side of the condenser will go to the "hot" side of the headphones. This will effectively ground the receiver output while transmitting. The moment the relay opens the receiver will be in the normal position for reception and the transmitter will be off the air. It is quite obvious that buffer and final amplifier stages will have to have some form of fixed bias for excitation will be off when receiving and plate voltage will be on all the time. The audio equipment will be on all the time but in an idling position. The moment the microphone is actuated the audio will be excited, but the r.f. will be on the air so no damage will result because of no r.f. load. However, it can be seen that with Class-B modulation it will be necessary to have fool-proof operation of the oscillator.

We can hear someone saying that this whole idea is n.g. because it can't be used in connection with a speaker. He must wear headphones. Such is a true but perhaps fortunate fact. It is still possible to do a much better job of receiving especially through heavy interference by the use of headphones in preference to loudspeakers.

When this unit is placed in operation one can't really appreciate its merits until a station similarly equipped or one able to work duplex is worked. It has advantages over the duplex-operated station in that a channel is not being used continually but just during periods of actual conversation. There will be those who are annoyed at the continual stopping and starting of the carrier, but this is a very weak criticism of an excellent advancement in present-day radiophone technique in our restricted territories. There will be times when one will not want to use it for break-in operation. In this case it is merely a flip of the switch controlling the timing resistances and throwing in the largest resistance which will hold in for 15 or 20 seconds after speech is no longer put through the audio channels.

-Amateur Applications of the "Magic Eye"

(Continued from page 30)

From this, \[ C_{\mu f} = \frac{1,000,000 E_r}{2\pi f R_k E_e} \]

\( C_{\mu f} \), being the capacity of \( C_\mu \) in µfd.

Where the frequency, \( f \), is 60 cycles per second,

\[ C_{\mu f} = 2650 \left( \frac{E_r}{R_k E_e} \right) \]

If \( R_k \) is adjusted until \( E_e = E_r \), then \( R_k = X_e \) and

\[ C_{\mu f} = 2650 \frac{E_r}{R_k} \]

Hence, \( R_k \) can be calibrated directly in terms of \( C_{\mu f} \) (capacitance of \( C_\mu \) in microfarads).

In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance given by Mr. F. A. Richards, also of the RCA Radiotron Division, in the development of the v.t. voltmeter and for suggesting many of its numerous practical applications.
More About the Low-Cost High-Fidelity
Audio Amplifier

Coupling the Single-Tube Phase Inverter to Diode Detectors—Performance Data and Construction Precautions

The simple high-fidelity audio system using a single triode tube in a phase inverting circuit to feed a pair of 6L6's in push-pull, as described by A. G. Hull, has attracted considerable interest as revealed by the inquiries for further information which have been received. Many of these have concerned methods of coupling the amplifier input circuit to unbalanced sources, particularly to detector output circuits. Others have described difficulties which were not experienced in our work with the amplifier but which might result with a different type of construction in which the assembly is mounted on a metal foundation. The following helpful information on these particular points, given in an RCA Application Note on a similar type of amplifier, accordingly should be of interest.

The circuit of the phase inverter is shown in Fig. 1. The secondary of the i.f. transformer feeds the diode D1 of a 6H6 to supply audio voltage; the primary of the transformer feeds the diode D2 to supply a.v.c. voltage. The audio voltage that appears across R2 is fed to the grid of a 6F5 through coupling condenser C2. The output of the 6F5 appears across resistors R5 and R6. Because the potentials of points e and f are equal in magnitude and opposite in polarity with respect to ground, the output tubes operate in push-pull.

In order that the a.c. voltages across R5 and R6 will be equal in magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase, the capacitance across R5 must be equal to that across R6. This requirement places restrictions on the assembly and the physical size of the components. Condenser C3 should be physically small and should be mounted as far from large grounded objects as space permits. R1, R2, R3, C1 and C2 should be mounted close to the sockets of the 6F6 and the output tubes and to the volume control R4; it may be necessary to extend the shaft of the volume control in order that it be placed in the most desirable location. The lead to the cap of the 6F5 should not be shielded.

$R_1$ and $R_3$ are filter resistors. They serve to minimize the r.f. voltage that can appear across the volume control and to reduce the effects of capacitance from point a or b to ground. If point c or d should have a large capacitance to ground, the magnitude and phase of the signal voltage across $R_5$ will be changed. A shift in magnitude or phase of the voltage across $R_5$ is manifested by a decrease in power output, especially at high audio frequencies.

In order to determine the effects of stray capacitances on the operation of the phase inverter, a detector-amplifier was constructed as shown in the figure. Those components whose capacitances to ground might adversely affect performance were mounted at least one-half inch from the chassis. A cathode-ray oscilloscope was connected to the grids of the output tube in order to determine the magnitude of each grid voltage and the phase angle between them. A modulated r.f. signal was applied to the i.f. transformer.

The voltages at the grids of the output tubes (Continued on page 96)
A Simple Two-Band 6L6 Tri-Tet Transmitter

An Effective Set for Portable and Emergency Work

By Byron Goodman,* W1JPE

In these days of inexpensive crystals and tubes, there is really no reason for the beginner or amateur of limited means to deprive himself of the advantages of a crystal-controlled transmitter. Crystal oscillators automatically set themselves on a frequency within the band, and most certainly require less critical adjustment than a self-excited, or even electron-coupled, oscillator. A self-excited transmitter requires some auxiliary equipment for checking frequency, troublesome at any time, but especially so if the transmitter is to be used for portable work. The transmitter to be described is inexpensive, easy to build and, last but by no means least, makes a good portable transmitter for emergency work or for that trip you're going to take.

Portable transmitters have never been a problem of tube line-up, but more a problem of getting the most out of the necessarily-limited power supply. Crystal oscillators using one or two 47's or 42's have been the closest approach to a compromise between power available and desired power output; but with the introduction of the beam-power type tube, a still further improvement has been made available. An effective crystal oscillator at low plate voltages, the 6L6 is readily adaptable to use in a low-powered transmitter for portable work.

Another requirement of a portable transmitter is that it be as simple as possible, with a minimum of coils and extra gear. Using a 3.5-mc. crystal, the 6L6 transmitter requires no extra coils for two-band (3.5- and 7-mc.) operation, and is effective with plate voltages from 250 to 400, delivering from 7 to 20 watts output in this plate voltage range. A 133-foot wire is the only antenna required for operation on the two bands.

The transmitter was designed primarily for portable use, and consequently is fitted in a plywood box built to withstand the knocks incurred in transportation. It might be mounted even more simply if home use was the only requirement to be met. The base consists of a 9½ by 4½-inch piece of tempered Masonite, finished in black crackle lacquer, upon which the circuit essentials are mounted. The 7/16-inch square wooden strips used in the corners of the box are notched so that the Masonite base may be slid into the box, which measures 9½ inches wide by 7½ inches high by 4½ inches deep, inside dimensions.

The variable condenser on the left side of the base is for cathode tuning in Tri-Tet operation with second-harmonic output. One plate is bent so that, with the condenser full in, the cathode coil is shorted for fundamental operation. Directly behind the cathode tuning condenser is the cathode coil, fastened to the base by Duco cement. The cathode winding is simple to make; a strip of paper is wrapped around any 1½-inch diameter bottle or circular form, and eleven turns No. 30 d.c.c. wire are scramble-wound on the paper. The paper is used so that the coil can be easily removed, and is not retained to support the finished coil. The paper and coil are then slid off...
the form, the paper is dropped while the coil is tied together at several places by short lengths of wire, and the coil is “doped” with Duco cement. After the cement has hardened, the wire used to tie the coil is removed, resulting in as simple a winding as one could ask for.

The condenser on the right is for plate tank tuning, and is large enough so that two bands can be tuned with the one coil. The plate coil is mounted alongside, and the antenna coupling condenser is mounted at the back.

Underneath the base, the fixed condensers and resistors are mounted as convenient, being placed so that their leads will be as short as possible. A five-wire cable is used to make connection to the power supply. Four wires are all that are necessary unless a battery-driven generator is to be used for the high-voltage supply, in which case the fifth wire connects to the switch (on the panel of the transmitter) which turns the generator on and off. If it is intended to use only battery or a.c. filament and plate power supply, the switch can be omitted and a four-wire cable used. It is well, however, to have provision for the switch and extra lead, in anticipation of the time when the transmitter will be called upon for emergency work with generator plate supply. The meter on the front of the panel reads plate current only, and is especially useful in tuning up the transmitter. The two binding posts connect to the key.

Tuning of the transmitter is simplicity itself. After all wiring has been checked, the power supply is connected and a half minute or so allowed for the heater of the 6L6 to warm up. With the cathode condenser shorted by turning it full in, the key is closed. The meter will probably shoot off-scale. Advancing the plate tuning condenser towards the maximum capacity end, the plate current should start to dip, until with the condenser nearly all of the way in the plate current should read 10 ma. or so. A neon bulb should light up brilliantly if touched to the stator plates of the tuning condenser. The cathode condenser can now be opened nearly all of the way out. The neon bulb should still glow, although less brightly. Now rotate the plate tank condenser until it is nearly all open, and another point should be found where the plate current suddenly dips, and the neon bulb grows brightly. This is the second harmonic or 7-mc. output setting. The cathode condenser can now be retuned for maximum output. If output cannot be obtained on the two bands, the plate coil turns will have to be varied until the two bands fall within the range of the plate tuning condensers.

Once the plate coil has been checked, the transmitter is ready for operation.

With the antenna connected to its terminal post, the series coupling condenser is advanced (Continued on page 98)

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE 6L6 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR TRANSMITTER

L1—11 turns of No. 30 d.c.c. wire, scramble-wound and cemented with Duco Cement; diameter 1/2 inches.
L2—24 turns of No. 18 enamelled wire, wound on 1½-inch bakelite form. Turns spaced to occupy a winding length of 1½ inches.
C1—100-µfd. midget condenser (National ST-100).
C5—40-µfd. midget condenser (National ST-140).
C6—0.002-µfd. mica condenser (Sangamo).
C7—0.005-µfd. mica condenser (Sangamo).
R1—250,000 ohms, 1/4 watt (IRC).
R2—50,000 ohms, 2 watt (IRC).
R3—3000 ohms, 10 watt wire-wound (IRC).
RFC—High-frequency r.f. choke (National 100).
With plate voltages of 250 or less, R5 and R4 are not needed, the screen voltage return being connected directly to the positive terminal of the plate supply.
A General Utility Mixer and Speech Amplifier

Three Input Circuits With Automatic Over-All Level Control Provide Flexibility

By Clinton B. DeSoto,* W1CBD

THAT the design, adjustment and operation of speech equipment is the most complex part of amateur transmitting there can be little doubt. In the r.f. end, so long as plenty of power is provided all along the line, it matters little just what sort of power it may be. But in the power ratio of perhaps 20,000 to 1—a tremendous range.

Probably the most critical point in this range is the region between the millivoltages from the microphone and the volts applied to the driver-modulator system proper—in other words, the speech amplifier. It is here that distortion, of both the frequency and harmonic type, is often encountered and is most difficult of isolation and analysis. With proper speech amplifier design it is possible to detour many of the worst headaches of 'phone operation.

Perhaps the normal way to design a speech amplifier is to start with the modulator tube
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grids and work back to the microphone, providing enough gain in the fewest possible stages to make the modulation indicator "talk up" nicely. This method is all right for a fixed design where nothing is ever to be changed, but if the urge to try that new microphone won a door prize at the Big Bend convention becomes overpowering, one is frequently out of luck. Then, too, there may be the desire to put through a little five-meter relay, or even a trifle of music transmission from phonograph records; in all of which cases the average ham speech amplifier is usually just a clumsy makeshift. How much better to provide several input circuits of varying over-all gain, with an adequate mixer circuit, in the beginning. The initial cost may be a little greater—not a whole lot—but the utility and satisfaction will be measurably increased.

Looking at it from the other end of the system, too, it would be much simpler if, when changing the modulator system itself or the Class-C input, the same old speech amplifier could be used without change. Yes, there are justifications enough for a speech amplifier unit of general utility suitable for all purposes. Now let us see what the requirements for such an affair might be.

**BASIC REQUIREMENTS**

Rule No. 1 in designing an audio amplifier is to decide on the output voltage required. The introduction of the 6L6 type of tube greatly simplifies this decision. Since a pair of these tubes will drive almost any modulator system extant, it simply becomes a question of supplying enough stuff to meet their needs. In Class-A or -AB operation, to provide power adequate to drive 200- or 250-watt modulator systems, a pair of 6L6's require a peak grid-voltage swing of from 30 to 40 volts. For higher power operation more grid swing is required, but then grid current is drawn and an intermediate push-pull amplifier capable of supplying power with good regulation is necessary anyway.

For all practical purposes, then, it can be assumed that 40 volts peak capacity is adequate. This will serve the needs of most other tube combinations, as well; for instance, the common arrangement of a pair of 56's pushing a pair of 45's or 2A3's driving 800's or 203A's (or equivalents) is handled with a great deal of reserve. In the same manner, Class-AB 845's can be handled with an intermediate push-pull triode driving stage.

The starting value of the design is set, therefore, at approximately 40 volts. A 6C5, resistance-coupled, is capable of providing this output with ease, with a gain of approximately 14. Thus the output tube is chosen, for metal-tube operation; in the glass tube series a 56 or 76 would, of course, be substituted, although the stage gain would be lower.

The next step is to decide on the input levels which will most probably be used. Microphone input is the major consideration. So popular in amateur 'phone stations is the crystal microphone that it has become almost standard. The 1937 edition of the A.R.R.L. Handbook gives an output level of 0.005 volt as representative for design purposes with the types of crystal microphones used by amateurs. An over-all gain of 400, in conjunction with the 6C5, will give a basic sensitivity of around 0.005 volt, which is adequate. This gain can be realized by the use of a 6N7 twin triode as a two-stage resistance-coupled amplifier.

This stage—the crystal microphone stage—is indicated as Channel A in Fig. 1. The circuit arrangement is quite orthodox, with the exception of the use of Mallory bias cells and grounded cathode. These cells are the solution to the problem of internal couplings which set up the regeneration so disturbing in many cascaded dual-triode amplifiers of this type. At full gain this amplifier is entirely stable. The bias cells also reduce hum level by eliminating any a.c. impedance in the cathode circuit. Direct interconnecting leads between all component parts eliminate the need for shielding beyond the shielded input cable.

Proceeding to Channel B, in the existing amplifier this is intended primarily for use with a condenser microphone. The power supply connections for the head amplifier will be described in conjunction with the power supply. Output from

(Continued on page 80)
**HINTS and KINKS for the Experimenter**

**Overload Protection**

**FIG. 1** is the diagram of a kink used at W4BZX for a simple, cheap, and quite effective method of overload protection.

The heart of the circuit is relay $R_y2$, which is one of the type originally used with d.c. receivers to turn off the A battery trickle charger and turn on the B battery eliminator automatically when an overload occurs. Relay $R_y2$ operates, instantaneously breaking the holding circuit of relay $R_y1$, and allowing the contacts of $R_y1$ to open. To apply the high voltage again, it is only necessary to press the start button, since $R_y2$ is normally closed and immediately resets itself when the overload is removed; thus the necessity of having to get up from the operating position to reset the relay on the transmitter (if separated from operating position) is avoided.

The overload protection has really been worth the small trouble it took to install it, particularly so when troubled by "arc-overs." The system may be of value to others needing an inexpensive and effective method of overload protection.

—R. D. Lambert, Jr., W4BZX

**Suppressor-Grid Keying of Oscillator Tube for Break-In Operation**

**FIG. 2**—SUPPRESSOR KEYING OF A TRITET OSCILLATOR

C1—150-250 µfd. variable. C2—see text. C3—50-100 µfd. variable. R1—50,000 ohms. C5—1000 µfd. R2—see text. R3—Bleeder resistor, 30,000-50,000 ohms, 2-watt. L1, L2—Suitable to tune to desired frequency.

---
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while it does permit break-in operation, it often gives a somewhat chirpy note that isn’t much of an improvement over a self-excited oscillator. Even if it doesn’t chirp, the thumps and clicks are often difficult to eliminate.

One method of keying that will allow break-in operation right up to the frequency of the crystal is that shown in Fig. 2. A Tri-tet oscillator is used, with suppressor-grid keying as outlined previously. Using a blocking voltage of 200 volts or so (which may be obtained from an old receiver power pack, or your present bias supply), perfect cut-off of output is obtained. There is the advantage that, since the crystal is running all of the time, there is no chirp with keying. The receiver will pick up the radiation from the cathode circuit of the oscillator, but ordinarily this will be no stronger than an SS or S9 signal, when the transmitter is in the same room as the receiver. By shielding the oscillator this signal will be greatly reduced.

$R_2$ and $C_4$ constitute a lag circuit that eliminates any thumps. The resistor and condenser can have practically any value, so long as their product (ohms times microfarads) is around 5000. It is not wise to have the value of resistance too high, especially if the suppressor-grid has a positive voltage impressed on it when the key is down, as shown in the article referred to; 5000 or 10,000 ohms is about right.

This circuit has been tried using an RK25 and also an 89. Both gave clean keying with the output circuit tuned to either the crystal or to the second harmonic.

---WJPE, ex-W6CAL

**Neon-Bulb Noise Reducer**

A SIMPLE noise reducer that I have found to be very effective in reducing automobile QRM, some QRN, and any noise that is composed of short pulses that are louder than the signal, is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a neon bulb, three-watt size or larger, connected in parallel with the primary of the receiver output transformer. Phone stations that were completely covered with automobile QRM without the bulb have been read 100% with it in the circuit. A switch may be put in series with the bulb if desired, but it is not necessary. Smaller bulbs than three watts have not been found satisfactory.

The resistance in the base must be removed, which can be done by unsoldering the wires at the tip and side, and heating the base with a soldering iron until the cement softens so that the base can be taken off. The action of the bulb is such that its resistance is practically infinite until the e.m.f. across it reaches approximately 90 volts. It then discharges, the resistance reducing to practically zero for operation right up to the frequency of the crystal is that shown in Fig. 2. A Tri-tet oscillator is used, with suppressor-grid keying as outlined previously. Using a blocking voltage of 200 volts or so (which may be obtained from an old receiver power pack, or your present bias supply), perfect cut-off of output is obtained. There is the advantage that, since the crystal is running all of the time, there is no chirp with keying. The receiver will pick up the radiation from the cathode circuit of the oscillator, but ordinarily this will be no stronger than an SS or S9 signal, when the transmitter is in the same room as the receiver. By shielding the oscillator this signal will be greatly reduced.

---W. W. Burnell, W6CZM

**Home-Made High-Voltage Fuses**

Mr. Hill’s description of an inexpensive home-made fuse, which appeared in the Experimenters’ Section of the June 1935 issue of QST, suggests that the high-voltage fuses used at W7EZL may be of interest. Fuses for use on 5000 volts or more, as well as those for low voltage, may readily be made and calibrated for currents as low as a hundred mils.

Get a sheet of tinfoil from a paper condenser or from the wrapping of a photographic film. The thinner the foil, the better for low current fuses. Some of the foil used in paper condensers is bonded to the paper; this is unsuitable. If the foil has any wax on it, this should be removed with a solvent such as benzol or gasoline. Lay the sheet of tinfoil on a plate of glass and carefully rub out the wrinkles. With a steel scale or straight edge and a razor blade or other sharp knife cut strips a few hundredths of an inch in width. The proper angle at which to hold the razor blade may be found by trial; with a little practice very narrow strips may be cut. One of these strips is then inserted in a quarter inch glass tube and the ends of the strip bent over, as in Fig. 4-A. For a 5000-volt fuse a tube about 4 inches long will suffice. The strip of foil should be about an inch longer than the glass tube.

To complete the fuse, take two end caps from a
grid leak and attach them as follows: Heat the caps until the low temperature alloy is melted and push the glass tube and its strip into the molten metal as at B. In case no such caps are at hand, they may be made from brass tubing or cast from solder. The low-melting alloy is the same as that used for mounting detector crystals. It is obvious that such fuses may be refilled an indefinite number of times.

The calibration of the fuse is carried out by connecting it in series with an ammeter or milliammeter of suitable scale, a sensitive rheostat, and a battery. As the current is increased, the fuse is watched carefully for any sign of heating. There will always be some narrowest point, and this reading is taken as the rating of the fuse. If the rheostat is further reduced in resistance, the current stays at almost this value until the fuse blows. The reason is that the resistance of the fuse increases with temperature so that the voltage drop across the fuse increases slightly thus preventing the current from rising.

All fuses of this type, consisting of a simple wire without de-ionizing devices, are properly used only on alternating current or on unfiltered rectified d.c., such as in the plate circuits of 866's and other high voltage rectifiers. There is a possibility of a continuous arc forming when the fuse is used in a pure d.c. circuit of over 250 volts, as for example, on the output side of a filter, because of lack of quenching of the ions formed when the fuse blows.

A de-ionizing agent such as silicic acid may be put in the tube around the fuse wire if the fuse is to be used on d.c. The writer has never tried out this scheme because there has been no occasion to use fuses on d.c., but the fuses made as described in the preceding paragraphs have given excellent results at W7EZL and represent a considerable saving when much experimental work is being done.

---E. A. Yunker, W7EZL

Radiation Characteristics of Horizontal Antennas

(Continued from page 48)

later were based on the assumption of a perfectly-conducting ground. There is no reason to believe that these curves should not be perfectly valid for comparative purposes when the comparisons are made at the same location. However, do not interpret them as meaning that because a particular antenna gets you an R7 report from Siam in one location it will do equally well at another location a couple of miles distant. Our argument is that, given two similar antennas of the same orientation at different locations, the relative effectiveness in different compass directions should be the same.

Energy radiated downward from the antenna strikes the ground and is reflected back into space. If there are no ground losses, all the energy striking the ground is reflected and, depending upon the antenna height, will at certain vertical angles give complete reinforcement of the original space radiation. At other angles complete cancellation will take place. The effect of a perfectly-conducting ground is thus simply to cause the field strength to be increased or decreased at certain vertical angles. Without losses, the maximum increase possible is 100%; in other words, a multiplying factor of 2. The curves of Fig. 2 show the effect of the ground for four different antenna heights expressed in terms of wavelength. It will be seen that as the antenna height is increased the maximum reinforcement comes at progressively lower vertical angles.

We have already stressed the point that the shape of the directive diagram will depend upon the particular vertical angle considered. A little imagination applied to Fig. 1 will show that widely differing diagrams can be obtained simply by choosing high or low vertical angles. It now becomes necessary to include the effect of the ground for, although the shape of the diagram is unaffected by ground reflections, the relative amplitude can be very largely affected. And in order to obtain significant information, it is necessary to determine which vertical angles are most useful for communication purposes.

THE ALL-IMPORTANT ANGLE OF RADIATION

For long-distance transmission, the most favorable vertical angle is probably the lowest—that is, nearly horizontal radiation is most effective. The reason for this is that the waves leaving the antenna at the lower angles make fewer skips in reaching their destination. The greater the number of reflections between ionosphere and earth, the greater the energy loss because a considerable amount of energy is dissipated in the ground at each "bounce."

Aside from this consideration, the angle of radiation is important from another standpoint. The higher the frequency, the smaller the bending of the waves in the ionosphere, hence waves radiated at high angles may not be bent sufficiently to return to earth. Waves travelling through the ionosphere and out into space are not useful for communication and represent a waste of power. This effect is important at 14 and 28 mc., much less so at 7 mc., and practically negligible at 3.5 mc. As Dr. Kenrick demonstrated in his article in September QST,1 waves radiated directly upwards are returned to earth under nearly all conditions at frequencies up to the 7-mc. region. On 7 mc. and lower, therefore, high-angle radiation is quite effective, although possibly not as

---
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I.A.R.U. NEWS

Devoted to the interests and activities of the

INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION

Headquarters Society: The American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn.

MEMBER SOCIETIES

American Radio Relay League
Association Radio eléctrica Italiana
Canadian Section A.R.U.
Czechoslovakian Amateur Unions
Deutscher Amateur Send-und-Lempfangs
Dienst
Experimenterende Danske Radioamatorer
Irish Radio Transmitters Society
Japanese Amateur Radio League
Liga Colombiana de Radio Amateurs
Liga de Radio Amators Mexicanos
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Internationaal Radioamateurs
Nederlandsch-Indische Vereniging voor Internationaal Radioamateurs
New Zealand Association of Radio Transmitters
Norsk Radio Relais Liga
Österreicherischer Versuchssenderverband
Polish Zwiazek Kurzofalowcow
Radio Club Venezolano

Radio Society of Great Britain
Reise des Ensembles Portugaises
Renseau Relceu
Reseau des Ensembles Français
South African Radio Relay League
Union Española de Radiogramas
Unión Española de Radiocronómetros
Union Schweiz Kurzwellen Amateur
Wireless Institute of Australia

Conducted by Byron H. Goodman

Armistice:

The Reseau des Emetteurs Francais invites the radio amateurs of the world to commemorate with them the anniversary of Armistice Day, November 11, 1918. In previous years, it will be recalled, a "silent minute" ceremony was observed. At precisely 1100 GMT, every station on the air in France and a number in foreign countries allowed their transmitters to run with full carrier power, unkeyed and unmodulated, for one minute. This impressive observation of the minute of silence traditionally spent in homage for the heroes of the Great War is again to be carried out this year. The R.E.F. requests every amateur to stop transmitting at exactly 1100 GMT (0600 EST), holding the key down but not sending code or speaking into the microphone. From thousands of other amateur stations the same ceremony will be observed and from their antennas the "silent carriers" will be transmitted, indicating the silent presence of the amateurs at their posts.

Amateurs in all countries are asked to cooperate with their French comrades in making this gesture, and in uniting with them in thought.—Jean Lory, FSDS.

Portugal:

We have just received word from the R.E.P. that all amateur transmitters in Portugal are, until further notice, strictly prohibited from operating by a decree issued by the authorities. Listening is still permitted, but transmitting is absolutely banned unless official authorization is given. There is a possibility that some of the amateur stations will be called upon to aid their government.

Authentic information on conditions in Spain is solicited.

D.A.S.D.:

The headquarters office had the pleasure of a visit from Willi Saunat, D4DGF, and Erwin Hausmann recently. Messrs. Saunat and Hausmann, officials of the German broadcasting system, presented a very favorable picture of amateur activities in Germany.

From another source, D4BUF via W8HD, we hear that the DJDC contest was a big success, with scores running up into the 400,000 mark! One of the top stations contacted more than 70 countries during the event, which is DX no matter how you look at it.

India:

From B. M. Tanna, VU2LK, we learn of radio in India. Until recently, licenses were granted to all who applied for them, with no technical examination or code-speed test. Consequently, amateur conditions in India had not been good, what with the improperly adjusted transmitters and slow speed capabilities of some of the stations. However, several of the more advanced amateurs suggested more stringent regulations, with the result that there is now a code test of 16 words per minute, in conjunction with an examination covering radio theory and law and operating procedure. The new regulations should prove a boon to the VU gang, and should do much to raise the standard of amateur radio in India. Our congratulations to those responsible for bringing about the improved condition.

*Phone WAC:

Remember when a 'phone WAC was one of those things, like a 28-mc. WAC, that you dis-
cussed but never dreamed of owning? Well, the improved conditions on the higher frequencies, coupled with the greatly increased interest in radiotelephony, have made it possible for many of the more advanced stations to obtain the award. Latest additions to the list are Bill Nightingale, G5NI; Ray Ohrbom, VK3OC; John Steventon, W6CLS; H. H. Gosling, H17G; W. H. Heathete, ZT6X; A. G. Lapworth, G6DL; F. M. Gray, VK5SU; Juan Lobo y Lobo, XE2N; Charles DeRose, WlCND; M. Koninckx, ON4VR; Henry Harris, W6LLQ; Millard Walker, W5AHK; Frank Speir, KAIAN; and George Sinclair, W6GAL. Sinclair, whose "California kilowatt" consists of push-pull 10's with 120 watts input, made his WAC two months after going on 'phone. He admits, however, that a "V" beam for Europe helped some.

VU7FY started something when he claimed that he and K4SA had the first "all 'phone" WAC. W5CCB and W6GAL both step forward to vigorously protest his claim, and we presume there are others. So that's settled.

Now that WAC on 'phone is becoming more common, we are having special certificates made up, instead of the former type which merely had the radiotelephony endorsement added. Any one who has a certificate of the old type is welcome to exchange it for one of the new ones.

QSL Bureau:

The address of the Bureau for India should be changed to read: B. M. Tanna, Satya Sadan, Santa Cruz, India. Otherwise the Bureaus as listed last month in this column are believed correct.

WAC:

Several months ago we listed the WAC's as issued to the nine districts of the United States. We now list the other certificates as issued, and leave you to draw your own conclusions. These are as of January 1, 1936:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>ONAC 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 3</td>
<td>OZ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON8 1</td>
<td>PA 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB9 2</td>
<td>PK 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT9 1</td>
<td>PY 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT 18</td>
<td>SM 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2 2</td>
<td>SP 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3 1</td>
<td>ST 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX 12</td>
<td>STU 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 68</td>
<td>UK 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA 37</td>
<td>KV 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES 1</td>
<td>VO 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 42</td>
<td>VP 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB8 1</td>
<td>VP 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 181</td>
<td>VQ 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1 6</td>
<td>VQ 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAF 13</td>
<td>VQ 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS 14</td>
<td>VQ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC 1</td>
<td>VS 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I 5</td>
<td>VS 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J 44</td>
<td>VS 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA 11</td>
<td>VS 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K4 4</td>
<td>VU 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5 2</td>
<td>XE 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6 10</td>
<td>XU 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA 9</td>
<td>YL 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW 7</td>
<td>YM 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY 2</td>
<td>YM 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MX 1</td>
<td>YT 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK 18</td>
<td>ZCB 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK 37</td>
<td>ZD2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM 3</td>
<td>ZEC 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON 56</td>
<td>ZL 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS 70</td>
<td>2 'phone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And don't forget, those G's use low power!

General:

On Sept. 20th VK3OC worked WAC between 4:30 and 6:10 p.m., just one and one-half hours by the clock ....... John Butcher, G5XG, is studying atmospherics and fading, and would appreciate the cooperation of W 'phone stations. Look on 14,120 kc. at around 2300 BST ....... G. C. Cawood, VS4CS, straightens us out on some prefixes. VS4 is British North Borneo, VS5 is Sarawak, and PK5 is Dutch Borneo ....... From G6NJ we learn that the annual convention of the R.S.G.B. had 181 present at the banquet, a goodly gathering ....... ZL3DJ brings welcome news. If you want a ZL 'phone contact, you will have to get on 28 mc., that being the only DX band on which ZL's are permitted to use 'phone. And it isn't such a rusty band at that, if 3DJ's need of only a European 'phone QSO to have a 28-mc. WAC on both 'phone and c.w. means anything. His contacts with ZS1H and ZT6Y were the first ZL-ZS 'phone contacts ....... If you want a 28-mc. K6 QSO, don't call K6MVV on c.w. He has no b.f.o. on his super. But he's easy to raise on 'phone, what with that beam pouring in a rocking signal all over the country ....... And don't close down on ten meters too early. W1EWF worked ZL1DV at 8:30 p.m. on that band.

WELL-KNOWN SOUTH AFRICAN AMATEURS ZS1D, ZS6A, AND ZUIT (EXTREME RIGHT), WITH FRIEND

Van of ZUIT seems to be the first African contact of many a hopeful DX man—his card shows up regularly in WAC applications.
ALL MEMBERS of the A.R.R.L. Board's Cairo Committee were present at Chicago at the Central Division Convention in early September. They examined the measures taken by the League in requesting additional low frequency bands for the amateur service including the presentation of our case at the F.C.C. hearings in June, and the subsequent requests of the United States Cairo Preparatory Committee with further written argument which was rejected together with the minority report of the broadcasters, the only other service asking for anything in the low frequency ranges. Our A.R.R.L. Cairo committee members hear it said that to back any one service in requesting an upset of existing low frequency allocation is considered by our government prejudicial to the whole U.S.A. position and unwise for us as well as others.

The League's Cairo committee members received a report on the status of the operating surveys in progress in the 4-mc. and 8-mc. regions to determine commercial occupancy and which information has already played an important part in the League's case for amateur radio. The committee appreciates such amateur volunteer cooperation as it has received in this effort and believes that a sufficient volume of data is now available for Cairo needs and uses in this part of the spectrum. Thanks are extended to all amateurs who have helped.

At this time the members of the A.R.R.L. committee are in agreement that further 4- and 8-mc. surveying may be abandoned, in order that those amateurs who can do so may undertake necessary surveys and studies elsewhere. Not intending to overlook any bets, our Cairo committee now inaugurate a study of the region 21,000-21,900 kcs., which is a third harmonic of our present 7-mc. allocation. It is felt desirable to build up here likewise, specific information and evidence of the extent and character of commercial occupancy to equip our representatives at international conferences with data to use if, as, and when openings occur. As in the other regions it is proposed to find out what stations registered are not using their frequency, and also which stations cannot be heard internationally. The familiar Cairo survey forms used for the past year in other frequency ranges will be extended to this new use by changing the headings. Work in the 21-mc. range will supplant work in the 4 and 8 mc. regions and count for the Cairo survey plaque.

If you can help, brother amateur, ask for our survey forms which will be sent promptly, direct from Headquarters. Any receiver with a beat oscillator that will cover the 21-21.9-mc. range can be used. A card will bring details—or send a radiogram.

Cairo observers buttons are still available for new observers sending in survey logs. Also see the announcement in March QST (page 24) concerning the Oakland Radio Club's silver plaque. All work in the survey reported up to March 1, 1937, will count for you toward the plaque award.

The A.R.R.L. SWEEPSTAKES, for many years one of the outstanding operating events of the fall season for W/VE hams is again announced in detail in this issue. It is a thoroughly democratic activity in which any and all amateurs can enter at will just by use of the snappy call, CQ SS. If you have time only for a passing interest in the contest, which will be held two successive week ends this year, a CQ SS will still bring you ample in the way of new QSOs and contacts that may extend to every part of the country and put you a long way on the road to "working all states," one of the most signal achievements.

An educational aspect in the contest this year is the exchange of data in the form of message preambles, which should familiarize new hams with the right way to send such data and the proper way to take down a message, and start neophytes on the road to cultivating superior operating ability and qualifications. Also the information in preambles is all the very essential information needed in carrying on through the contest. Special blank contest forms are available to anyone on request, but such are not required and you can rule your own from information presented elsewhere in this issue. Let us have all your suggestions and comments on the new SS arrangements which have been based on your comments of last year. "See you in the SS."

F. E. H.

Too late for official consideration, W9RQR, Carter Lake, Iowa, sends his 1935 Sweepstakes report: 116 QSO's in 43 Sections; final score 15,735; all work on 7 mc. with 75 watt input.
What is Radio Operating?

By W. H. Barlow,* W9UEU

A GREAT many beautiful pictures have been painted on the wonderful futures in store in commercial Radio Operating, the positions available, and the opportunities for travel, but little has been said regarding preparation for such positions. There are opportunities in this field, but they are gained only through training and conscientious effort.

Anyone who has ordinary mechanical ability should be able to learn the art of transmitting equipment into operation, but that is far from being all of the operator's responsibilities. Perhaps the most difficult side of the question is keeping the equipment in good operating condition, care and maintenance. One should have good technical operating knowledge, and a good knowledge of radio fundamentals and principles as well as of the practical side. Operating necessitates a knowledge of all working circuits of the equipment used, their most common troubles, and the quickest and most effective way of making a repair. Speed is essential, which means that one of the qualifications must be alertness.

A good knowledge of the United States regulations regarding the handling of Radio Communications requires diligent study. Without this knowledge, an operator would be treading on dangerous ground, as the penalties which may be imposed are severe, and in some instances involve the suspension of an operator's license.

In connection with operating aboard ship, additional studies relative to the general geography of the world, the cable count, together with land line tariff, are necessary, as well as the ability to manipulate a Morse hand key in the sending of dots and dashes intelligibly, and the ability to handle a small amount of secretarial procedure in the way of abstracting messages and accounts as well as cash received for paid radiograms.

"Would you advise me to study Radio Operating?" is a question often asked. This depends on the individual, and his desire to follow the art to the extent that he will not stop at becoming an operator but go on to something that requires a great deal more knowledge than mere operating, and use the operating vocation as a stepping stone to higher responsibilities. Too many students today perhaps fail to aim high enough in their ideals and ambitions along this line of work, and get into a rut which is in many cases detrimental, not only to themselves but also to the profession. A continual movement to higher standards and to more responsible positions is necessary. As the older executives leave the field, the younger men must be prepared to replace them.

Most of our outstanding engineers today are those who have spent a great deal of their time, and in some cases money, in experimenting with various types of circuits, raising the standards of efficiency. Most of these men have at some time during their radio career performed the duties of an operator on board a ship, at a coastal station, and in some cases in the Navy. A great many have been and still are radio amateurs.

The amount of education naturally plays an important part in probable success in the operating profession. However, a fellow with a high school education or its equivalent can make a success in radio operating provided he will broaden his viewpoint from the study angle, and keep abreast of new developments. This can be done by continued study, and the careful scanning of current radio engineering magazines. Text books cannot be relied upon entirely inasmuch as they are printed only every few years, while the progress of the radio art continues from day to day. The choice of magazines can best be decided upon through the recommendation of a reliable radio engineer.

A student should realize that if he obtains only a limited amount of knowledge from the theoretical and practical standpoint, he cannot expect to step into a station and take charge. But if he receives a thorough technical and practical training with full size commercial transmitting equipment, he will be in a position to handle ordinary operating positions.

The fact that a person holds an operator's license, does not necessarily mean he is a good operator. It merely means he has passed the required examination for such work and can legally operate. Just what success he has will be determined from his general operating qualifications which might be summarized as mechanical ability, technical ability, safety-consciousness, initiative, good personality, punctuality, personal appearance, and willingness to take orders from his superior.

The art of depending on one's own ability to operate and maintain equipment should be practised as much as possible. There will be times when you are the sole operator, where minutes mean dollars to the owner of the station. You will be called upon to trace a trouble quickly and make a repair. Then comes the real test as to whether you are merely a license holder or an operator. This side of the picture is one that should be considered during the training period. Confidence and self reliance in any particular line of operating is essential for success.

Hard and fast rules applied to the operation of transmitting equipment should not be taken too literally. Deviation from these is often essential because of the effects on radio emissions produced by atmospheric conditions, geographical locations, and to some extent the type of circuit involved. Here again we find the necessity for good judgment from the technical and practical standpoint.

I hope the foregoing will serve to guide some who might be anticipating the radio art as a profession.

* 600 South Paulina st., Chicago, Ill.
East Coast Hurricane Work

AMATEUR Radio's preparedness and utility in emergencies was demonstrated to a high degree before and during the hurricane which hit the eastern shores of the United States on September 17th and 18th. From the moment that storm warnings were issued along the coasts of the Carolinas, Virginia, Maryland and New Jersey amateur radio operators in all the endangered territory manned their stations and took steps to maintain the continuity of communications in the event of disruption of regular channels. Although little need of actual emergency communication developed, amateur radio links were set up and maintained until the crisis was past—amateur radio was ready! Every amateur should realize that amateur radio is the emergency communication resource of the nation and take steps to prepare his station for service, if and when needed.

The Virginia A.A.R.S. Net was active throughout the entire emergency. W3AKN and W3DVO of Newport News collected batteries and other emergency power equipment on the 17th in preparation for possible failures in regular supply. W3AKN's heavy activities started at 7 P.M. that evening when contact was set up with V.E.P. building in Norfolk, Va. Hourly contacts were scheduled between W3AKN and W3BJX. Between 7:30 and 10:30 P.M., W3AKN worked the following Virginia A.A.R.S.: W3FBA, Richmond, and W3DQG, Norfolk, who worked in Norfolk from Richmond with a National Guard unit at 8 P.M. He was headed for Virginia Beach, the center of the storm area. W3ENJ, with W3DQB at the key, was located in the National Guard Armory at Norfolk. W3FBA, operations W3CEL, was located in the 11th Field Artillery Armory, Richmond. Continuous contact was maintained with these stations for routing communications into and out of the storm area. Several important messages were handled during this time, one being to General Waller, who had established headquarters at the Monticello Hotel, Norfolk, on orders from Governor Peery, and was directing National Guard emergency work from there. Contact with Washington area stations was established via W3FJ and W3KUS. Various U.P. dispatches were handled via W3EUG. With W3FJ set up at Virginia Beach, all-night communication was held between that station and W3ENJ. W3FJ's also maintained contact with the Richmond Armory, where his home station was also operating under the W3FJ. Official traffic was handled for the Corps Area Commander, Governor of Virginia and the Adjutant General. W3AMB assisted in the maintenance and operation of W3FJ portable at Virginia Beach. Before signing off for the night of the 17th, W3AKN established contact with A.A.R.S. 3d Corps Area HQ's station W3SN and reported conditions.

Power failures in Norfolk during the night of the 17th and W3ENJ switched to emergency power for contacts with W3FJ. Due to difficulty in reception of signals, W3AKN acted as intermediate station starting about 8:30 on the morning of the 18th. He was again worked in the late afternoon and evening, and a steady stream of traffic was handled this circuit from 2:00 P.M. until midnight on the 18th; his dinner was served on his operating table so that he would not have to miss a single minute. About 26 stations reported into the circuits and arrangements were made with several A.A.R.S. stations to give hourly reports. Information was obtained for newspapers and broadcasting stations.

W3CXX, station of the Brooklyn Technical High School, was on the air starting at 9:18 A.M., the 18th, to render what aid possible, W2IOP and W2HNS were the operators. Weather reports were collected from the storm area and routine emergency traffic handled. At 11:45 A.M. a QST was written for each new contact. W3FJI, with W3FJ, was on the air starting at 8:18 A.M. and contacted W3CXX, station of the Brooklyn Technical High School, for establishment of contact. W3CXX, station of the Brooklyn Technical High School, was on the air starting at 8:18 A.M., the 18th, to render what aid possible, W2IOP and W2HNS were the operators. Weather reports were collected from the storm area and routine emergency traffic handled. At 11:45 A.M. a QST was written for each new contact. W3FJI, with W3FJ, was on the air starting at 8:18 A.M. and contacted W3CXX, station of the Brooklyn Technical High School, for establishment of contact. W3CXX, station of the Brooklyn Technical High School, was on the air starting at 9:18 A.M., the 18th, to render what aid possible, W2IOP and W2HNS were the operators. Weather reports were collected from the storm area and routine emergency traffic handled. At 11:45 A.M. a QST was written for each new contact.
**Join the Emergency Corps**

**R.R.L.'S Emergency Corps now has a membership of 374.** The A.E.C. is open to all amateurs and every amateur is urged to register in one of the two groups, (1) Emergency Powered Stations, or (2) the Supporting Division. For membership in the first group it is necessary to possess equipment suitable for operation in an emergency when regular power facilities are disrupted. Auxiliary power must be on hand or must be obtainable from a reliable source upon a few minutes' notice. Membership in the Supporting Division is open to all amateurs who will pledge themselves to assist in the event of failure of regular communication facilities as long as normal power is available; these members do not have to have auxiliary power, although all members are urged to join the Emergency Powered group at the earliest opportunity.

To join the A.E.C. simply send a postal to the Communications Department, A.R.R.R., (or write for application blank), listing what equipment you have. Applicants for Emergency-Powered membership should list fully all emergency apparatus, especially auxiliary power facilities. An Emergency Manual now in the course of preparation will contain definite suggestions and rules relative to emergency work; this will be furnished free to all A.E.C. members. Seventy-seven amateurs have signed up in the Corps during the past two months. Send your application NOW!

**New A.E.C. Members**

Emergency-Powered: W1AMH W1AVP W1BJU W1DNT
W1F7KK W1JAH W1JQG W1JMM W1JNY W1JUZ
W21YR W21WJ W21XU W23BV W2EBC W2ELY
W3CGA W4ARR W4BQW W4CAT W4DUA W4H0C
W5EPQ W5FGE W5FSS W5GCM W5HIF W5JRL
W61NO W6OFD W6RDR W7DIS W7ETG W7EVW
W7FWY W81BC W8FNU W8FNR W8J5U W8J7N
W8KLY W8QIJ W8QWQ W90EL W90BE
W8JED W8JPY W8UWQ W9VGN W9WP W9WT W9YHD VE4Q4.
Time Union Shortwave Club, W2HON (Albany, N. Y.); Helix Amateur Radio Club, W6M0QJ, La Mesa, Calif.; Saskatoon Amateur Radio Club, VE4AAA, Saskatoon, Sask.

Supporting Division: W1ITF W1JOT W1JYE W2DBQ
W2GCC W4ECN W5DAQ W5FDI W7FWB W8L5U
W80AG W8PIX W8PQQ W9WDC.

**Copying Bee Winners**

As reported in August QST (page 27), six operators were tied for first place in the A.R.R.L. 1935 Copying Bee. In view of this an elimination contest was announced for these operators for the evening of August 14th. A new text was prepared and transmitted from W1INF and W2AYN. Three of the original leaders did not enter the elimination blank, so take steps now to be eligible for the several activities and plans, competitions, etc., for the coming season. Sample O.R.S. bulletin will also be sent on request.

The new O.R.S. appointees:

- W1AFB W2HON W3KU W4FLB W5SR
- W1HWW W1INF W4GDO W5CCE W6SAN
- W1WQF W21OW W4DBV W5DIU W94L0
- W31HK W2ITX W61VG W8FCG W90FQ
- W1J2L W6K2L W6EKE W8ZK2 W91QZ
- W1J1J W2IGC W6K2T W8ZK2 W9K1U
- W2AXZ W21BH W6L8K W8ZK2 W9MN
- W2BPP W2LGO W6LOS W8KXA W9TXT
- W2BLL W3ETM W6HIZ W8KXC KA1RER
- W2CAS W2FPP W6OF W8LUD1Z2 W2LZC
- W2HLL W3GDI W7BFR W8NGC V53AGM
- W3GKT W50AG

**O.R.S.**

**O.R.S. appointed**

- W1COI W2IKV W6KEK W8GMI W9LLEL
- W1EFC W2CES W6KLI W8IRC W91AW
- W2AAX W6BOP W6L8K W8K2J W9IQZ
- W2BIP W4BM W6LPE W8LYW W8SE2A
- W3DSB W4DBB W6OC1 W8NYT V2AB
- W2G4B W4DQW W8QAN V2IB
- W2HON W6EXH W8F1P W9AEN V3EK

The following is a supplement to the list of A.R.R.L. Official Broadcasting Stations in October QST (page 122):

- WSBBV, W4CB, W6AM, W6TH, W7ECC, W9AJH, W9DUD, C2M2W/C02WW, V2SKR, V3ANX

**New O.P.S., Welcome!**

This field organization welcomes 30 new Official Phone Station appointees, all received into the ranks since the last roster appeared in October. Quarterly station tests for O.P.S. will be sent you under the attention of O.P.S. appointment. Applications are now being accepted for the All-Season O.R.S. Contest and the attractive bronze medallion watch charm for the winning station. Stations in the bulletins issued to O.B.P. Chapters are offering a handsome cup trophy (here pictured) to the leading participant and three bronze medals for the three highest placed entries. The awards will be mailed direct to the winners. All operators of good phone stations are invited to line up now for O.P.S., and prepare to try for the splendid O.B.P. Trophy.

Many new O.P.S.s ranks up to March 1st are welcome to take part. See the rules in October QST and get in touch with your S.C.M. today about details on the O.P.S. appointment blank for same. Take steps now to be eligible for your O.P.S. bulletin from headquarters.

- W1COI W2IKV W6KEK W8GMI W9LLEL
- W1EFC W2CES W6KLI W8IRC W91AW
- W2AAX W6BOP W6L8K W8K2J W9IQZ
- W2BIP W4BM W6LPE W8LYW W8SE2A
- W3DSB W4DBB W6OC1 W8NYT V2AB
- W2G4B W4DQW W8QAN V2IB
- W2HON W6EXH W8F1P W9AEN V3EK

**O.R.S. appointed**

**Fifty-Seven Official Relay Station appointees have been added to the roster since the last official listings were printed in QST. Refer to page 66, October QST, for details on the All-Summer O.R.S. Contest and the attractive trophy cup offered to the leading participant by the Winston-Salem Amateur Radio Club (W4NC).** Bronze medallion watch charms will be awarded to the three highest placed entries. All interested and qualified hams are invited to drop a card to their S.C.M. (address in each issue of QST) wherein a 1936-'37 season O.R.S. Contest application blank is mailed to them. Applications are also solicited for membership in the Supporting Division.

Membership in the first group is necessary to possess equipment suitable for operation in an emergency when regular power facilities are disrupted. Auxiliary power must be on hand or must be obtainable from a reliable source upon a few minutes' notice. Membership in the Supporting Division is open to all amateurs who will pledge themselves to assist in the event of failure of regular communication facilities as long as normal power is available; these members do not have to have auxiliary power, although all members are urged to join the Emergency Powered group at the earliest opportunity.

The following is a supplement to the list of A.R.R.L. Official Broadcasting Stations in October QST (page 122):

- WSBBV, W4CB, W6AM, W6TH, W7ECC, W9AJH, W9DUD, C2M2W/C02WW, V2SKR, V3ANX

**November, 1936**
DX Notes

28-mc. has definitely opened up again with reports of good DX coming in from all sides. In preparing for what experts say will be "the best DX season ever," don't overlook 28 mc. There is plenty of room on that band and, when conditions are right, it makes 14-mc. enthusiasts sit up and take notice. Recent 28-mc. reports include a long list of Europeans worked by W3ZX; Europeans worked by W1ICA and HP; LU, K6 and ZS1J heard; VK4AP worked by W8NY at 4:30 p.m., CST, Sept. 12th, and same date LU's, XE's, VE9's, W6 and W7 and VP6GM heard—also at WNNY, ZS1J and ZELJJ heard Sept. 13th, and PY5QD heard Sept. 16th, 5:30-6:00 p.m.; W9JZJ is hearing quite a bit of DX on "ten" including VP, XE, G, K6, K5, OA and numerous W4's; heard by W8SFB, W8MB, September are K9, LU, VK4, W7, ZE1, XE, D4, OH, ON4, ZS—most of these were worked. Don't pass up 28 mc!

PA93MW reports via W7EZZ that he worked 125 W's during the DJDC contest and made a total of 100,404 points. . . . VE3AU has been snapping some good ones: F8SAD (14,280 kc.), T9, Sept. 6th, 7:50 a.m. EST; ZS5Z (14,260), Sept. 6th, 8:50 a.m. T9 and phone. ZS5Z reported VE3AU his first VE contact and a contest that made him WIE on 'phone; he asks the W's phones to look for him in the mornings; PK1JR was worked by VE8JU, Sept. 9th, 8 a.m., 14,330 kc., T9, VQ5A on Sept. 24th, 8 a.m. (low band end), 14,290; and VQ5AF, Sept. 27th, 6:45 a.m., T9 but wobbly, about 14,070. . . . Some of the real DX phones being logged on the U.S. east coast; PK1QJU 14,070; PK1MX 14,110; KAIJF 14,135; ZBEIJ 14,270; SU1RG 14,290. . . . W8GYS worked HS4T, Sept. 19th, 5:20 p.m., EST, about 14,430 kc., 200-cycles note; QTH given as Care of Radio HJ5, Bangkok, Siam. . . . W8BBN reports contact with YR5CP, Roumania, about 14,290 kc., Sept. 3rd, 11:35 p.m., EST. . . . W8GNS worked HS4T, Sept. 19th, 5:20 p.m., EST, about 14,430 kc., chirpy d.c. note; has anyone else worked this one, and any dope on QTH? . . . W6CJU reports: "Rang up about 92,000 points in the DJDC contest. Worked 105 Europeans in 20 countries and reported 195 QSO's during the live week-ends; 33 different D's were worked in 10 of the German districts. Central and Eastern Europe are good in the evenings from 0300 to 0600. Mornings find dozens of South Americans rolling through from 0400 to 0900. Europe is also in there around 1000 and peaking again around 2200 GT. Rather new ones worked recently are: LU, VK4, W7, ZE1, XE, D4, OH, ON4, ZS—most of these were worked. Don't pass up 28 mc!"

THE RADIO CREW OF THE 1936 JARVIS ISLAND, SOUTH SEA EXPEDITION

Left to right: KG6NW, chief operator of the expedition's station on Jarvis Island; Ah Kin Leong (licensed ham, but no call), member of the expedition; K6GAS, who maintained regular schedules with the expedition from his station in Honolulu; K6INF, assistant operator at KG6AS. The transmitter shown is the 150-watt ham set used at Jarvis Island. The call KG6NW will be used in the 7- and 14-mc. bands; 7114 kc. will be the principal frequency, doubling to 14,228 kc. on 14 mc. The expedition is under the auspices of the Departments of Interior and Commerce (Airways Division). A Navy frequency and call will be announced later. KG6AS uses 14,224 kc. for his schedules. Write for KG6NW and please report all reception and contacts to A.R.R.L.

Additional DX Awards

The North Carolina 1936 DX Contest winner, undecided when the report was printed in September QST, is W4AH with 31,385 points. Additional to the list of club winners: W2DC has been affiliated with the Atlantic Wireless Club; W3KIR, The Tri-County Radio Association, Inc., of Plainfield, N. J.; W8CBL, Dayton (Ohio) Amateur Radio Association; W9EZZ, Wichita (Kansas) Amateur Radio Club; VE2EE, Montreal Amateur Radio Club.
Wanted—Stations to Send Code Practice

The A.R.R.L.'s program of code practice on the 1715-ke. band is being revised for the 1936-37 season. Many new stations are needed to carry on this work. With the increase in the code speed requirement to 15 w.p.m. beginners will find the code practice program of even greater assistance, than in the past. Any amateur working in the 1715-ke. band wishing to volunteer regular schedules of code practice is invited to drop a card to A.R.R.L. Headquarters. Please state the days and hours you would like to send code lessons, and list your exact frequency. Stations engaged in the work last season are requested to send in their new schedules. The schedules of all Code Practice Stations will be printed in QST. Helpful hints on sending code practice are furnished to all volunteers. What say, OM, will you help the new comers master the code? ——

Code Practice Volunteers

W6HUX, Los Angeles; W5MFF, Vandalia, Ohio; and W9YEO, Milwaukee, Wis., are the first '36-'37 season volunteers in the A.R.R.L. 1715-ke. Code Practice Program. Their schedules of transmission are: W6HUX, 1990 kc., Mondays and Fridays except holidays, etc., 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., PST; announcements by voice. W5MFF, 1936 kc., Monday to Friday, inc., 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. EST; 500 watts on 1974 ke., W9YEO, Mondays, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. EST; 1 kW on 1715 ke. Klincheimers performing, Boeing transmitting head. It is expected that WIDA V, Hartford, Conn., will conduct code lessons in the 1715-ke. band daily at 11:00 p.m. W6HUX, San Francisco, is also arranging a schedule. Several schedules of additional volunteers will be announced as received, W1HXX, Lawrence, Mass., sends code practice on 56.2 mc., daily from 7:00 to 7:30 p.m. EST, W4DNA, St. Petersburg, Fla., announces a schedule of code practice on 7208 kc.; Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., EST; 15-minute periods at increasing speeds from 3 to 20 w.p.m. ——

November Hamfests

November 14th: The Finger Lakes Transmitting Society will hold its Ninth Annual Banquet and Hamfes at the Osborne Hotel, Auburn, N. Y., Saturday, November 14th. Registration at 5:00 p.m., banquet promptly at 6:30 p.m.; plenty of good food, entertainment, speakers, contests; special session for N.C.R. members; prizes; a good time and plenty of prizes are promised all who attend. Those wishing to volunteer regular schedules of code practice for working with 14-mc. hams operation will be on 12,420 and 16,560 kc. For working hams in the 7-mc. band 6210 and 8280 will be used, and for work with 14-mc. hams operation will be on 12,420 and 16,560. At present the only scheduled contacts are at 2100 and 0300 GT. After all schedules a CW will be called and an indication given of the ham band on which to reply. ——

The Yankee will sail to many desirable (from the ham standpoint) DX points, such as Galapagos Is., Easter Is., Pitcairn Is., Tuamotu group, Society Is., Cook Is., Tonga Is., Samoa, Fiji Is., New Hebrides, Solomon Is., Fijus, Bali, Singapore, French Guiana. Anyone interested in the latest dope on progress of WCFT may obtain same from G6N.J, K5AA or W8PH. These stations are keeping a constant schedule for the duration of the trip, a year and a half. All cards for WCFT should be addressed to W8IQC, 4158 Oak Knoll Drive, Youngstown, Ohio. All amateurs, please watch for the yacht Yankee, WCFT, and report contacts and reception to A.R.R.L., West Hartford, Conn.

---

**BRASS POUNDERS’ LEAGUE**

(August 16th—September 15th)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig. Del.</th>
<th>Ret. Credit</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWWB</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8FDK</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7DVE</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5CUE9</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORE-THAN-ONE OPERATOR STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig. Del.</th>
<th>Ret. Credit</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KJ7ER</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORE-THAN-ONE OPERATOR STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig. Del.</th>
<th>Ret. Credit</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WMLL (W3AMK)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A.A.R.S. STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig. Del.</th>
<th>Ret. Credit</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W6W</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 500 or more, or just 100 or more deliveries will put you in line for a place in the B.P.L.

**STATION ACTIVITIES CANADA MARITIME DIVISION**

**MARITIME—SCM, A. M. Crowell, VE1DQ—GIL**

Route Mrgr. Bill Horne has the Maritime Net reorganized and ready for the fall work; he is now scheduling VE2DG, and the Trunk Line is working rapidly as far as Ottawa. H.H. is Net man for P.E.I. GU is going to apply for O.R.S. EC keeps Dartmouth on the map when not QRL the R.C.A.F. HJ is thinking of sending in application for O.R.S. EA is using its power—single 30 crystal oscillator. CW hits all bands with single 6L6. EZO sports new FB7 preselector; he is working 3.5 and 7 mc. HE has been QRL service work. HX has been busy building new receiver; GB is using a 45 mc. GE spends most of his time on 14 mc. AP works both 3.9- and 14-mc. 'phone. FR sticks to low power. CO is dividing time between 14 and 28 mc. 1V is QRL college. EQ is getting out FB with a 250 final. GK is still after bug! HM/VE3ALK is in Hamilton for the winter months; had his first QSO in the 3rd district—on 56 mc.—and with the H.T.11 ZW worked his first VK. FJ, VB and CB are busy with service work. HK is making the new 3ST do its stuff. KB is a newcomer. FY is using a pair of 40's final and has an FB homemade super—9 tubes. EX has new YL 2nd op. DU, Bathurst Mines, N.B., has rebuilt the rig to use P.T. '03A's in the final, driven by another '03A. ET has left on his last trip this season—southern cruise—on R.M.S. Lady Wilmot, EH, Caan. Anyone interested in shipping right and left on 14-mc. 'phone; incidentally this is our most "eastern" station on the mainland. The H.A.R.C. had a booth equipped with full ham station in operation at the N.S. Provincial Exhibition, and the station operated duplex 14-mc. 'phone for the instruction and interest of visitors and prospective hams; several late-type ham supers were available for comparison by visiting hams.

Traffic: VE1GJ, 22 HH 18 GU 10 EC 6 HJ 8 IB 3

November, 1936
ONTARIO DIVISION

ONTARIO—SCM, Jon Perdue, VE2OK—R.M. asks: 3MB, 3SG, 3GT, 3SG, 3TM, 3WX, 3XQ, P.A.M.: 8NX. Welcome AGM to O.R.S. ranks. NC was visited by YW and CI, and met NX and AEW while visiting VE3CNW. WR is looking for more schedules after creating one with VE2CT over all summer. WR reported after 3-year layoff in which interim he signed at VE8MR, CKMO and SVHP!!! Welcome, oldtimer! AZ busts out and reports. JI has hauled off and got himself a YF. Congrats from the gang to Mr. and Mrs. Walker. XY is getting DX cards from EA, while inopative, RN rolled up FB score in O.P.S. contest. SC has Klix trouble and is open for suggestions. DU is forced to give up R.M. duties, looking for more schedules after carrying one with VE2B U aPL, is still looking for dinosaur bones out west. SR, RK and AB are still holding down the dinosaur house west. SR, RR and BY will soon leave for college. DA has been bagging plenty of DX on 14 mc. all summer with his RK-20—George is now a proud Daddy, AFR works DX on 14 mc. with new R.K. tri-tet, VN is looking through rose-colored glasses at a pair of 50T's. AGG is crowded for time, but has a couple of likely-looking 6L6's around. AGL is the "mystery man" of LC and DA and has at last got his crystal control. JZ is busy ing to Toronto. HV and MA visited QB. TM resumed T.L. "Mr." duties. MB saw a lot of the gang at Ottawa Club plente and is new R.M. in Ontario. UO has QS7ed to Cardinal and says he is open for suggestions. The Ottawa Club president, XY is getting DX cards from S.A. while inoperative. KM signed at VE5MR, CKMO and SVHP!!! Welcome, olepicnic and is new R.M. in Ontario. UO has QSYed to Canada. VB is waiting UO covering Lakehead activities. LY, RA, DX, GB are such a swell business pressure and a new QTH

VANALTA DIVISION

ALTERA—SCM, Alfred D. Kettenbach, VE4LX—Our ANITOBA-SCM, A.J.R. Simpson, VE4BG-VG reports some traffic and has schedules worked with MH, Bigger, Sakk. Trunk Line activities will this season be looked after by GC, who is an old-timer at this job, AG having decided to take a rest this coming winter after a very FB job on the Winnipeg end for the last two seasons. AB is moving to a new QTH and has sold his copper yips vertical. BQ is back in Winnipeg to stay after putting in a few seasons up North operating for the Airways. DU is moving to a new QTH in the west end of Winnipeg. EK keeps busy on all bands and is heard once again on 14 mc. 'phone. GC is QSLing with railroad. HM attended the Montreal Radio Exhibition traffic. Congrats to GC on W.A.C. HM is rebuilding exciter. GM is QRLing fixing up the shack to keep out the wintry blasts.

PRAIRIE DIVISION

MANITOBA—SCM, A.J.R. Simpson, VE4BG-VG reports some traffic and has schedules worked with MH, Bigger, Sakk. Trunk Line activities will this season be looked after by GC, who is an old-timer at this job, AG having decided to take a rest this coming winter after a very FB job on the Winnipeg end for the last two seasons. AB is moving to a new QTH and has sold his copper yips vertical. BQ is back in Winnipeg to stay after putting in a few seasons up North operating for the Airways. DU is moving to a new QTH in the west end of Winnipeg. EK keeps busy on all bands and is heard once again on 14 mc. 'phone. GC is QSLing with railroad. HM attended the Montreal Radio Exhibition traffic. Congrats to GC on W.A.C. HM is rebuilding exciter. GM is QRLing fixing up the shack to keep out the wintry blasts.

QUEBEC DIVISION

QUEBEC—SCM, Stan Comach, VE2EE—The fall is upon us; the shades of night fall faster, the old gang are forsaking the great outdoors and polishing up their hams. The position of R.M. has been filled by the "maestro" DG, and schedules are being arranged to box the compass; anyone interested in traffic is asked to get in touch with the R.M. DR is "Alternate" on Trunk Line "L." EC has rebuilt his final to accommodate higher power and is using a single wire-tuned antenna in place of the old Zepo. LC is a very competent operator. JK is new W.A.C.; Tommy worked a FCC emergency call at Stoney Lake, and in FB style. JK is putting his 'phone across the pond in good shape. LC is thinking of rebuilding. LJ has at last got his 6L6 exciter unit perking. CR has acquired a new receiver. BB has been negotiating for a new receiver. DA is quite active on the 3.5-mc. 'phone band, CD is making a relay job on 14 mc. He has acquired an XYL and, after a California trip, he is putting up a new vertical. RO is moving to a new location and will have a 90-foot tribander tower for his antenna. RO keeps on 14 mc. with his c.w. rig. TX is going to give 56 mc. a rest and get back on 14 mc. VI is about ready to go with his T250 final. ZK is still supplying equipment for his new rig on ABW. TX keeps his old Rig on the QSL lists for his W.A.S. ABE schedules ZT at Norway House. AEL is new on the air with an 802 final. AAW has a new AE. AE is building a new modulator. TV up at The Pas sends his regards to the group and would like to hear from you fellows; he is putting in a new rig with an RK-23 and RK-20. At The Pas we have XT with a 6L6 osc. RK-23 buffer and final. LO has a new rig with an RK-23 final. (Continued on page 84)
Coping with the B.C.L. QRM Problem

2202 Wellington St., Greenville, Texas
Editor, QST:

Looks like the 160-meter 'phones are in for a general calling down, from the F.C.C. on down through the ranks of well-meaning hams. . . .

I believe the larger part of the complaints against the 160-meter 'phones are due as much to the design of the majority of b.c. receivers as to any shortcomings in the 'phone transmitters. The fact that a great many of the b.c. superhets built in the past several years use an i.f. around 450 kc., with the oscillator frequency 450 kc. or so higher than the signal frequency, makes it a matter of simple arithmetic to see that a strong image signal from stations operating between 1800 and 2000 kc. may be expected to show up on the receiver between approximately 900 and 1100 kc., right in the middle of the broadcast band. Naturally the enraged b.c.l. sets up a howl, and it is almost impossible to explain the mysterious ways of the superhet circuit in such a way as to convince him you are not operating in the b.c. band. You come in right on top of his favorite station, therefore you must be operating there.

Since it is the nature of the 160-meter band to produce strong signals for a matter of several miles around the transmitter, even when it is one of low power, this "primary" image signal is very strong in all receivers of this design in the vicinity. It is worse, of course, when the receiver employs no pre-selection; but it can be bad enough on those with pre-selection where a fairly large antenna is used or the transmitter has considerable power. In fact, signals from my 30-watt set have been reported from neighboring towns as far as fifteen miles away as coming in "right in the middle of the broadcast band," strong enough to interfere with b.c. reception; and I have been called down by well-meaning fellow hams on this account. I checked this carefully by means of an "old-fashioned" three-stage tuned r.f. b.c. receiver (which has been giving me good service for some six or eight years), operating with a 50-foot antenna directly under my transmitting antenna and the gain well up beyond normal b.c. signal requirements, and could find no faint trace of any signal from my transmitter anywhere in the b.c. band except with the gain wide open on the 1500-kc. end. . . . This test convinced me my transmitter was by no means at fault, and there was no actual radiation in the b.c. band.

Of course, the small "cigar-box" midget receivers with one stage of tuned r.f. and non-regenerative detector are quite hopeless against any kind of signal from local transmitters, regardless of frequency. They simply have not enough selectivity to be effective against strong signals, and reception is generally smeared all across the dial when a local station is on, b.c. or amateur. But with the superhet of usual design, a 160-meter 'phone signal will usually show up only as an image signal on one spot on the dial. I don't see just what can be done about it, short of operating on some other band! It is hardly fair to ask an amateur to buy wave-traps for half the receivers in town; and their effectiveness is doubtful, anyway, I think, in this case, as enough 160-meter signal would get into the receiver through the power line to produce a husky image.

I have cut down complaints considerably by choosing an operating frequency that places the image in between our two loudest nearby b.c. stations: WFAA on 800 kc. and KRLD on 1040. Since very few people are likely to be listening to the weaker and more distant stations between those two in the daytime, and I seldom use my transmitter on 160 during the first part of the night, I have kept comparatively peace in the neighborhood. Most b.c.l.'s are likely to listen to their local stations, I believe, and perhaps this choice of frequency to avoid interference with the more popular stations in one's vicinity would be helpful. Figuring the b.c. receiver frequency at 450 kc. you can subtract 900 kc. from your operating frequency to see where the image will be on receivers of this type; if it is near one of the b.c. stations popular in your vicinity, perhaps you had better change your frequency. You certainly can't change the i.f. in the receivers!

Now all this is by way of pointing out that a large amount of QRM from 160-meter 'phones is not the fault of the transmitters at all, but is due to the inherent design of possibly the majority of b.c. receivers now in use. I am unable to suggest any remedy except the half-way measure of using a frequency that will not interfere with the reception of the b.c. stations most popular in your town, as mentioned above. Mr. Lydon's suggestion of limiting 160-meter operation to Class A licensees will not help this situation, since QRM from this cause will persist no matter how carefully the transmitter is handled. Of course I am heartily in accord with him in urging that proper operation be insisted on; but speaking for those
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transmitters in our part of the country, there are very few that are improperly operated. The majority of the 160-meter 'phones do have good clean signals, in my opinion.

Of course we should cooperate gladly to avoid b.c.l. QRM; but it looks to me like there is need for a deeper inquiry into the matter before blaming the transmitting amateurs with all the trouble.

— C. F. Butcher, W5AL

On Class A for One Sixty

Montevallo, Ala.

Editor, QST:

After reading the solution of W8KSY for 160-meter 'phone QRM, I wish to put in my say so... I'll admit that the QRM caused by 160-meter 'phone to b.c.l.'s is most serious and surely warrants attention. If we would all do what Mr. Handy said I think most of our troubles would be over. Fellow, the things we need is to be creative and shine with the b.c.l.'s, and run tests to see if we are causing QRM by operation in that band. If we are, act on one.

But taking the 160-meter 'phone band from the Class B and C hams would be an injustice and should be done as a last resort. Let us hope the F.C.C. doesn't have to go that far. In the first place, I've heard some rotten signs coming from Class A. Don't get me wrong; I'm not trying to knock them because all that I know are certainly fine men. I'm just trying to show that a Class A ticket doesn't make one immune from bad signs. As a rule, I don't expect the new hams would start into 'phone immediately. So he would have some experience, at least.

Another thing. Why does W8KSY give the merits of the 160-meter band and try to entice the Class A to it? He says if it were given to them entirely, they wouldn't have to contend with QRM from Class B. Don't get me wrong; I'm not trying to knock them because all that I know are certainly fine men. I'm just trying to show that a Class A ticket doesn't make one immune from bad signs. As a rule, I don't expect the new hams would start into 'phone immediately. So he would have some experience, at least.

In my opinion, this is the drawback. He tries to smooth things over by telling how good five and ten meters are. Five is OK for the gang in large cities, but what about the ones in the country? There probably wouldn't be a five-meter station for many miles and the only time that band would be any good would be when conditions were unusual... Even if he managed to work both those bands, he could not have those rascals with the fellows in the states close by or the other side of his state. These men would be the ones he might be able to meet personally and therefore he would enjoy working them more than others. We all need the privilege of having a 'phone band for medium and short distances, also one that is reliable. Sixy sixy is just the thing and should be open to everyone. I hope we can keep it that way.

— Clay Griffin, W4DXI

188 Linden Boulevard, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Editor, QST:

I agree with Mr. Lydon that transferring 'phone operation from Class B operators from 160 meters to the 5, 10 and other ultra-high frequency bands will greatly reduce the present interference to broadcast listeners. In view of the recent comments by the F.C.C. in this connection, namely, that 69.59 per cent of radiophone interference cases were due to operation in the 1800-2000-kc. band, it is evident that immediate steps should be taken by the League to attempt to eliminate this source of bad public relationship.

From my own experience, almost any 'phone operation on the 160-meter band will cause QRM to adjacent b.c.l.'s, especially in congested areas, unless low power and less than 100 per cent modulation is used. By low power, I mean not more than 50 to 60 watts input to the final stage. By reducing the percentage of modulation this type of interference can be greatly reduced to the neighbors. In fact, from my own observations, it seems that lowering the modulation percentage from 100 per cent to 80 per cent reduced the QRM more than 80 per cent and in many cases eliminated it entirely in adjacent broadcast receivers. Although these tests were made on the 3900-4000-kc. 'phone band, the results are applicable as well to the 160-meter 'phone band... — David Talley, W4PP-\W1NA

303 North Main St., Wellsville, N. Y.

Editor, QST:

The idea of having 160-meter 'phone restricted to Class A operators! Aren't we fellows satisfied with what we have? I think one fellow amateur should cooperate with another amateur. What's all this to me? W8KSY says in the text of his letter that the 160-meter 'phone band isn't being used right—that all beginners should use 5 and 10 meters until they get enough sense into them and learn how to handle a mike, 'phone etiquette, etc. Well, let me tell you something. I've listened in on the 20-, 75- and 160-meter 'phone fellows and... 75 per cent of the abuse, overmodulation, frequency modulation, wobbly signals, and drinking parties heard on the air using vulgar language... were from OT's and Class A ops.

It seems to me that some of the OT's with Class A privileges think that after receiving this cherished license they no longer need to respect the regs. If they don't wake up soon, it's going to be too bad.

I have a list here from observers throughout the country with the call letters of such stations as the above, and again I say that 75 per cent are fellows who have been in the game for years and years.

If you will pay a visit to the new hams you will find them using the best of equipment, custom built receivers, etc., and not broadbread jobs as thousands of the OT's will be found using.

So, what say, fellows? Let's not say that the F.C.C. should have to allot all the 'phone bands to Class A, but keep what we have, quit 'squeebbling' amongst ourselves, and for Heaven's sake cooperate with each other!

— George J. Pasquale, W8SOQ

4911 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

Editor, QST:

I heartily agree with all the proposals made by Mr. Robert C. Lydon, W8KSY. I have had the same experiences, and if a ham cannot pass a Class A examination after a year of operating on ten and five he should not be allowed on 'phone at all.

— Thomas P. Leary, W9FTP

10 or 10.7 for C.W.?

North Wales, Pa.

Editor, QST:

The following incident has happened many, many times last year and already has shown up again last week:

Sunday afternoon on ten: A c.w. man working a c.w. man around 28,250 kc.: "Sorry OM but a high power 'phone carrier just drowned you out, didn't much of your last transmission..." "Now, I am not against 'phone operation. If a ham wishes to get layanghia shouting 'one, two, three... test' that's his business. By a matter of fortune or misfortune the 'phone men are assigned the territory 28-29 mc. But why in thunder must the c.w. man stick to that portion, too, when he has from 26 to 30 mc. for c.w. only, where he can romp around without any interference except from his own "soul brothers"?

Just because the first fellow on ten located at 28,250 kc. must we stay there for years to come? I have as yet to hear an "amateur" signal at 29 mc. The receivers tune down there, crystals or their harmonics will fall down there, and the signals will get out from down there...

Wonder if you could start a campaign amongst the old ten-meter men to get all c.w. men to move down to our rightful territory, 29 to 30 mc., and have a good 1938 winter season. A little fine grading compound or even good old Pepsodent Toothpaste has enough abrasive in it to grind down the crystal. What say, XElAY, W6QG, W6BPD, and the 1936 "W5AY, W6PD, and the 1936 crew? Do we use the band or have it knocked off from the ham allocations?... — John J. Michaels, W5FAR (Continued on page 54)
Those of our friends whose scientific inclinations have led them to study solar activities, cyclic changes and other phenomena assure us that the conditions for DX in the ten meter band will be even better this Fall than last. Consequently, it seems to be a good time for those of us interested in this band to rebuild our rigs and get ready in advance for an active season.

In our advertisement on the inside back cover of this issue is illustrated our own new ten meter rig. This design was worked out with care, and we think it deserves a better description than we have given it on the cover. The illustration shows the layout pretty well, but does not explain the reasons. A pair of Raytheon RK-36 high-plate-efficiency triodes are used in the output. These tubes are rated at 400 watts output; but considering the ability of these tubes to take punishment, the actual output is more likely to be limited by the operator's conscience than by the rating. They combine high output at ten meters with low price and economy of power supply.

The RK-36's each require 15 watts of driving power. This could be supplied very conveniently by an RK-20, since it is itself easy to drive, requires no neutralizing, and has ample output. However, it was not chosen, for the reason that it is rather expensive. Also it requires a 1000 volt power supply, and for economy it was desirable to use a single power supply. Low tube cost indicated the use of a triode, and after looking over the list of available tubes, the Eimac 35T was chosen. Happily this tube has a mu of 30, making it easy to drive. It operates nicely from a 2000 volt power supply, being of "hard" construction. Its compact size made it fit into the layout well. Compared to other suitable triodes, its inter-electrode capacity is low, making possible the use of the small NC-800 neutralizing condenser.

Although many amateurs favor a tri-tet oscillator, we have always been partial to a triode crystal oscillator with triode doublers (RCA 53's). This system and its advantages have been described so often that details are scarcely necessary here. We have done one unusual thing in this rig, however. Half of one 53 is the oscillator, half of the second 53 is the first doubler. Then back to the first 53 for the second doubler, and then to the second 53 for the third doubler. The reason for this criss-cross connection is that it makes a much better chassis layout, with short leads and easy wiring.

Other details of the rig need but little comment, even though they combine to give up-to-the-minute performance. The variable frequency crystal (affectionately known as the "rubber crystal") provides easy adjustment of the frequency within the band. The new National fixed-tuned exciter tanks with plug-in base are used in the oscillator and doubler, making it easy to shift frequency to 56 MC.

Much as we would like to claim all the credit for the design, we must confess that we owe more than a little to Herb Becker, whose rig suggested many of the features of the design. To 6QD, our thanks. We have added so many ideas of our own, however, that we can call it "our rig" without embarrassment.

JAMES MILLEN
A NEW LINE-VOLTAGE CONTROL

- Maintains Line at 115 Volts
- Less Expensive
- Smaller
- More Convenient to Use

THE Type 70 and Type 80 Variac Transformers are new designs of our continuously adjustable transformers. Wound on a rectangular transformer-type core with a double slider making contact with the top layer of wire on each leg of the core, the new Variac Transformers furnish high-current control over a narrow voltage range.

Two models are especially suited to amateur and experimental use for maintaining the line voltage constant.

Type 70-B supplies a constant output of 115 volts at 2 amperes maximum, when used on line voltages fluctuating between 100 and 125 volts, 50-60 cycles.

Type 80-B supplies a constant output of 115 volts at 7.5 amperes maximum when used on a line fluctuating between 90 and 130 volts, 50-60 cycles.

Type 70-B...$10.00 Type 80-B...$15.00

Write for the new VARIAC BULLETIN No. 67-Q for complete data on a large number of models.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street Cambridge, Mass.

Point of View
Shenandoah, Pa.

I was very much pleased with my August and September issues of QST, especially the September issue. I read Mr. Thompson's article on correct speaking, and the thousands of h.c.l. listeners tuning in on the short-wave band may think the amateurs are a very ignorant bunch of fellows.

I read through the September and August issues and liked both issues. When I was reading through them I was thinking what a wonderful hobby amateur radio is. It lets you talk to thousands of amateurs all over the world. Could you tell me how to get listener's cards (QSL's)? I would appreciate it very much.

---Donald Sorber

R9 Plus

(Continued from page 10)

receiver is properly trimmed and adjusted, and that you are using the antenna you intend to employ for reception on that band. If you find a station that puts the meter off scale (R9 plus) reduce the shunt resistance until the signal is brought to the R9 position. This setting of the shunt should be checked by tuning across the band from time to time when the receiver is in use, and the shunt readjusted whenever a signal is found that will run the meter off scale. After a few days the proper setting will be found where a good signal (R9) will run the meter to the end of the scale, but not beyond that point. Of course, if the receiving antenna is changed or the receiver allowed to get out of adjustment, the shunt will have to be re-adjusted, unless the antenna and receiver are placed in their usual condition.

This seems like an ideal system to me, as it compensates for the variation in the sensitivity of different makes of receivers, types and location of receiving antennas, etc., gives you an accurate idea how any signal at that point compares with other signals on the air and assures a fair comparison between signals before and after any change that may be made.

Undoubtedly some flaws can be found in this system, but if we wait for the ideal we may have a long wait, and certainly there is room for immediate improvement in the method now used, i.e., reporting a signal “R9 plus” if it has enough “sock” to give good audio output from the receiver. Correspondence on this subject is invited, as it may lead to a better method, but meanwhile, let’s do the best we can.

Most modern amateur receivers have signal-strength meters already installed, and most of them can stand the “shunt correction” method outlined above. This can be proven by a look over the band, where you will hear “Ur sigs R12 on this recvr” or “Ur sigs R9 plus with meter hard off scale” or “Ur sig knocks needle against pin OM.”

The resistance used here with this particular layout is about 20 ohms, and when you consider that this is placed across a 1-ma. meter to keep the signals on the scale, it will give you some idea of how far off the usual report may be.

The meter, when used with this method, can be placed in any suitable position, using either the “series” or “bridge” circuit, and after a few days of operation I am sure that almost any operator will ask himself “How did I get along without it?” Let’s give it a try!
### Class "B" Audio Characteristics

### Push Pull Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament, volts</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Current, amps</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Plate Voltage, volts</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Conductance, uMhos</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification Factor</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid. Voltage, aprr. volts</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Resistance (Plt. to Plt.), ohms</td>
<td>6750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes), mls</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Plate Current (per tube), mls</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output (2 tubes), watts</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thordarson, Jefferson, United and other leading transformer manufacturers have new Class "B" units available for these Taylor Tubes.

---

### Class "B" Audio Characteristics

### Push Pull Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament Voltage</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Current, amps</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Conductance, uMhos</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification Factor</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Plate Voltage, volts</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid. Voltage, aprr. volts</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Resistance (Plt. to Plt.), ohms</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes), mls</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Plate Current (per tube), mls</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output (2 Tubes), watts</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Class "B" Audio Characteristics

### Push Pull Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament, volts</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Current, amps</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Plate Voltage, volts</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid. Voltage, aprr. volts</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Resistance (Plt. to Plt.), ohms</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes), mls</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Plate Current (per tube), mls</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output (2 Tubes), watts</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

BUY TAYLOR TUBES AND SPEND THE SAVINGS ON OTHER PARTS!

All Leading Radio Parts Distributors Recommend Taylor Tubes

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341-Q Wabansia Ave., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
BROWN DEVILS

As Even as a Picket Fence

Don't risk the loss of valuable operating hours searching for a damaged resistor. "Hot spots" develop and resistor failure results when the winding is uneven and crowded together in places. BROWN DEVILS are dependable because the specially developed OHMITE Vitreous Enamel holds each turn of wire firmly in place — during the firing process and in the finished unit. This exclusive feature enables BROWN DEVILS to be wound closer, and thus permit the use of a larger wire for a given resistance value — making these units both electrically and mechanically superior in every way. Made in 10 and 20 watt sizes and all practical resistance values. Ask your dealer or write for Catalog 14 — FREE!

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4831 Flournoy Street Chicago, Illinois

OHMITE AMATEUR HANDBOOK

Revised enlarged second edition contains 24 pages of useful data and information on bandswitching, power supplies, modulators, filament control, etc. From your dealer, or sent 10c postpaid.

What the League Is Doing
(Continued from page 87)

advertising circles. We are sorry to lose her, wish her every happiness.

She is succeeded on our staff by Mr. Charles Brunelle, Cornell '36, recently of New York City. Not yet a ham, he is certainly being exposed.

Radiation Characteristics
(Continued from page 41)

desirable as low-angle radiation for long distances.

At 14 mc., however, the picture is different. Investigation has shown that radiation at angles exceeding 35 degrees is seldom returned to earth under normal conditions. Radiation at all angles from the horizontal up to 30 degrees or slightly higher is useful, the higher angles being particularly effective when the critical frequencies are highest. Normally, however, lower angles are more dependable on this band; as an average, after a search through the available literature for data, we have selected 15 degrees as representing the center of the optimum region.

The radiation angle is still more critical on the 28-mc. band, although we do not know enough about the behavior of "ten" to say what constitutes "normal" conditions — if indeed there is any real normalcy. The same source places the limit of useful radiation at 9 degrees above the horizontal for reflection from the upper layer, although of course there are many instances of transmission at higher angles than this. It is probable that under present conditions, when we are approaching a sunspot maximum, higher-angle radiation is useful on 28 mc., although the lower angles remain more desirable.

The charts given in this article are of value particularly in gauging the long-distance characteristics of the antenna at 14 and 28 mc. Since high radiation angles are not considered, the patterns are much sharper than the actual directive characteristic of the antenna at 7 and 3.5 mc. Indeed, for these two bands it is reasonable enough to assume that the antenna is practically non-directional except for the 90 degree null points which appear with antennas an even number of half waves in length. Unless otherwise specified, the discussion is assumed to be confined to 20- and 10-meter DX transmission.

The charts have been prepared for four different antenna lengths, four different heights, and for the three radiation angles previously mentioned. It must be kept in mind that these particular angles have no great significance in themselves, but since definite figures must be chosen for purposes of analysis, 9, 15 and 30 degrees have been selected each as representing, so far as can be determined from the available data, typical radiation patterns for optimum 28-mc. transmission, op-

"— they appear to give the service we require, and as the weight is so favorable we will continue to use them —" So writes Arthur E. Bent of the Harvard University Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory. Here Burgess Batteries are used in balloon transmitters adjusted to five meter wave length. In this remarkable research work, scientists have been able to follow ascents to over 60,000 foot altitudes.

All Burgess Batteries are designed and built to provide reliable portable power. In your radio or experimental work you can command the same consistently dependable battery performance and economy required by the country's leading scientists. Ask for Burgess.

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Freeport, Illinois
SO NOW YOU'RE A
Licensed Amateur
AND YOU DON'T NEED THE
LICENSE MANUAL?

HERE'S
SOMETHING
TO THINK
ABOUT...

Many amateurs find The Radio Amateur's License Manual a useful operating booklet for frequent reference. They keep it on their operating tables. It not only contains the detailed federal regulations governing the operation of an amateur station, but the convenient question-and-answer form provides ready reference to obscure points.

Up to date in every respect. As valuable to the already-licensed as it is to the beginner going after his first ham "ticket."

25 CENTS POSTPAID
(no stamps, please)

No. 9 in the series entitled
The Radio Amateur's Library

The
AMERICAN RADIO
RELAY LEAGUE
West Hartford
Connecticut

...maximum 14-mc. transmission, and the limit of useful 14-mc. radiation, respectively.

A word about the antennas themselves: A half-wave antenna is a half-wave antenna, regardless of the method of feeding it. Feed systems have nothing to do with this discussion—nor with the results secured from the antenna—providing the feeders do not radiate and providing the power is delivered efficiently to the antenna itself. Therefore, the half-wave charts apply equally well to a Zepp, Q, single-wire feed, doublet, or what you will.

A full-wave antenna is one in which the currents in two halves are in phase opposition. The Zepp is an example. An antenna of the same length fed in the center by the usual method is not a full-wave antenna but two half-waves in phase, and its pattern is entirely different from that of the full-wave antenna. The same applies to a two-wavelength antenna; it cannot be divided into two parts and fed in the center. A 3/2-wave antenna, however, can be fed in the center because the desired phase relationships are not disturbed by this method. Any feeding method which makes the phases of the currents in the various half-wave sections differ from the relations holding in a single, continuous wire of the same length will change the patterns considerably. With antennas a full-wave or more in length end-fed, either directly or through Zepp feeders, is the simplest method of obtaining the desired result.

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE CHARTS

The performance charts are given in Figs. 3-14, inclusive. These have been grouped according to the angle of radiation considered rather than by types of antennas, since this method gives a direct comparison between the several types.

(Continued on page 68)

BRUSH
Headphones

- Meet every headphone requirement. They bring in weak signals strong and clear and will handle excessive volume without overloading. Response 60 to 10,000 cycles. No magnets to cause diaphragm chatter. Speciality designed cases minimize breakage. Light in weight. Only 6 oz., complete with headband and cords. A quality product at a low price. Details, Data Sheet No. 10. Copies on request. Send for one.
At Last... A RADIO THAT REVOLUTIONIZES

TUNING . . . AUTOMATICALLY ASSURES PERFECT TONE

If you should unknowingly tune-in a station the slightest bit off-tune — and nine out of ten people do — instantly, the new G-E Focused Tone Radio corrects your error and shifts itself into hair-line tuning for perfect reception. Immediately, the new G-E COLORAMA DIAL changes from red to green to tell you "your station is perfectly tuned." The call letters flash on to announce the local station tuned in. This G-E "custom-tailored" PERSONALIZER scale puts an end to hunting up the kilo-
cycle numbers of your favorite stations. It's done like magic and just as silently too, for the G-E SILENT TUNING CONTROL silences all noise as you switch from one program to another.

G-E Focused Tone combines all the revolutionary new features described above, plus these new General Electric Radio inventions and developments — G-E METAL TUBES, G-E SENTRY BOX, G-E STABILIZED DYNAMIC SPEAKER, G-E SLIDING-RULE TUNING SCALE and G-E "V-doublet" ALL-WAVE ANTENNA SYSTEM.

How General Electric Focused Tone Radio automatically and instantly shifts itself into hair-line tuning

For Metal Tube Renewals, Specify G-E General Electric

AutomaTically

The new G-E Focused Tone Radio brings you every radio service on the air — Standard Broadcasts; Foreign Reception; Police Calls; Amateurs; Aviation; Ultra Short-wave; Experimental Broadcasts. General Electric Radio comes in 91 handsome models priced from $22.50 to $750.00 (Eastern list) — Slightly higher in West and South.

General Electric

AutomaticallY

RADIO GIVES IT TO YOU

Visibly . . . Instantly

Focused Tone Radio

General Electric

Appliance and Merchandise Department,
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
"LEEDS LEADS" in the amateur March of Time

Transmitters developed by Leeds' engineering department. Available to the amateur in kit form or completely built, rack panel construction. The finest of parts used (no surplus equipment). 1700, 5000, 8000, 20000 ohms.

Type 25-PSK Transmitter
Most up to date low power unit, can be used as an exciter unit for higher power transmitters, or as a complete 35 watt transmitter in itself. Contains 59 triode type RF electron controlled circuit with complete band switching facilities, the 59 stage circuit feeds into a R.K-23 in the final stage which also contains band switching facilities. Complete with push-pull tubes, cryatal, B.C. tap, and also switch for selecting type 25-T or type 25-PSK. Self contained, control coils, crystal, B.C. tap, and also switch for selecting type 25-T or type 25-PSK. Self contained, control coils, crystal, B.C. tap, and also switch for selecting type 25-T.

LEEDS FOR AMPLIFIER AND MODULATION EQUIPMENT

LEEDS Amplifier and Modulation Equipment

60 watt modulator or amplifier. High fidelity two channel mixer, high and low impedance, two high fidelity transformers, two high feed-back windings.

Modulator-60 - complete kit... $95.75

60 watt sound amplifier to voice coil or line, 2, 4, 6, 8, 15, 20 and 500 ohm output. 1681 form. Price $25.00. Can be used in kit form to make 120 watt transmitter. Complete with 120 watt power transformer, and input driver transformer, input push-pull for preamp.

Type 120-MK - complete kit. $113.95

Type 10-C - 10 watt amplifier, two No. 1590 W.OC. output transformer, input push-pull for preamp.

Price $69.95

Sylvania 6CS and 6FS for above. $69.95

Combination Type 120-MB or 120-SP and 10-C amplifier. Price $105.00

LEEDS VistaLine microphone, purchased with modulator or amplifier equipment, must be ordered separately. Any of the above units with 24" Triplet baffle case millimeter.

LEEDS BAND WAGON SPECIALS

Made on chassis with protective shielding.

32 watt high fidelity push-pull O.6 ampolifier, high and low impedance input - 2 kg. distortion. On 2 watt amplifier this is 0.75% at 15 v.c. 200 and 500 w. line. $28.75

Leaves 120 watt moduler with modulator (will modulate 64 watt R.F. load)...

Price $59.75

Sylvania 6FS and 6FS for above. $59.75

Combination Type 120-MSB or 120-SPB and 10-C amplifier. Price $105.00

Sylvania 6CS and 6FS for above. $105.00

COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS

32 watt amplifier, two No. 1590 WD.C. speakers, high fidelity telephone, and 2/20 sound projectors...

Price $88.95

$85 SPECIAL...

Complete 11 watt unit, tubes, Wright DeCosto No. 990 speaker, Bell projector, crystal microphone...

Price $89.95

NEW JUNIOR VIBROPLEX in stock...

Price $11.35

Q Max No. 3 R.F. Leaker, 14 pint can 25c; pint can $1.75.

Q Max air drying crystaline black, 14 pint can 25c; pint can $1.75.

Q Max air drying, prices as above.

Victron "6G" - highest grade insulation known to science today.

Type 25-TSB Transmitter
Available completely built or as a complete kit. Type 650-PB at $37.95 is used with the above.

Combination 25-TSB - Complete with 1592, R.K-23, and one crystal...

Type 25-G - Includes 25-TSB with tubes and crystal...

Price $45.00

Power Supply 1250-PKB - Complete kit form, supplying the following outputs: 120 volts = 200 ma., 600 volts = 100 ma., 7.5 volts = 5 ma., 3.3 volts = 3 ma., 7.5 volts = 2 ma., three 5 V. windings for four to six tubes in bridge rectifier circuit...

Price $29.95

Complete kit and tested Type 650-PB...

Price $39.95

Complete 4 tubs Syracuse, $1.60 additional.

Power Supply Type 650-PK - 650 volts 1 amp. 5 V. 2 ma.; 6.3 V. 4 amps... Price $25.00

Type 650-PK at $17.95 is used with the above.

Power Supply 500-PK - Delivers 250 volts 3 ma., 250 ma., 150 ma., 75 ma., 3 ma., 1.5 ma., 0.75 ma., 0.375 ma., 0.1875 ma., 0.125 ma., 0.0625 ma., 0.03125 ma...

Price $17.95

Type 650-PK at $17.95 is used with the above.

Power Supply 500-PK - Delivers 500 volts 2 ma., 3 ma., 1.5 ma., 0.75 ma., 0.375 ma., 0.1875 ma., 0.125 ma., 0.0625 ma., 0.03125 ma.

Price $17.95

Complete kit and tested by our Laboratory, Type 500-PB...

Price $44.50

83 rectifier tube for above power supplies...

Price $1.40

Rack Panels for 650-PB, 500-PB, $1.00 additional.

Model X-100 - Adjustable overload relay, can be easily set to open 110 v. input, when output current is equal to or less than any value from 150 to 500 ma. List $12. Net...

Type 1 Midget Relay - Operates on 1 dry cell. One contact arm and break. Other contacts the circuit when the relay is operated. Special...

Type 2 Relay - Operates between 10 and 130 ma. - DC single contact arm with "make and break" contact. 350 ohm resistance.

Price $2.95

Type 3 Relay - 3000 ohm resistance, operates on 1.5 ma. DC single contact arm with "make and break" contact. Special...

Price $3.00
**LEEDS Leads the Fall Radio Parade**

**BASES and DEMI-BASES**

By LEEDS for use with rack panels are now available in a greatly increased variety at lower prices. Crystaline finished units of 20 gauge steel; each base is finished with a bottom cover plate, so that apparatus underneath the chassis may be kept free from dust and at the same time electro statically and electrically shielded.

```
8 x 17 x 3.00 $1.39
8 x 17 x 3.25 $1.40
x 10 x 2.50 $1.38
x 17 x 2.75 $1.38
x 17 x 3.00 $1.30
x 17 x 2.50 $1.30
x 17 x 3.00 $1.40
```

**RELAY RACKS**

Our Relay Racks are built to stand up under the heavy loads of modern transmitter construction. Uprights are made of 3/16 steel, 1/4" wide. Welded angles support, crosses braces and sturdy cross bars insure extreme rigidity. LEEDS Relay Racks unlike some units on the market, are drilled for panel mounting according to Bureau of Standards specifications.

**Table Rack Type RAD 3/4" panel space high. 20% wide, 12" deep. with complete set of drilled and tapped panel mounting holes.**

```
$5.75
```

Shipping weight 30 lbs.

Type RB Rack 66/" panel space high. 20% wide, 12" deep, with complete set of panel mounting holes.

```
$7.45
```

Shipping weight 30 lbs.

Brackets — 4" high, 1/2" deep, 3/4" deep for mounting in 19" panel space, 12" deep, 3/4" deep for mounting, pair 35c.

**Wet Process 1" Diameter Glazed Porcelain Insulators**

```
h 7/".... 25c 12/".... 35c 20/".... 50c
```

Egg-type strain insul. 10 for $1.00.

We are Headquarters For the Following


**ALL SYLVANIA RECEIVING TUBES at 50% off list price.**

**Weber**

Oil Impregnated Condensers

```
1 mfd. 1000 v.... $1.59
2 mfd. 1000 v.... 2.45
3 mfd. 1000 v.... 3.39
4 mfd. 1000 v.... 4.33
5 mfd. 1000 v.... 5.27
6 mfd. 1000 v.... 6.21
7 mfd. 1000 v.... 7.15
8 mfd. 1000 v.... 8.09
9 mfd. 1000 v.... 9.03
10 mfd. 1000 v... 10.01
11 mfd. 1000 v... 11.02
12 mfd. 1000 v... 12.03
13 mfd. 1000 v... 13.04
14 mfd. 1000 v... 14.05
15 mfd. 1000 v... 15.06
16 mfd. 1000 v... 16.07
17 mfd. 1000 v... 17.08
18 mfd. 1000 v... 18.09
19 mfd. 1000 v... 19.10
20 mfd. 1000 v... 20.11
21 mfd. 1000 v... 21.12
22 mfd. 1000 v... 22.13
23 mfd. 1000 v... 23.14
24 mfd. 1000 v... 24.15
25 mfd. 1000 v... 25.16
26 mfd. 1000 v... 26.17
27 mfd. 1000 v... 27.18
28 mfd. 1000 v... 28.19
29 mfd. 1000 v... 29.20
30 mfd. 1000 v... 30.21
```

Eelectrolytic and tubular condensers in stock.

LEEDS has the most complete line of Antenna Wire found in any shop. Hard and soft enamaled wire — stranded copper — tinned copper — tinned wire — any length, at lowest prices.

**WEIGHT **

```
8 x 17 x 3.00 $1.39
8 x 17 x 3.25 $1.40
x 10 x 2.50 $1.38
x 17 x 2.75 $1.38
x 17 x 3.00 $1.30
x 17 x 2.50 $1.30
x 17 x 3.00 $1.40
```

**Important Announcement**

On Our NEW LD-5 Mounted Crystals

These low drift plates, factory sealed in the new LD-5 metal holder are outstanding from the standpoint of stability, accuracy, high output and low cost. Low Drift LD-5 prices per million per degree. Accuracy of calibration — better than 0.5%. Orders filled plus or minus two kc. of specified frequency. Last one on each of the mounted crystals, anywhere in the 160-200 meter range.

```
$3.50
```

Money back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied.

LEEDS type A.T. metal crystal holder, as illustrated above, the standard 5-prong socket...

**WRITE FOR FOLDER**

**TAYLOR Custom Built TRANSMITTING TUBES**

T55 — 35 watt plate dissipation...
T75 — 15 watt plate dissipation...
T200 — 200 watt plate dissipation...
T400 — 400 watt plate dissipation...
T1500 — 1500 watt plate dissipation...
T2000 — 2000 watt plate dissipation...

```
$8.50
```

```
$12.50
```

```
$14.50
```

```
$15.00
```

```
$16.50
```

```
$20.00
```

```
$10.50
```

```
$12.50
```

```
$15.00
```

```
$18.50
```

All other types in stock.

**NATIONAL NC 100 and NC 100 X**

Sold on time at cash prices in Metropolitan area.

```
$1.95
```

Liberal allowance on your order.

We carry the complete NATIONAL line.

**GENERAL RADIO**

Amateur accessories are always in stock.

Here are two handy forms for that multiband receiver: Type 677-U — 21 turns, 2½" diameter, resonant on 3.5 mc with 100 mfd. capacity; shipping weight 2 lbs. Price...

```
$1.49
```

```
$3.50
```

```
$10.00
```

```
$14.50
```

```
$24.50
```

```
$75.00
```

Type 204-¼" shaft, now...

```
$5.88
```

```
$7.82
```

All other Johnson products, including Type 204-¼" shaft, now...

```
$5.88
```

```
$7.82
```

```
$5.88
```

```
$7.82
```

```
$10.80
```

```
$9.95
```

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
The ordinate at the left represents an arbitrary scale of field strength, while the ordinate at the right is in decibels to give a better idea of the actual change in signal strength under various conditions. Zero level is arbitrarily placed at half scale; this has no significance, and zero db is not to be taken to mean a signal too weak to be useful. As a rough guide, the comparison may be made in "R" points by assuming three to six db per "R". The free-space characteristic in a plane passing through the antenna wire is shown in dotted lines for comparison.

The method of drawing these charts may make them look unfamiliar compared with the usual polar diagrams, but with the system adopted it is possible to show a great deal more in the same space, and show it more accurately. Only 90 of the 360 degrees of compass direction are given since, as already explained, the antenna characteristic is symmetrical. For example, the field strength at a horizontal angle of 45 degrees may be—assuming that the antenna runs north and south—either northeast, southeast, northwest, or southwest. Zero horizontal angle is along the line of the antenna and 90 degrees is at right angles to the wire.

A number of interesting points develop from inspection of these charts. Foremost, it is evident that a half-wave antenna is the only one which has no real null, or direction of zero radiation. The field strength does, however, drop off along the line of the antenna as compared with the value at right angles, the extent of dropping off depending upon the vertical angle considered. At 9 degrees the difference is about 18 db between maximum and minimum, at 15 degrees about 14 db and at 30 degrees only about 8 db. At 14 mc., assuming all other factors to be the same, the difference in the strength of signal put into distant stations broadside to and off the end of the antenna should not be more than two or three R.
RME-69
RELAY RACK MODEL, combining all component parts in one compact cabinet...receiver, speaker, cords. Satin aluminum or crinkle black finish optional.

INDIVIDUALIZED

The 1937 RME-69 Single Signal Super-receiver, represents the very last word in radio engineering achievement. Outstanding both in appearance and performance, it is truly a precision instrument. Being the product of an engineering laboratory, RME-69 may be ordered equipped with certain accessories for your own special requirements...an advantage not obtainable in mass-production instruments. Our Bulletin will tell you what special adaptations may be provided for your individual station layout. And remember...you must be satisfied.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 69 and PRICES

RME-69
RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS INC.
306 First Avenue, Peoria, Illinois

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
Now—a high-powered—

RADIO ENGINEERING LIBRARY

especially selected by radio specialists of McGraw-Hill publications.

to give most complete, dependable coverage of facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on radio fundamentals

available at a special price and terms

These books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory, networks, measurements, and other subjects—give specialized treatment of all fields of practical design and application. They are books of recognized position in the literature—books you will refer to and be referred to often. If you are a researcher or experimenter—if your interest in radio is deep-set and based on a real desire to go further in this field—you want these books for the help they give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole field of radio engineering.

5 volumes, 3064 pages, 2000 illustrations

1. Glasgow's RADIO ENGINEERING
2. Terman's MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGINEERING
3. Chaffee's THEORY OF THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBES
4. Hund's PHENOMENA IN HIGH-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS
5. Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

Special Low Price and Easy Terms

Bought singly, the five volumes comprising this library would cost you $25.00. Under this offer you save $1.50 and, in addition, have the privilege of paying in easy installments beginning with $2.50, 10 days after receipt of the books, and $3.00 monthly thereafter. Already these books are recognized as standard works that you are bound to require sooner or later. Take advantage of these convenient terms to add them to your library now.

SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Send me Radio Engineering Library, 5 vols., for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will send $2.50, plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till $23.50 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance of first installment.)

Name
Address
City and State
Position
Company ..............

(QST sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.)


Ever-increasing popularity and consequent production of the National type R-100 Choke has enabled us to immediately reduce the retail price to $0.36 each.
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Presenting the RCA-807

The RCA-807, a new transmitting tube incorporating the up-to-date beam-power features of the receiving type RCA-6L6, is designed particularly for r-f transmitting applications. To meet the strenuous requirements of r-f power service, the RCA-807 has been provided with: ceramic base, top cap connection for high insulation and low interelectrode capacitances, and improved shielding to minimize the need for neutralization.

HEATER RATINGS
Voltage . . . . . . 6.3 volts
Current . . . . . . 0.9 amps.

CLASS C TELEGRAPH RATINGS
Plate Voltage . . 400 volts max.
Plate Current . . 100 ma. max.
Plate Dissipation . 21 watts max.

Use the RCA-807 to obtain the best possible performance in r-f applications suggested for the 6L6. It is available at your RCA Transmitting Tube Distributor. For further data see him or write us.

for Amateur Radio

Amateur Radio Section, RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.
A service of the Radio Corporation of America
This Rig is RIGHT
You won’t want to CHANGE a THING on it
- 6E6 (or RK-34) tube in unusually stable and efficient T.F.T.G. circuit.
- 6L6 fixed bias, beam power modulation.
- A really F.B. receiver, worth the price of the whole job, using the new 6J5G super-regen-detector: a stage of R.F. which does work, and two stage audio with 6L6 output to dynamic speaker.
- 150 mil. plate supply with double filter in same cabinet.
- 150 mil. meter which switches to either oscillator or modulator circuit.
- 15 to 25 watt input with 5 to 10 watt output depending on frequency and antenna used. (More with RK-34.)
- Coils supplied for 1½ to 10 meters on receiver — 5 meters on transmitter (may be shifted to 2½ if desired).

See the RH-6 at your dealers or write us for complete literature on it

RH-6 Duplex complete in hinged-top cabinet, size, 18” x 10” x 8” (Less tubes) only.......................... $35.75
Kit of six specially picked Sylvania tubes 1-6L6, 1-6E6, 2-6J5G, 1-6D6, 1-5Z3.......................... $5.10

HAYNES RigChecker
Hams all over the world are telling us that these two instruments are the biggest values in radio today. Your station is not complete without one. Circular and instructions for using sent free on request.

BIG RigChecker $17.90
LITTLE RigChecker $9.85

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES
Dept. G-4 136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Because the action of any particular piece of ground is unpredictable, the improvements indicated on the charts as resulting from increasing the height are to be regarded with caution. The curves represent an ideal case which cannot be realized in practice. For example, the maximum multiplying factor of 2 cannot be obtained simply because some of the energy in the wave striking the earth is consumed in ground losses; therefore all of it cannot be reflected as the theory assumes. The extent of the loss will depend upon the characteristics of the soil; probably it is higher over rocky, sandy soil than over naturally moist soil. Likewise, the actual height in any case is open to question, since it may be necessary to go considerably below the surface before reflection occurs.

Nevertheless, the curves are more or less in accordance with what we have learned from actual experience. For optimum results at 14 mc., a height of about 3½-wavelength, or about 50 feet, is indicated; the improvement resulting from increasing the height above this figure is slight.

As Fig. 2 shows, the value of height as a means of increasing signal strength depends upon the angle of radiation considered. At the lower angles, the relative field strength (as indicated by the multiplying factor) goes up rapidly as the height is increased; at 15 degrees, for example, the field strength should be in the ratio of 2.0 to 0.78 for an antenna a wavelength high as compared with one a quarter-wave high. If we take 50 degrees as representing the average of the most useful angles at 7 and 3.5 mc., however, it is obvious that a height of one-quarter wavelength is practically as effective as a height of a full wavelength. All of which means that everything “breaks” in our favor, because a height of a half-wave is something anybody can get at 14 mc., but is something only a very few can have at 3.5 mc.

It is of interest to note that in the theoretical case there is no radiation at an angle of 30 degrees above the horizon when the antenna is a wavelength high, because the multiplying factor is zero. There is therefore no curve for this condition on the 30-degree charts.

Strictly speaking, the charts will apply only to antennas horizontally erected over level ground. If the antenna is higher at one end than the other, the directivity patterns will be altered. The general effect of such tilting is to lower the angle of radiation in the directions toward which the antenna slopes, and to raise it in the other directions. This in turn means a broadening out of the directivity pattern along the line of the slope, and a pulling in in the direction away from the slope. In such case, of course, the patterns are no longer symmetrical in all quadrants. A slight tilt will have relatively little effect with any of the antennas considered except at very low angles, although somewhat better transmission may be expected in the direction of the slope than in the opposite direction.

Continued on page 69)
These A. C. solenoid relays are ideal for remote control of transmitters, for control of crystal ovens, and for any general remote control application except for keying. THESE RELAYS WILL NOT OPERATE IN KEYING SERVICE. Silver-to-silver double-break contacts are used throughout.

The maximum contact rating is 10 amp. at 220 v. or 3 amp. at 550 v. The relay coils are wound for 115 volts 60 cycle alternating current. Relays for other voltages can be supplied on special order. Use coupon below.

**A. C. RELAYS**

Made by

**Allen-Bradley**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Poles</th>
<th>Make-in</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Circuit Diagram</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Poles</th>
<th>Make-in</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Circuit Diagram</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A107</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>A177</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A117</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>A207</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A127</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>A217</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A137</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>A227</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Open and Closed</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A147</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>A237</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A157</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open and Closed</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>A247</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A167</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radiostat**—A stepless graphite compression rheostat for primary of 550 watt filament or plate supply transformer. Range 4 to 150 ohms. **Price $6.50**

**ORDER BLANK—MAIL WITH REMITTANCE TO**


Enclosed find money order for $       for which please send me, shipping charges prepaid, the following items:

Name:__________________________________________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________________________________________
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Power...
at Ultra-High and A.F.
300 Watts Class B Audio (Push Pull)
200 Watt Antenna Power at 5 Meters
with the NEW
AMPEREX HF100
$10

AMPEREX engineers, in designing this HF100, have presented the ham with a remarkable tube that can truly be classed as "all-purpose." For, even though it has produced amazing results in the ultra high frequency field, its range of operation extends into various stages of audio, delivering power outputs which can only be obtained from tubes selling for twice its cost. Its efficiency and versatility makes it the ideal tube for amateur and experimenter.

This HF 100 joins the other Amperex ultra high frequency tubes (HF 200 and HF 300) in that it also possesses the highest ratio of transconductance to interelectrode capacitance yet attained by any tube manufacturer.

CHARACTERISTICS

| Filament: | Voltage 10 Volts |
| Amplification Factor | Current 2 Amps. |
| Grid to Plate Transconductance @ 100 ma | 4200 |
| Direct Inter-electrode Capacitance: | |
| Grid to Plate | 4.5 µf |
| Grid to Filament | 3.5 µf |
| Plate to Filament | 1.4 µf |

Write to our Engineering Department for complete data

AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc.
79 Washington Street - Brooklyn, N. Y.

Assuming that the antenna is situated in a fairly clear space, the charts should work out with quite good accuracy insofar as relative results in the horizontal plane are concerned, because the relation between the directions of maximum and minimum radiation are practically unaffected by the ground. However, the particular vertical angle at which a signal is transmitted or received is always indeterminate, so it is but reasonable to expect that the same antenna will show different results from day to day, especially off the ends and near the nulls. As the charts show, it is in those regions that the angle of radiation has the greatest influence on the performance.

Although over a region of a few degrees around the null point the radiation may be negligible, this does not necessarily mean that it is impossible to work stations in this exact direction. It has been found that waves travelling between two points often show minor variations in direction, amounting to as much as five degrees in some cases, so that on occasion the actual null may be masked by this "wandering." In any case, assuming a transmitter of moderate power, the region in which the signal strength is negligible is very small.

Knowledge of what any particular type of antenna can be expected to do in the horizontal plane is the power to get the most effective performance from the antenna. We are bound to point out, however, that there is absolutely no use in guessing at directions. Most amateurs have only the foggiest of notions of the great circle routes to various points on the globe from their particular locations, and when given the actual direction usually are dumbfounded to find that it is not in the least what they expected from looking at the conventional Mercator projection. If you live near Washington or San Francisco, maps which show actual great circle directions to any point are available; if not, the only recourse is to a globe. A "great circle" cut out of cardboard or made of heavy wire, plus a protractor for measuring angles, will give the required information on directions; north, of course, is the direct line between your location and the North Pole. Equally important is getting a true north line for basing the antenna position. This can be done by using a good compass and making the necessary correction for magnetic deviation, or by getting a sight on the North Star. While extreme accuracy is not required, it is surprising how much difference a few degrees along the horizontal may make, especially over a large distance.

The most obvious thing to do is to place the line of maximum radiation in the most desired direction. For DX work, however, this may not always be the most desirable way to do it, because the null points may fall in a direction where we may also want to work. With antennas longer than a half wave, there are always two directions in which the antenna can be run to give a maximum point in the most desired direction; the nulls, however, will fall differently. It is probably

(Continued on page 78)
Just out... National NC-100... the "Perfected" Super-Het!

Amazingly selective, high sensitivity, low noise level. A wonderful performer. Full coverage, individual built-in plug-in coils, shifted by knob on front panel. 540 to 27,000 KC coverage in 5 ranges. 12 tubes, one stage RF, two IF, P-P. Pentode 10 w. audio output. Full AVC circuit. Built-in power supply. Single and double antenna connections. Latest type crystal filter. "Electric Eye" tuning indicator. Large, latest type Dynamic Speaker in cabinet to match.

Oil Filled, Oil Impregnated

FILTER CONDENSERS All well-known makes. Guaranteed at rated voltages. A "lucky" purchase of a 10,000 set enables us to offer a few remaining items at these low prices. Hurry, before they're all gone!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 mfd. 2000 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3 x 1</td>
<td>1 lb.</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mfd. 2000 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3 x 1 1/2</td>
<td>3 lbs.</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mfd. 2000 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3 x 3</td>
<td>9 lbs.</td>
<td>$7.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4 mfd. 1500 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3 x 3 1/8</td>
<td>11 lbs.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5 mfd. 1500 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3 x 3 1/8</td>
<td>11 lbs.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mfd. 1500 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3 x 3 1/8</td>
<td>11 lbs.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use the 10 mfd. for perfect filtering in class B modulation Power Supply.

Newark Paper Filter Condensers

Thordarson No. T6787 Plate and Filament Transformer, 600-00-00 V. at 200 MA, 2 1/4 V. at 10 amp. 3 V. at 3 amp, 7 1/2 V. at 5 amp, $2.45

Thordarson No. T6777 2 1/4 V. 10 amp. Filament Transformer—2500 V. insulation for 300 MA, $4.25

High Voltage Transformer, 1000-750-500-200 MA, 3 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 3 1/2, $5.95

NEW RAYTHEON TUBES

RK-35 ......... $8.00
RK-36 ......... $14.50

EIMAC

35T ......... $5.00
50T ......... $13.50
150T ......... $24.50

BLILEY CRYSTALS

BC-5 ......... $5.95
BC-60 ......... $4.50
HP-2 ......... 6.50

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD—NOW

Receivers listed in this ad are best values anywhere. Order today on EASY TERMS. Send your down payment with order. Set will be shipped immediately upon approval of your credit. Entire transaction in 1 week. No red tape. Full details of any item, with complete NEW CATALOG FREE upon request.

Special Values

INCLUDING SPECIAL BARGAINS OFFERED AT SENSATIONAL LOW PRICES!

NATIONAL NC-100 complete with tubes and speaker.

$118.10 $23.10 $16.90 $11.37 $8.02

NATIONAL NCX-100 complete with tubes, crystal and speaker to match.

$140.60 $25.60 $20.28 $15.64 $10.36

NATIONAL HRO JR. complete with tubes, crystal and speaker.

$128.00 $24.10 $18.57 $13.13 $9.37

NATIONAL HRO JR complete with tubes, crystal and speaker.

$183.50 $36.70 $28.54 $20.93 $15.95

NATIONAL HRO JR. complete with tubes, crystal and speaker.

$210.00 $41.10 $31.88 $23.90 $18.25

TAYLOR TUBES

$1.65
4.95
7.50
12.50
18.50
18.50
$15.00

Write for Free Complete Taylor Catalog

FREE

JUST OUT! BIG NEW CATALOG

Big Bargains in Parts, Equipment and Supplies for Hams, Servicemen and Dealers. Lowest wholesale prices.

Write quick!
THE NEW 1937
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Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
fair enough to grade the antenna performance in steps of four db from the maximum value given on the charts; practically identical results will be secured over the whole region within four db of the maximum. The next 4 db would be the second-best region, the next 4 third best, and so on. For example, taking the full-wave antenna at 15 degrees, the "best" region would be included in the horizontal angles between 25 and 75 degrees; "second best" between 10 and 25 degrees and between 75 and 82 degrees, etc. An alternative method would be to place the nulls where they would do the least harm, letting the best directions fall where they may. An interesting and profitable evening can be spent with a globe and the chart of the antenna or antennas of most interest.

It is apparent that the signal strength in a given direction may be varied either by changing the length of the antenna or by altering its direction. In most locations it will be possible to do one or the other. In case neither is possible, the charts will at least enable one to determine what should be expected in the matter of optimum directions for working.

It should be emphasized again that these charts are not intended to offer a method for getting anything except comparative results. Knowing what the antenna itself can do in various directions may be the means of improving results, but it cannot possibly make a poor location into a good one, or overcome natural factors which prevent one station from "getting out" and make another one outstanding. Neither is there any attempt to show that there is one "best" antenna; the best one for your location is the one that covers best the territory you want to reach. There is no magic in any one of them except insofar as one type may fit a given set of conditions better than another. We suspect that, aside from the perennial feed question, the prejudices many amateurs have for or against one type of antenna are the result of accident, favorable or unfavorable, in choosing a length and direction.

Heterotone C.W. Reception

(Continued on page 16)

combination diagrammed in Fig. 1-F, the desired signal gives evenly-related principal heterodyne beat components of 400, 600 and 1600 cycles, in addition to the 1000-cycle double-sideband component. Sum and difference components also result from intermodulation of these principals, probably in major steps of 200 cycles. Now suppose an interfering signal of, say, 1300 cycles higher frequency than the desired signal also comes through the i.f. amplifier. In simple heterodyne reception, it would beat with the c.w. oscillator to give a note of 700 cycles, only 100
Mr. C. B. McMurphy in charge of the Radio development work of the Piedmont Police Department, Piedmont, California, who has pioneered and developed one of the finest police two-way communication systems in America today, holding the EIMAC 50T, finally retired after giving such an excellent account of itself.

This **EIMAC** 50T was finally retired after 12,500 hours of grueling 24 hour a day service in a 9 meter police transmitter (W6XBF).

Just another example of the stamina and unusually long life built into each and every **EIMAC** tube.

**PLAY SAFE - BUY EIMAC**

At Leading Dealers Everywhere

**EITEL-MCCULLOUGH, INC.**

San Bruno, California, U. S. A.
Plain Talk About Rhombic Antennas

(Continued from page 99)

The antenna at the wrong time was reduced by coupling the diamond to a tuned circuit and thence to a low impedance line (the arrangement is described later) and by using a 75-ohm line from the comparison antenna. The change-over switch was therefore in a low impedance circuit in both cases.

The use of "S" meter points to express gain or loss is doubtless far from ideal but we found it preferable to the conventional business of estimating signal levels by ear or, on the other hand, to actual measurement of the field around the antenna—a process made quite impractical by the existence of dense woods in almost all directions.

To get back to earth, we found immediately that signals on the line of the beam were given such a lift that, while they were painfully weak on the comparison antenna, they were extremely strong on the diamond. That, of course, is the sort of sweeping statement that we are unable to avoid. It is the sort of statement with which antenna engineers might have little patience. From the ham operating standpoint, though, it states the case. The performance of the antenna on interfering signals was similarly striking. Frequently it would be possible to hear sixth-district stations on the beam with nothing more than faint heterodyne QRM. Switching to the half-wave comparison antenna would produce, on precisely the same frequency, a fourth-district station of similar strength and with similarly inconsequential interference. The 20-meter signals from W1JPE were bumped, along the line of the beam, anything from 2 to 6 R points (estimated by the various listeners). The VK's (20-meter 'phone) over the period of a week's testing, reported us variously as the "loudest first-district station," as "louder than the strongest W's from any district" and "three or four R points stronger than W1SZ."

The latter line of talk led W1SZ to throw up a similar antenna—not that it was all throwing. The location at W1SZ is even more thoroughly smeared with trees and underbrush than that at W1JPE. This circumstance, together with the fact that W1SZ decided to use copper-clad steel wire, led to many complications. A two-day struggle with the project leaves us with one firm recommendation—that if copper-clad steel wire must be strung above dense underbrush, it should be dropped into position from a blimp or other convenient type of skyhook. Threading the wire through the brush with the idea of pulling it up into position afterward is, quite definitely, the wrong idea.

To get back to cases, the W1SZ antenna also worked like a charm, bumping his signal along the line of the beam to such an extent that he now became a point or more stronger than W1JPE. The comparison antenna used at W1SZ is a pair of vertical half-waves in phase strung alongside an 85-foot telephone pole. It is an excellent antenna in the ordinary sense of the word but the
When the Springfield, Massachusetts, Police Department announcer communicates with the radio-equipped cars of his department he expects attention from all “cruisers” on duty. To keep all cars in service the maximum amount of time and to assure an ample supply of current for all electrical requirements, the Springfield police cars are equipped with Delco-Remy Special Service Generators and Delco-Remy Current and Voltage Regulators. Amateurs, too, find that these Delco-Remy High-Output Generators provide ample current for two-way radio service and experimental work in their own cars.

Any Branch or Electrical Service Station of United Motors Service will analyze your problem and determine the right Delco-Remy equipment for your use.

DELCO-REMY CORPORATION • ANDERSON, INDIANA
cycles different from the beat with the desired signal. However, with heterotone modulation a combination of additional sideband beats would give the signal an entirely different characteristic pitch and quality. The oddly-related principal components of 300, 700, 1000, 1300 and 2000 cycles would make it so. Thus aural selectivity is aided.

All the foregoing applies equally to signals transmitted with tone modulation compared with pure d.c. signals. However, the full advantages of heterotone reception of pure d.c. signals cannot be obtained with heterodyne reception of m.c.w. signals. In the first place, high selectivity in the receiver peels off the tone modulation. In the second place, it takes modulation power ranging up to 50 percent of the carrier power to do the job properly at the transmitter, while only a fraction of a watt of audio power is required in the receiver. In the third place, fading effects inevitable in transmission continually alter the character of the received m.c.w. signal and impair its quality, whereas such effects are absent with tone modulation applied in the receiver. Finally, it's illegal for us to use anything but A1 (pure d.c.) transmission on our bands below 14,400 kc., anyway. But that is no hardship, when we can do the job better in the receiver than at the transmitter.

A few practical circuit suggestions should be in order before this article ends, even though the actual application is so simple that it's hardly necessary to say much about it. While almost any kind of audio oscillator might be used, a simple vacuum-tube type is most generally adaptable. Two circuits which have been used are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. That of Fig. 2 uses a standard push-pull input transformer secondarily winding in a Hartley arrangement, the primary winding serving to couple the audio modulation into the screen-grid circuit of the first i.f. stage, immediately following the crystal filter in the single-signal receiver. The particular circuit values given may require variation to suit transformers of different characteristics. It is particularly important that the grid condenser and leak, and the cathode resistor, be of such values as to prevent "blocking" oscillation of extremely peaked wave-form. This type of oscillation will set up radio-frequency "hash" and cause interference. The arrangement of Fig. 3, adapted from the circuit given by L. C. Waller in October, QST, is less expensive to set up, since it employs a standard r.f. choke as the tuned circuit inductance. This oscillator has a very good wave-form. It is not so adaptable in coupling into the screen-grid circuit as the circuit of Fig. 2, and the former may be preferable where it is inadvisable to disturb the screen-grid supply circuit (as in the National HRO receiver).

The heterotone modulator should be isolated as much as possible from the receiver's audio-frequency circuits, to prevent leakage of continuous tone into the output circuit. Even more important, r.f. output of the receiver's c.w. beat oscillator must not get into the i.f. circuits through
Two Hundred Meters and Down
The Story of Amateur Radio
By CLINTON B. DESOTO

For many years you have heard amateurs say, "When the history of amateur radio is written ..." Now the history of amateur radio has been written, a detailed and yet concise presentation in full book length of all the elements that have served to develop the most unique institution of its kind in the history of the world.

A book of history, but not a history-book, "Two Hundred Meters and Down: The Story of Amateur Radio" tells in spirited, dramatic fashion the entire chain of significant events in the development of the art, from the work of Thales in 600 B.C. to the March floods and the Lamb noise silencer. The chapter headings indicate the scope and the subject matter:

Introduction . . . . The Radio Amateur

Part I — PIONEERS

Chapter One . . . . The Dawn of the Art
Chapter Two . . . . The New Hobby
Chapter Three . . . . Amateur Communication
Chapter Four . . . . The Coming of the Law
Chapter Five . . . . Adjustment and Development
Chapter Six . . . . The American Radio Relay League
Chapter Seven . . . . Growth and Expansion
Chapter Eight . . . . War

Part II — DEVELOPMENT AND RECOGNITION

Chapter Nine . . . . Back on the Air
Chapter Ten . . . . Spark vs. C.W.
Chapter Eleven . . . . The Broadcast Boom
Chapter Twelve . . . . Records and Accomplishment

Part III — INTERNATIONAL HIGH-FREQUENCY COMMUNICATION

Chapter Thirteen . . . Transoceanics
Chapter Fourteen . . . The Development of the Short Waves
Chapter Fifteen . . . . The International Amateur Radio Union
Chapter Sixteen . . . . Stabilization
Chapter Seventeen . . . Readjustment
Chapter Eighteen . . . The Regulation of Amateur Radio

Chapter Nineteen . . . . Expeditions
Chapter Twenty . . . . Emergencies
Chapter Conclusion . . . . Whither Amateur Radio?

MOST OF TODAY'S AMATEURS HAVE NO MORE THAN FRAGMENTARY KNOWLEDGE OF THE BEGINNINGS OF THEIR ART. THIS BOOK IS AN INVALUABLE RECORD THAT EVERY AMATEUR OUGHT TO OWN, TO LEARN THEREBY THE FASCINATING TALE OF OUR EARLIER DAYS.

The future of amateur radio — what will that be? Television — what place does it hold in the amateur picture? The 'phone-c.w. war — its genesis, an evaluation of the arguments, its probable outcome — a frank, impartial, dispassionate, courageous treatment. The story of the international radiotelegraph conventions, where the destiny of amateur radio is decided — facts never before disclosed. The legislative record of amateur radio. Trends in technical development. Social trends and implications. Virtues and faults — lessons learned and lessons to be learned — a complete, informative, instructive, entertaining picture of the art of amateur radio as a whole.

NOW READY $1 POSTPAID

Approximately 200 Pages, 90,000 Words, with Durable Imitation Leather Red Paper Cover
De Luxe Edition bound in blue cloth $2.00

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, WEST HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A.
the first i.f. stage. If it does, it will come through to the second detector as a continuous modulated signal. It must be remembered that any signal in the first i.f. stage will be modulated by the audio oscillator, whether the signal originates outside the receiver or in it. The c.w. oscillator circuit should be thoroughly shielded and isolated from everything but the second detector, into which (and into which only) it is supposed to feed. Also, the beat oscillator should operate at plate voltage as low as it may be run for good heterodyne action on weak signals. This also gives the best signal-to-noise ratio, by the way, since it provides less carrier voltage for the set noise to beat with. Application of the heterotone modulator will certainly show up stray beat oscillator input to the i.f. circuits.

In addition to trying out the heterotone reception on receivers here, several visiting amateurs were interested in trying it in their own superhets. Among these is W2ZC, who reports as follows:

"I immediately went to work on my arrival back at W2ZC and installed a 56 audio oscillator to modulate the screen grid of the first i.f. stage in my Comet Pro. It gives a new impetus to code and my big modulators are now idle; and the two Elmac 150T modulators are merely keying the final stage. The idea has certainly lent a great deal more pleasure to the amateur frequencies."

Briebs

Capt. Frederic B. Westervelt, W3CZO, Carlisle Baracks, Carlisle, Pa., gave a talk on amateur radio before the Carlisle Rotary Club on August 6th.

When Tupelo, Miss., was struck by a tornado on April 9th, the local newspaper called W4ABY (Memphis, Tenn.) with the request that he attempt to establish communication with the stricken city. Unable to find any station on the air at Tupelo, W4ABY and W4LI rigged up a portable outfit for 3.5- and 7-mc. equipment with about 6 watts input in a T.P.T.G. circuit. W4ABY, together with a reporter and a driver for the truck which transported them, took this rig to Tupelo, having arranged schedules with W4ARZ of Merissippi, and his own station, W4ABY. The portable was set up at the Armory. Contact was made with W4ARZ and a dispatch sent from the Adjutant General, asking for hospitalization for the injured. Contact was also made with W4ABY, which was manned by W4DRL, W4BCA and W4DX. Naval Reserve station NDD was manned by N4CGX.

An unusual bit of QRR work was performed by W5DRQ and W5CGQ on July 26th. They were at White Rock Lake (Dallas, Texas) with two 56-mc. equipped cars, parked on opposite sides of the lake, W5CGQ saw a sailboat turn over; wind and waves were high. He told W5DRQ about it and DRQ promptly sent a motor boat to the rescue from the other side, saving the lives of the two occupants of the boat.

A good opportunity for amateur operators to gain experience exists at Fort Knox, Kentucky, in the mechanized forces of the U. S. Army. The 68th F. A., the 1st Cav., and the 18th Cav. operate many radiohcs and c.w. sets in armored cars, and need trained operators. Good ratings may be attained by good operators. Applicants for enlistment should write to Capt. M. P. Chadwick, W9YIQ-ex-K6KTF, Radio Officer, 68th F. A., Ft. Knox, Ky., and should enclose references from two business or professional men in their community, and if under 21 years of age, their parents' consent.

W8OSL has worked Mars on 56 mc! (Now for the letdown: It was Mars, Pennsylvania.)
A.R.R.L. presents its

AMATEUR RADIO Map OF THE WORLD

On a sheet of heavy map paper 30 x 40 inches Rand, McNally, world's premier map-makers, have — to A.R.R.L. specifications — imprinted in six colors and black every single bit of map information useful to the radio amateur.

The special modified equidistant azimuthal projection permits great circle distance measurements in miles or kilometers accurate to better than 2%. Local time in all parts of the world is shown, as well as Greenwich corrections. The official I.A.R.U. WAC continental sub-divisions are given. Principal cities of the world are shown, including, in the U. S., all district inspection offices and examining points.

Perhaps most useful of all is — for the first time — a standard list of countries of the world, arranged on a basis of geographical and political divisions — clearly shown by color breakdown and the detailed reference index. There are 230 countries shown, 180 prefixes (the prefixes in large open red lettering that you can’t miss). More than that, all known national districts and other sub-divisions are shown.

Entirely new in conception and design, large enough to be useful, complete in every detail — here is the map radio amateurs have been waiting for these many years. Make a place for it on your wall now — it’ll be the most interesting object in the shack.

Price $1.25, postpaid

American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Connecticut
Block a-c line

Your neighbor's vacuum cleaner is no help when you're listening for an Aussie

To block line noise from your neighbor's appliances, CONTINENTAL Carbon, manufacturers of low-power factor transmitting condensers and insulated resistors, offers a power line Filtercon, 10 amp. capacity, which is very effective in keeping out of your shack r-f QRM from the power line. Filtercon F1003EH contains two chokes and two capacitors for use on 110 to 220 v lines. List price, only $5.00. Ask your jobber for Filtercon data, Bulletin I04-A.

CONTINENTAL CARBON Inc.
1924 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Toronto, Canada

BEGINNERS

Every beginner who has used this Signal ½ K.W. key approves it for its desirability and inexpensiveness. It is well made, with polished key lever and lacquered parts. Contact points are platinor. List price $2.80. Signal's line of Wireless Keys, Telegraph Instruments and Wireless Practice Sets is complete. Send for our bulletin.

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Menominee, Michigan U. S. A.
STATION OPERATING SUPPLIES

For full enjoyment of your operating activities this coming season, you will want these new forms designed to meet your needs.

SPIRAL BOUND LOG BOOK

The most interesting feature of the new LOG BOOK is the incorporation of spiral binding. This permits the book to be folded back flat at any page, requiring only half the amount of space on the operating table and making it easy to write on. The log-sheet has been redesigned by the Communications Department so that there is space provided for recording the number of messages handled and QSL's sent and received. General log information (prefixes, etc.) has been brought up-to-date. The LOG BOOK price has been reduced and is now 35c per book, 3 books for $1.00, postpaid.

OFFICIAL RADIOGRAM PADS

The radiogram blank is now an entirely new form, designed by the Communications Department to comply with the new order of transmission. All blocks for fill-in are properly spaced for use in typewriter. It has a strikingly new heading that you will like. Radiogram blanks, 8½ x 7¼, lithographed in green ink, and padded 100 blanks to the pad, are now priced at 25c per pad, postpaid.

and MESSAGE DELIVERY CARDS

Radiogram delivery cards embody the same design as the radiogram blank and are available in two forms — on stamped government postcard, 2c each; unstamped, 1c each.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
"Ask the Ham Who Owns One"

"SPEECH RANGE" MODEL D-104 BIMORPH CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

Amateurs have proved, in every corner of the globe under every transmitting condition, that the Astatic D-104 is the most effective microphone made for clear, clean, strong output in the speech range. Ruggedly built and economically priced. See your Jobber or Write.

Licensed under Brush Development Company Patents
ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC.
YOUNGSTOWN, O., U. S. A.

Something New!


In 600, 1000, 1500 and 2500 v. ratings.

★ 1, 2 and 4 mfd. capacities, 1 and 2 mfd. for 2500 v.

★ High-tension pillar terminals. Mounting lugs.

★ Seepage-proof. Cool operation. And tough!


AEROVOCX CORPORATION 73 Washington St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

The next point of interest is the over-all frequency characteristic. Theoretically, of course, the ideal frequency characteristic of an audio amplifier would be one that was perfectly flat over the entire audible range. In practice, however, this does not always hold true. In particular, it is frequently desirable to compensate in one circuit for deficiencies in others. In amateur speech equipment the use of microphones which drop off at the higher frequencies is common; this, too, is a characteristic of some common modulator transformer combinations. While these higher frequencies are not vitally essential to the transmission of intelligible speech, they do add to the naturalness of reproduction. Too, most ham receivers cut side-bands necessarily, further reducing the high-note response. All in all, some rise in the high-frequency characteristic seems tolerable in the speech amplifier of the amateur transmitter.

Reference to Fig. 2 will show that this amplifier provides approximately 8 db rise from 7000 to 10,000 cycles, starting at 36,000. Although not extreme, this rise will serve to compensate for the average high-note deficiencies of microphone and modulator. Even if an over-all rise remains, it should not be objectionable. The low frequency range is flat within 1 db down to about 80 cycles, and within 2 db to 30 cycles.

Modification of this frequency characteristic is possible by means of $C_L-R_9$ in Fig. 1. Rotation of the control all the way to the right provides approximately 6 db drop at 30 cycles, as shown by the dashed line. Turning it to the left provides curves as shown by the dotted lines. It will be seen that the high-frequency resonance characteristic provides an oddly-distorted curve at maximum high-note attenuation. Ordinarily such a condition would be objectionable, but in this case it seems to make the quality rather more pleasing than otherwise because it serves to attenuate somewhat the customary 3500 cycle peak, at the same time preserving the sibilants and other phenomena of good high-note response. For most voice transmission, the control will be either in the neutral position or advanced to the right (low-note attenuation).

POWER SUPPLY AND CONSTRUCTION

The power supply circuit is entirely conventional, except insofar as the provision for operating a condenser microphone head amplifier is concerned. Such amplifiers usually require 6 volts at 60 ma, for filament supply, and 6 or 7 ma. at 180 volts for plate supply. Through a heavy-duty bleeder arrangement these requirements are satisfied, and it is merely necessary to plug the condenser mike into the six-connection socket provided. Referring to Fig. 1, the filaments are connected in series with the negative high voltage and the load adjusted to exactly 60 ma. Since the speech amplifier circuits proper draw only a few milliamperes, the balance of the drain is provided in $R_{25}$ and $R_{26}$. $R_{27}$ reduces the 250-volt supply to 180 volts, while $R_{26}$ is the adjusting device to enable setting the filament drop to precisely 6 volts.
**Something New for SHIELDED PLUG-IN COILS**

**WITH** this new plug-in base, it is extremely easy to build high performance gear — whether it be for experimental receivers, breadboard layouts, monitors, exciters or what have you.

The low-loss R-39 base, with prongs moulded in to fit standard sockets, has mounting holes for our type UM Air Dielectric Condensers and our R-39 coil forms. The illustration shows the effective assembly that is possible with these units. This PB-10 base fits our Fixed Tuned Exciter Tanks, thus making them available for plug-in mounting. Attachment to the shield can is easily made by four screws.

The transmitter in the advertisement on the inside back cover of this issue shows a handy application of this base with our FXT units.

**NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.**
**MALDEN, MASS.**

**Plug-in Base and Shield. Type PB-10 (either 5 or 6 prong). Net price. $0.48**
**Plug-in Base (less shield). Net price. $0.24**
**Fixed Tuned Exciter Tank, with PB-10 Base. Type FXTB (either 5 or 6 prong). Net price. $1.24**
**Midget Coil Forms (R-39). Type XR-2 (1 3/4" x 1") long. Net price. $0.18**
**Type XR-3 (5/16" x 1") long. Net price. $0.21**
**Ultra Midget Condenser, Type UM. Net prices from $0.75 to $1.10**

---

**MARCH OF THE CHAMPIONS!**

Get Your Code Training and Technique Where They Got Theirs!

**Twenty-fifth Anniversary of THE CANDLER SYSTEM**

This famous SYSTEM is backed by a Quarter Century of Success in training Amateurs and Commercial Operators who could be satisfied only with the best!

You Can Learn Code RIGHT, from the Beginning or obtain your commercial license and qualify for a good job by taking CANDLER TRAINING in your own home, as McElroy, Jean Hudson and many others have done and are doing. It is surprisingly easy and inexpensive.

**FREE—1936 Book of FACTS**
Contains McElroy's own story, "How I Learned to Read Code, and What Candler Training Has Meant to Me," also little Jean's story and other valuable information. Whether you want to learn code or increase your speed, this book will help you. A card will bring it. No obligation.

**CANDLER SYSTEM CO.**
**Dept. Q-11 ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA**

---

TED R. McELROY, Official Champion of the World, Class A. Speed 69 wpm.

CANDLER SYSTEM taught at HARVARD and Massachusetts Institute of Technology in their course "The Art of Radio Communication," conducted by our famous student, Champion McElroy.

JEAN HUDSON, W3BAK Official Champion of the World in Class E.

Jean obtained her ham license at the age of 8, and two months after she began Candler SCIENTIFIC CODE and Touch Typewriting Courses, could copy 30 wpm on her "mill." At the age of 9 she won official championship in Class E, against rigid competition.
STATION ACTIVITIES
(Continued from page 60)

has moved from The Pas to Saskatoon to a better position. VE is changing over to an RX-23 and RX-20 final. CJ goes on occasionally. ABO, a new ham at The Pas, is building an RX-23 and RX-20 rig. Your S.C.M. is moving to 635 Garfield St., Winnipeg, so please send all communications to this address.


SASKATECHewan—SCM, Wilfred Skale, VE4EEl,—QZ reports 28 mc. opening up again with So. Americans coming through. SEF worked his 2nd country to finally break the old TF is to be heard on 2.2 mc. phoned out his 211D. FD was visiting in Brandon and met some of the gang. TW's brother, WSPXt, was visiting Saskatoon for two weeks and the gang. PQ schedules his return trip to Regina on 14 mc. AEP is now at Saskatoon ham at R.C.M.P. BF sangged FAT for his first African and completed W.A.C. Congrats, Gus. The S.A.R.C. Bulletin "T9X" has resumed publication after vacation layoff. CM has trouble with his 14-mc. 'phone which persists in oscillating at both ends. EL hopes to finish his rebuilding in a couple of weeks. AT visited some of the gang in Regina. O0 visited EL. LU is in Regina for the winter. NE moved his rig to Beinard OC is now in Stoughton. ES is getting out well on 14 mc. 'phone.

Traffic: VE4OZJ 17 PQ 1.

ATLANTIC DIVISION

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, J. M. Bruning, W3E2—R.M.'s: 3AOK, 3AQN, 3EOP, 8ASW. P.A.M.: 3EOJ. 3B0D worked Utah at last and received W.A.S. certificate on his 21st birthday! 3EOJ held schedules for the P.A.M. contest. 3AOK—WTLA blew filter on his first A.A.R.S. drill of the season. 3B0V applied for O.O., O.B.S. and O.P.S. ratings. 3TM is D.N.C.S. of Pennsylvania. Net L. 3EFC had his 3.5 mc. Zepp broken by falling tree. 3D1G is back to work. SASW has new job at new QTH and is working portable at present. 8PAF and S8CCL are new A.A.R.S. 8EKG and 8UV handled much traffic while at Nat. Guard Camp. 3DXC is interested in becoming O.R.S. 3EWW plans further rebuilding. 3AMR has gone to the Univ. of Michigan. 3CZS has built an experimental 18-watt 600 transmitter to keep company with his 175-watt O.P.S. 3AQN is putting out a nice signal. 3CEQ is saving pennies for a commercial set. 3NDC wants much better range. 3AME reports 38mc built an 804 rig with 3.5-, 7- and 14-mc. band switching for use of 3FXZ. 3GMM reads traffic wire and wants more of it. 3HUP has new 14-mc. rig with transmitters. 8EU is rebuilding again from stem to stern. 3MRG has been acting 1.N. A.A.R.S. 3FBJ has very good results with a.c. modulated his 2sel added chromium-plated strips to his new transmitter to reward it for nice performance. 3BRZ sends an interesting list of 14- and 28-mc. contacts worked on c.w. and 'phone; we suggest you keep 28-mc. fans get in touch with Denny and how it's done.


SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, C. D. Kentner, W3XZ—The South Jersey Radio Association completed a very successful Field Day on August 16th. Winners were 2X, JEF and BW1 in the hidden station hunt. FTX plans on resuming schedules. FBM is back on 5.5 mc. for the winter. B1R is active on 3.5-mc. c.w. and 56-mc. 'phone. EUY, who is working crystal control on 56 mc., sends the following do on the 56-mc. gang: EST is about to blossom out on 12mc. ASZ is worried about 120 mc. VX is operating portable from CJJ; CUD is going to 210 mc.; VXV has new tower. FOS has been very QRL job. DNU claims prize run of bad luck: his Jr. op broke his arm, his little girl taken with ruptured appendix, and a wee power transformer and lightning got another. FXM tried 66 mc. but was too isolated for QSO; he works west coast regularly on 7 mc. and is working for W.A.S. BO started activity in A.A.R.S. E9H is at new QTH; he has sent long O.O. report, and announces his transfer to Obs. Squad., 44th Div., with headquarters at Newark Airport. ZX has a pair of 805 modulators and new break-in system for 3.5 mc. and finds 28 mc. again very hot. QER plans net and traffic activity for the winter.

Traffic: W5PTK 72 BIR 4 BEI 2 AED 7 BO 12 Z1 24.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Randall Speer, Jr., W6OPO—R.M.'s: 3C6U, 8SWA, 8MAT. Reports have dipped this month over last month. A.A.R.S. are tripping out the 13th night of each month. Full activities include the O.R.S. sets and the QSO contest. New O.R.S.—LGD (LZT). QAN. New O.P.S.—FIP, QAN. Prospective O.R.S.—OSL. KWA is high man this month. Nice work. WIK, FZG has been transferred from LK4 to P4J. KWM and CKE operated the S.H.B.P. & M. exhibit at the Alleghany County Fair. LGD, op at LZT, has left the country for a job at home. JSU worked a G with only P.F. crystal. 3FV is busy as War Games Advisor for the A.A.R.S. 3rd C.A. as he is the QSO contest "Drummer Upper." EDG is gaining.

Tri-State U. ITF is busy on 7 mc. The Amateurs Transmitters Association of Western Pennsylvania will hold a "Winter Hamfest" in Pittsburgh, Pa., sometime in January or February. More details later. Nominal charge.

Traffic: W8PIW (FZG) 93 CBO 74 LGD 63 JSU 47 GJM 7 VX 19. 17 VX 17 4.

QST for
**WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA SECTION**

**QSO CONTEST**

**Dates:** Contest begins 6:00 p.m. EST, November 2nd, 1936. **Ends:** November 8th, 1936. **Operating hours:** Weekdays except Saturday—6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday: 2:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. EST.

**Qualifications:** Only operators of stations located in the Western Pennsylvania Section of the American Radio Relay League are eligible to compete in this contest. A station may score only once on any one contact. All contact reports must be in the hands of the SCM by November 21st, 1936. NO phone activity reports will be accepted. 

**Competition:** The Western Pennsylvania Section is divided into two parts for the purpose of the contest:

1. **New York City and Long Island:** SCM, C. F. Smith, WSDSS—Ye Olde S.C.M. leads the gang this month and his total is 3922 kc. He reports he is on 3.9 mc. 'phone with 1 kw. CGU has been appointed 'phone Activities Manager for W.N.Y. JTT has found time to handle a bit of traffic. GWT, our star traffic man, is going to resume schedules at once.

2. **Northern New Jersey:** SCM, Robert E. Haight

**Frequencies:** Any or all frequencies may be used.

**Object:** Each station will be allowed only one chance at a station with a different Western Pennsylvania Section location in a given contest period.

**Log sheets:** Any or all frequencies may be used.

**Pipe line activity:** WSGF 252 LU 144 HGY 151 UL 8 HUM-JWT 6 QY 4 CJS 1 BJX 199.

**NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND—SCM, Edward L. Bausch, WAZW.**

**Reports:** SCM, E. L. Bausch, WAZW.

**Traffic:** WSDSS 97 CSE 64 FUG 39 NWZ 21 CKC 14 CGU 14 JTT 20 DHU 5 GWT-CPJ.

**HUDDSON DIVISION**

**EASTERN NEW YORK—SCM, Robert E. Haigh, W2LZ—EFGY is going strong on T.C. "IU" is tuned up for fall traffic. HYC is using "57-10" final 200 watts input. UL schedules KBBS and BDB. HYC and BDB have been working in N.W.T. on 5550 kc. for O.R. S.

**QSO CONTEST**

**Qualifications:** Only operators of stations located in the Western Pennsylvania Section of the American Radio Relay League are eligible to compete in this contest. A station may score only once on any one contact. All contact reports must be in the hands of the SCM by November 21st, 1936. NO phone activity reports will be accepted.

**Competition:** The Western Pennsylvania Section is divided into two parts for the purpose of the contest:

1. **Northern New Jersey:** SCM, Charles J. Hamre, WSDSS

**Traffic:** WDSS 97 CSE 64 FUG 39 NWZ 21 CKC 14 CGU 14 JTT 20 DHU 5 GWT-CPJ.

**Frequencies:** Any or all frequencies may be used.

**Object:** Each station will be allowed only one chance at a station with a different Western Pennsylvania Section location in a given contest period.

**Log sheets:** Any or all frequencies may be used.

**Pipe line activity:** WSGF 252 LU 144 HGY 151 UL 8 HUM-JWT 6 QY 4 CJS 1 BJX 199.

**NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND—SCM, Edward L. Bausch, WAZW.**

**Reports:** SCM, E. L. Bausch, WAZW.

**Traffic:** WSDSS 97 CSE 64 FUG 39 NWZ 21 CKC 14 CGU 14 JTT 20 DHU 5 GWT-CPJ.
Neobeam Oscilloscope

MAKES SOUND VISIBLE

* Super-sensitivity — 1 Microvolt
* 4 inch Calibrated Screen
* Self-contained POWER SUPPLY and SWEEP SYSTEM

LATEST development in OSCILLOSCOPES. Opens new fields in audio measurements. Has extreme simplicity of operation. Best and least expensive instrument for wave form study. Also used as an ultra sensitive galvanometer and vacuum tube voltmeter. Weighs only 25 lbs. Measures 8 3/4" x 10" x 13". Chrome finish on panel. Fully guaranteed. Write for full details or send order today.

SUNDT ENGINEERING CO.

(Affiliate Littelfuse Laboratories)

377 SUMMER STREET MEDWAY, MASS.

VALPEY CRYSTALS

Step by Step Precision Made

Type VM2 mounted X-cut crystal frequency drift less than 15 cycles supplied within 5 Kc of specified frequency in the 1.7, 3.5, 7 mc bands $2.50, exact .... $2.60
Type VM2A mounted crystal frequency drift less than 4 cycles supplied within 5 Kc of specified frequency in the 1.7, 3.5, 7 mc bands $4.50, exact ... $4.60
Type VC2 unmounted 1 inch square crystal supplied in the 1.7, 3.5, 7 mc bands within 5 Kc of specified frequency ... $3.20
Type VC2 in the 1.7, 3.5 Kc bands only supplied within 20 Kc of specified frequency ... $1.80

We guarantee your satisfaction or your money will be cheerfully refunded. You may obtain our products by ordering direct or from your dealer.

THE VALPEY CRYSTALS

377 SUMMER STREET MEDWAY, MASS.

SICKLES COILS

ALL TYPES OF RF AND IF WINDINGS

Manufactured by

F. W. SICKLES COMPANY

300 Main Street Springfield, Mass.

When the condenser plug is not in place there is no d.e. connection from the negative high voltage side except through C18. In consequence, a jumper, "X," must be inserted when the condenser mike is not plugged in. Failure to do this may result in injuring C18.

The entire assembly is mounted on a standard chassis base, supplied with a cane-perforated dust cover. The transformers and chokes are oriented for least hum pick-up, at the same time avoiding the necessity for small angles of difference in placement. Hum level with maximum gain in the 6N7 channel is approximately 40 db down. With all gain controls near mid-setting the hum level is somewhat higher, due to "floating" input circuits offering a greater impedance for hum voltages. This effect, unfortunately, cannot readily be entirely avoided. It is doubtful if the basic hum level could be further lowered appreciably without resorting to special precautions and power supply on a separate chassis. Such residual hum as is present is probably largely due to the type of output transformer; a balanced "high-fidelity" type would, of course, be preferable—and also much more expensive. For ordinary uses, however, no departure need be made from the fundamental objective of the general design—the achievement of a maximum of performance with a minimum of complication and expense.

BOOK REVIEW


This volume is probably the most comprehensive up-to-date compendium of service information (not circuit diagrams) at present available. There are detailed chapters on circuit fundamentals, intricate tuning circuits and aligning data, volume control, tone control, a.v.c. and resonance indicator circuits, receiver a.f. amplifier systems, receiver power supplies, loud speakers, pickups and electric phonograph equipment, analysis of commercial receiving circuits, fundamentals of meter and test equipment, commercial types of test equipment, cathode-ray oscilloscope and supplementary equipment, practical applications of the cathode-ray oscilloscope, how to build essential servicing and test instruments, hints on localizing trouble, short cuts with test equipment, hints on receiver repairs, unusual servicing experiences, all-wave high-fidelity receiver data, auto radio installation and service, specialized installation and servicing, noise interference elimination, modernizing and improving receivers, receiver conversion work, improving knowledge and technique, uplifting the profession, and, in the final 455 pages, an elaborate operating notes section giving a wide variety of such useful information as field coil resistances, i.f.'s, etc., for all types of sets.

The treatment is essentially complete and accurate. It treats all servicing angles up to the autumn, 1936, models of receivers. The book is profusely illustrated. There is, however, no attempt to diagram all types of receivers. The principal structural defect is remarkably poor proof-reading. The Radio Service Handbook can be summarized as an authentic and competent serviceman's compendium, as well as an effective course in practical work on radio receivers which many amateurs can study with profit and a highly suggestive manual of general radio testing and simple laboratory technique.

C. B. D.
TRANSMITTER HOUSINGS

. . . THAT HIT THE SPOT

Now you may have a complete housing for your transmitter — panel, shelves, sub-shelves — all assembled and ready for your rig! Provided with hinged door and latch, these housings are finished in Q-Max Telephone Black. Continuous 3/16" Tempered Masonite panel, backed up by thin steel panel, is finished in Q-Max Crystalite Black, is easy to drill and excellent in appearance. Does not warp. Sub-shelves are black finished 3/8" ply-wood approximately 11" x 16" with rubber feet. These slide on fixed shelves in the housing making assembly of apparatus easy and in full view.

These housings provide practically complete shielding, keep your rig clean and free from dust and give protection against contact with high voltage leads. We believe these housings better fill the needs of the amateur than rack and panel construction. And notice how easy they are on your pocketbook!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP-49 — 66&quot; high, 18&quot; wide, 12&quot; deep with 6 shelves ...... $22.50* Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-49A — 44&quot; high, 18&quot; wide, 12&quot; deep with 4 shelves ...... $15.50* Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-49B — 34&quot; high, 18&quot; wide, 12&quot; deep with 3 shelves ...... $12.50* Net</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If your dealer can't supply you, we will ship direct. No crating charge

Send for our new catalogue of amateur radio devices

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, INC.
245 Custer Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

HAMS HERE'S A PRIZE CONTEST FOR YOU!
If you have a good idea on a Ham item that is not made by any manufacturer, tell us about it. If your idea sounds good and we manufacture it you will be awarded a cash prize of twenty-five times the price the product will sell for. Submit as many ideas as you can think of — and remember — we award the cash prizes promptly.

GORDON SPECIALTIES COMPANY
440 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

PLUG-IN COIL FORMS

For every purpose where plug-in inductances are required in S.W. Receivers and Transmitters. Made of Special High Grade Low Loss Bakelite in natural brown color, and in the following three sizes. Ribbed for air space windings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 734</td>
<td>4 Prong - List</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 735</td>
<td>3 Prong - List</td>
<td>$0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 736</td>
<td>6 Prong - List</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 inch diameter — 3/4 inch winding space.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

40% Discount to Radio Dealers and Amateurs

New 1937 Catalog Available — Write Today for Same

WARD LEONARD RADIO SPECIALTIES
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY
41 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Please send FREE Bulletin 507B.

WARD LEONARD RADIO FREQUENCY RELAY automatically changes over from receiving to sending antenna. Most convenient where directional and doublet antennae are used. Send for circular 307B. It tells about this relay and other items of interest to the amateur.

They use the same antenna

LEONARD FREQUENCY RELAY automatically changes over from receiving to sending antenna. Most convenient where directional and doublet antennae are used. Send for circular 507B. It tells about this relay and other items of interest to the amateur.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY
41 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Please send FREE Bulletin 507B.

Name ..................................................
Street ..................................................
City and State ......................................
Call Signal ......................................... Q

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
On the air for an FN vacation, IGQ went to Camp Dix for short military maneuvers. CIZ coached his cousin, KAZ, so he would have an outlet for his N.Y.C. traffic. HRN got a new station this fall. AFG reports that CPlAA was giving the swing. Contacts are needed in Bergen, Hudson, Passaic, and other clubs in the Section relative to an inter-club competition. The S.C.M. should like to hear from stations in or about New Bedford, Taunton, Brockton, Fall River or on the Cape, where A.R.R.L. members or not, that might be interested in becoming part of the Section's new traffic network. Other Sections have already indicated a desire to take our measure this year, so don't fail to report your activities to the S.C.M., no matter how unimportant they may seem. Much thanks.

Traffic: W1AKS 177, HWE 155 KH 92 GEX 1/91 89 IWG 18, HKE 35 JSK 29 JCK 27 ABG-QW 15 HKY 12 RE 9 FRO 5, JERF, N4U 2, HIR 2.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

CONNECTICUT—SCM, Frederick Ellis Jr., WICTI—CUE kept INF's schedules part of the month. Hal at INF had a week's vacation, GKM will be on 10 hours 3 minutes and he would like to know if this is a much better report next month. Don't disappoint after an FB vacation. HQL went to Camp Dix for fast O.R.S. Party. HWZ is back in O.R.S. ranks again. JXO is on 3.5 me. and is aiming at the top of the traffic pile. ICB has new QTH and is on 14-mc. 'phone. HFB is very active during his vacation. HMV is still killing the ether on 14 me. to Roselle from Bayonne. HTX has new QTH and is on 14-mc. 'phone. JRO 5 BEF—JNU 4, IIIR 2.

S.C.M.'s appointment was: pres., EFW; vice-pres., EER; secy., JHM; treas.; and JED, secy. This club is anxious to hear from members; the officers are: JPM, pres.; HMM, vice-pres.; JSB, 2nd vice-pres.; JB, treas.; and HNY, secy. The M.Y.A.R.C. elected BEF, pres.; JNU, vice-pres.; JIXE, treas.; and HFB, secy. The S.C.M. is very active in this Section. The N.Y.C. Traffic may be reported either direct to S.C.M. or to your R.M. We need reliable traffic stations in Worcester and Franklin county. If interested, drop me a line to arrange for test. I can arrange for test for O.R.S. Let's go, gang, and show the rest of the Sections what we are made of.

Traffic: W1.BR 61 (WLQ 147), JIR 52 (WLG 5) IOR 48, JAH, 41 AJ 29 HJR 13 BIN 9 JG 8 GUO 5.

MAINE—SCM, John W. Singleton, WICDX—INW is in line for R.M. appointment; he did very fine work with Bowdoin Kent Island expedition. BTO runs second place and is aiming at the top of the traffic pile. ICB has returned to N.Y.C., but will be back in Maine next June. GOJ has been appointed Chief R.M. in charge of Maine "Message Pushers Net." DHE has worked all continents in 10 hours 5 minutes and he would like to know if this is a record. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The M.Y.A.R.C., held a hot dog and corn roast at Broad Cove, Contoocook River, Sept. 14th; a good time was enjoyed by all. JJD is working part time for his R.M. position to the best of my ability. Any and all suggestions will be gladly received. JTJ has a new Jr. up; congrats. OM, EAW called CQ on his horn and raised a cop; the cop demanded to see his license! The
even light the filament! HOV is still having trouble with filter condensers. JKH is building a new transmitter and will be on 3557 kc. by the time this is in print. DXK has moved to a new location. AUY would like to have all N.H. 'phone schedules 9 TF and those N.W. every Sunday at 9:00 a.m. CEA has joined the A.A.R.S. GTY blew a filter condenser. IDY had a nice visit from 2DSH. AXW has given up the thought of going on 'phone. The first test drill on 56 mc. by the gang is interested, get in touch with the S.C.M. GMM has been appointed O.R.S. APK has been appointed F.A.M. in charge of phone emergency net operations.

Traffic: W1JPJ 108 IEG 86 (WLGB 41) IP 37 LB 22 IDY 8 CEA 6 BFT 6 GTY 5.

VERMONT—S.C.M., Alvin H. Battison, W1GNF—R.M.: FSF, 1EZ. P.A.M.: 1AVF, IDQK, FFS (BCK-D), OEO. TEN: HLO, 1BMP 3 will be on soon; he is in Coast Guard. AYQ won a filter after 80 mc.; he is in the gang is interested, get in touch with the S.C.M. GMM has been appointed O.R.S. APK has been appointed F.A.M. in charge of phone emergency net operations.

Traffic: W1FP6 10 WT 6 W1GBG 3 W1GKG 3 ID 9 GTY 4 EOA 4.

ROANOKE DIVISION

NORTH CAROLINA—S.C.M., H. S. Carter, W4OG—Badin: Two new hams in Badin, BIT using a pair of 54's, with 200 watts input; and W4LG using a pair of 56T's, with 180 watts input. DXK has moved from 2DSH. AXW has given up the thought of going on 'phone. The first test drill on 56 mc. by the gang is interested, get in touch with the S.C.M. GMM has been appointed O.R.S. APK has been appointed F.A.M. in charge of phone emergency net operations.
LIKE BEARS AFTER HONEY

Not unexpected, but nevertheless quite gratifying, was the response to the Type 9 series of Mica Transmitting Capacitors. It has proven itself to be one of the most popular of the many capacitor series that C-D has engineered for the "dot-dash" fraternity.

No "Ham" has ever been more careful of the components built into his " rig " than we, at C-D, in the manufacture of the Type 9 condensers. Unending laboratory research and supervision, careful production control and inspection has made possible the assembly of this unit, so extensively used by the U.S. Government departments, manufacturers of aircraft, marine and submarine transmitters and others where utmost dependability and unfailing continuity of operation is imperative.

For assured and dependable DX—use C-D Type 9. Your favorite jobber can supply you. Catalog No. 133 illustrating and listing this series in complete detail, on demand.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST CONDENSERS FOR
MORE THAN TWENTY-SIX YEARS
MICA • DYKANOL • PAPER
Wet and Dry Electrolytic

CORNELL-DUBILIER
1013 HAMILTON BLVD. SO. PLAINFIELD, N. J.

M & H Specials for the Thrifty Ham
Raytheon 6L6G Glass Beam Tubes $1.18
Thordarson Modulation
Xformers for 6L6 & 3ST Thordarson Ham Specials $5.98
T678 600V 200MA $2.45
T651 2½-5V
T652 12 Henry 250MA $1.95

Oil-filled Condensers
2MF — 1000V 98¢ $2.45
2MF — 2000V $4.98

Kenyon Specials
100V 200MA $3.95
2½V 15AMP $3.95

Hoyt R. F. Meters
1½—3—5 AMP $3.57
Taylor T55 $5.00

Write for the New 1937 Radio Catalog
M & H Sporting Goods Co.
512 MARKET ST.
PHILADELPHIA
1709 Atlantic Ave.
Atlantic City

T. R. McELROY
WORLD'S CHAMPION RADIO TELEGRAPHER
33 Beyulda Street, Boston, Mass.
MAC KEY $7.95 a real speed key.
MAC KEY DELUXE $11.00
MAC CORD $1.00 speed key cord.
MAC CASE $3.95 speed key case
MAC OSC $3.95 ac/dc oscillator Tone control.
If a key Mac key will me to any lpt & dab fn.
All my stuff smok a hot best possible oln. 73 Mac.

Standard Frequency Transmissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 13</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 18</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 20</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 25</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 27</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 28</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 29</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 11</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 16</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 18</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 23</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 26</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 27</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDARD FREQUENCY SCHEDULES

Time Schedule Freq. (kc.) Time Schedule Freq. (kc.)
A B C
8:00 3500 7000 4:00 7000 14,000
8:08 3600 7100 4:08 7100 14,100
8:16 3700 7200 4:16 7200 14,200
8:24 3800 7300 4:24 7300 14,300
8:32 3900 7400 4:32 7400 14,400
8:40 4000

The time specified in the schedules is local standard time at the transmitting station. W9XAN uses Central Standard Time, and W6XK, Pacific Standard Time.

TRANSMITTING PROCEDURE

The time allotted to each transmission is 8 minutes divided as follows:
2 minutes—QST QST QST de (station call letters),
3 minutes—Characteristic letter of station followed by call letters and statement of frequency. The characteristic letter of W9XAN is "O"; and that of W6XK is "M."
1 minute—Statement of frequency in kilocycles and announcement of next frequency.
2 minutes—Time allowed to change to next frequency.
W6XK: Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, Calif., Harold Perry in charge.

Schedules for WWV

Music time for meals, for 8 hours' daily sleep, etc. Cross examination of logs makes it possible to check the operating time submitted of course.

Most effective choice of and use of the available operating hours, intelligent choice of the different amateur bands, and a high degree of operating proficiency will take one a long way toward success. Single-signal selectivity and high sensitivity will win and bring in the stations at distant points calling you. But the best equip-
It's not by chance that thousands of amateurs all over the world use Bliley Crystal Units for dependable, accurate frequency control.

Operating experience has shown that these units are always thoroughly reliable, instantly snap into oscillation, key readily and give excellent power output.

Whether you choose the LD2 low-drift crystal unit, the HF2 unit for twenty meters, or the economically priced BC3 X-cut mounted crystal for your transmitter, you will make a grand slam in frequency control.

See your dealer about these popular crystal units and ask for your copy of the Bliley 1937 Technical Catalog. Bliley Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
Fulfilling the frequent need of the Connecticut amateur for prompt, efficient, satisfactory service on amateur supplies.

**NEW and SPECIAL**

- **RCA 866** ........... $1.75
- **Amperex HF 100** ........ 10.00
- **Taylor T-55** ........... 8.00
- **Taylor 866** ........... 1.65
- **Thor. 1200 v. CT 200 ma. pow. tr. 2.5 and 7.5 v. Fils** .... 2.45
- **Thor. 12 hy. 250 ma. ck** .... 1.95
- **Thor. 6L6.tr.,60W.Modulation** .... 5.88
- **Thor. 6L6 input tr** .... 2.21
- **RCA 6L6 tubes** .......... 1.18
- **50 watt sockets** .......... .75
- **39 unit rack (6 feet)** .......... 8.50
- **Aerovox 2 mf. 2000 v. oil** .......... 2.80
- **Aerovox 2 " 1000 v. "** .......... 1.97
- **Aerovox 2 " 1500 v. "** .......... 2.30
- Rugged prest-wood, crackle, rack panels. Cost less, serve well, easy to drill, cut. 7 unit only $1.25, 3 unit 54c, etc. Ready cut meter panels.
- **National NC 100, Hallcrafters, RME 69, ACR-175, Hammarlund**

**TIME PAYMENTS FOR CONN. HAMS**

**HATRY & YOUNG**

Radio Since 1912

---

ment is only as useful as the man behind the key or mike can make it.

**THE GENERAL CALL**

"CQ SS CQ SS CQ SS de W . . . W . . . W . . ." is used by stations looking for contacts in the Sweepstakes. During the most active hours a single snappy CQ SS will bring results! The chance is one to test station performance, to work new states and Sections, to improve operating efficiency and ability, and meet old and new friends, all in the true ham spirit.

**PROOF OF QSO**

At least a one way complete six part exchange must be completed and acknowledged between two stations as "proof of QSO" before points or Sections can be claimed.

Logs will be checked against each other to insure fairness and accuracy in making awards. It is not essential that each station worked be taking part in the contest to make your points count. Any operator who needs information can be referred to this announcement. First, ask the operator to take your preamble and come through with like information in preamble form.

**POWER FACTOR**

If the power input to the final stage (plate current times plate voltage—E × I) is:

(a) Up to and including 100 watts—multiply score by 1.5.
(b) Over 100 watts—multiply score by 1.

Operating in both low- and high-power classes at different times is still permitted, but scoring rules do not permit Sections worked on high power to be used in the low-power classification. Points of some kind are credited for every QSO with a bona fide exchange, whether the station worked is a leading "SS" man or a ham outside the contest. If one breaks his power class, however, the Total Score is the sum of scores separately computed for each power class and added together.

Scoring system in brief:

All contacts:
- One point for each QSO when "receipt" is completed for an exchange one way.
- Two points for each QSO when the required information is exchanged both ways.

For final score:
- Multiply totaled points by the number of different A.R.R.L. Sections worked, that is, the number in which at least one bona fide S.S. point or exchange has been made.
- Multiply this by 1.5 if you used 100 watts or less for transmitter input.

**ADDITIONAL RULES**

1. Information required in contest exchanges (six parts) must be sent in the order indicated, that of the new A.R.R.L. message preamble. Incomplete exchanges or haphazard (wrong) order of sending will be considered as justifying...
NEW! SECOND EDITION

- The new ST ANCOR book of transmitter circuits and ideas is soon to come off the press. Get your order in early.
- REMEMBER — ST ANCOR transformers are designed by Amateurs especially for Amateur use.
- ST ANCOR transformers are built and GUARANTEED by one of the oldest and largest transformer manufacturers in the world. Your jobber carries them in stock.

MAIL THIS COUPON

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORP.
852 BLACKHAWK STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

* I am enclosing 25c for Transmitter Manual

NAME ___________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________

CITY ________ STATE __________

NEW! NEW!
AMPEREX HF 100
179 Watts Out. $10 NET

NEW! NEW!
RAYTHEON RK 35
60 Watts Out. $8 NET

NEW! NEW!
RF OKES—Low Resistance
$0.10

NC100X LATEST NATIONAL RECEIVER
Having very fine features such as — Built-in Power Supply, Band Switching, Crystal Filter and many other features. This is an outstanding Receiver and one of its kind.

NC100X

You may now buy any HALLICRAFTER RECEIVER ON TIME PAYMENTS
Write to us regarding plan and literature

HAMMARLUND SUPER PRO IN STOCK
RCA ACR 175 $119.50 complete

NC100X NATIONAL HRO AND HRO, JR. IN STOCK

JOHNSON 50-WATT SOCKETS $86

SUN RADIO CO.
15 YEARS OF RADIO RELIABILITY
227 Fulton Street, New York City, N. Y.

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST

93
NOW!

SENSATIONAL NEW BOOK YOU NEED


GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
518 S. Throop Street Chicago, Illinois

NEW HOLDER DESIGN

15 SECONDS TO INSTALL CRYSTAL

For All Bands
GREATER STABILITY

Plug in 5 prong tube socket
Beautiful Appearance

MODEL AH HOLDER $1.00

At your dealer or direct
HIPOWER LOW DRIFT CRYSTALS:
within 10 kc. or Choice of stock
AH-10, 1700–3500 Kc. bands $2.35
AH-10, 7000–7300 " band 3.90
write for new Literature

Hipower “Low Drift” Broadcast and Commercial Crystals Are Approved by F.C.C.

Hipower Crystal Co., 203S Charleston St., Chicago

GULF RADIO SCHOOL
Radiotelegraphy Radiotelephony
Radio Servicing
SECOND PORT 1007 Carondelet Street U.S.A. NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST

disqualification, depending on the sufficiency of evidence reported.

2. Entries should be (a) in the low-power class, or (b) high-power class, or submitted as the sum of separately computed work at one station falling in each class. Sections worked on high power do not count in the multiplier for low-power-score and vice versa. Logs must show the power used for each QSO or for groups of QSOs.

3. Reports must show operating time for each period spent on the air in the “SS,” and the total of such operating time.

4. Logs must be marked for “Phone” or “C.W.” entry, grouping all work by either method together as one score.

5. All work must fall within the period of the contest.

6. Decisions of the award committee of C.D. staff members shall be accepted as final.

7. Reports must be received at A.R.R.L. Hdq. from all stations except those in Alaska, Hawaii, and P. I. on or before noon, Dec. 26, 1936, to be considered for certificate awards. From outlying points, reports must similarly be received on or before Jan. 20, 1937.

CLUB PARTICIPATION

Additional certificate awards (besides the 'phone and telegraph Section awards) will be made through each club where three or more individual club members, or new hams invited and reported by such a club, in addition to sending a contest report have their club secretary write Hq. listing their individual calls and scores, and the total of such scores. If there are both club 'phone and c.w. entries, A.R.R.L. will provide two certificate awards for the club to give its leading members. Besides this, the sum of the scores of all club participants ('phone and c.w.) will be added by the secretary, to count for the club.

A genuine gavel, with engraved sterling silver band, is offered as an award to that club whose officers or activities manager submits the greatest collective score or total number of “SS” reports.
Built for **POWER**

Johnson Transmitting Condensers

STRENGTH to stand up in high-power circuits... to stay "in-tune" amid shock and vibration... is built into every JOHNSON condenser. Years of experience in manufacturing broadcast and commercial condensers enabled us to attain this "huskiness" compactly, economically, BETTER in Johnson Type "D" and the new Type "C" units for amateur transmitters.

Yet, on the average, they cost no more than you pay for inferior condensers!

**NEW TYPE "C" CONDENSERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Plate Spacing</th>
<th>Capacity Max. µuf*</th>
<th>List Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500C70</td>
<td>.175&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350C90</td>
<td>.250&quot;</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>20.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50C110</td>
<td>.350&quot;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250C110</td>
<td>.350&quot;</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50C130</td>
<td>.500&quot;</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100C130</td>
<td>.500&quot;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500C90</td>
<td>.250&quot;</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50C110</td>
<td>.350&quot;</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100C110</td>
<td>.350&quot;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50C130</td>
<td>.500&quot;</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ratings are Per Section.

**Note These Exclusive Features!**

- Heaviest plates, edges rounded. • MYCALEX and ALSIMAG 195 insulation. • Few, long insulation paths.
- Large laminated rotor brush terminals front and rear.
- Adjustable bi-metallic cone bearings front and rear.
- Heavy tie rods for rigidity, insulated to eliminate "short circuit loops." • Large diameter shafts and spacers. • Shafts extended both front and rear, for ganging or rear drive.
- Higher capacities and wider spacings.

See your Jobber or write for new free Johnson Catalog 961. Gives complete data on "C" and "D" Condensers, "Hi-O" Inductors, Type "O" Antenna Systems, Stand-Off Insulators, and other Johnson products.

**E·F·JOHNSON COMPANY**

Manufacturers of Radio Transmitting Equipment

- **WASECA·MINNESOTA·U.S.A.**

---

**RAYTHEON TUBES**

FOR THE "PROFESSIONAL" AMATEUR

YOU started communication all over the world with low power on short waves. None of the commercial broadcasting organizations had such a problem — yet, there was no such thing as a transmitter tube designed especially for your requirements until RAYTHEON started building them for you!

RAYTHEON led the way with the first transmitting pentode and the first zero bias Class B modulator.

The amateurs who use RAYTHEON tubes are among the record breakers and leaders in amateur transmitting.

RAYTHEON AMATEUR TUBES are built of the finest materials in the world — Tantalum plates, Nonex“ hard glass bulbs, Isolantite bases, etc. And they are conservatively rated.

They are built to give the most output per dollar over the longest possible time!

**TWO BRAND NEW TUBES,** just out of the laboratory are:

- RK-37 High-Mu Triode . . . . . $8.00 Power Output 60W
- RK-38 High-Mu Triode . . . . . $14.50 Power Output 225W

Used and Recommended by Leading Amateurs

**SOLD BY ALL PARTS JOBBERS**

**RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION**

420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 445 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 415 Peachtree St., N. E., Atlanta, Ga. 555 Howard St., San Francisco, Cal. 35 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts
when he adds figures reported by individual members. The individual club fellows must send in full reports either direct or through the secretary to substantiate the club’s claim on the gavel award! A chance to win honors for your club and a useful trophy for the club’s presiding officer to use at meetings!

**IN GENERAL**

The only competition each operator must consider comes from operators in his immediate Section. Awards are for the operator running up the best communication record for each Section (as indicated by the score). In this manner, operators in each territory are placed on a basis of equality as to DX conditions and operating opportunity. Those who take part may report improper sequences in sending preambles used as contest exchanges. Fullest operating enjoyment is assured. See page 26 of July QST for full details on the last SS or any amateur who took part last year!

**REPORTING RESULTS**

Report to A.R.R.L., West Hartford, Conn., as soon as the contest is over. Use the log form shown in the example. List all operators whose work at your station is responsible for any part of the score.

All active ham operators are invited to take part and report. You will work a new bunch of stations, make new records for your station, get QSL cards (be sure to send one for each QSO), have a lot of fun, meet new friends, and perhaps rate an A.R.R.L. award at the conclusion. Any new hams will get good operating experience, working with a “swell” bunch of operators and friendly fellow hams. The chances have been made as equal as they can be made for all. Do your best operating and send A.R.R.L. the results for QST mention.

MAIL YOUR REPORT IMMEDIATELY AT THE END OF THE CONTEST TO AVOID DELAY AND INSURE THAT YOUR RESULTS ARE CREDITED AND KNOWN THROUGH QST.

**Low-Cost High Fidelity Amplifier**

(Continued from page 34)

were very nearly equal in magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase at 400 cycles. This relationship was indicated on the cathode-ray tube by a single-line trace, which was inclined 45 degrees. At 7000 cycles, the output was 6 db lower than the output at 400 cycles. The trace on the cathode-ray tube was then a narrow ellipse; the slope of the major axis of this ellipse was slightly different from the slope of the single-line trace observed at 400 cycles. This difference indicated that a relative shift in magnitude and phase of one voltage had taken place. Below 100 cycles, the “trace was also inclined 45 degrees at 400 cycles. This relationship was indicated on the cathode-ray tube by a single-line trace observed at 400 cycles. The length of the major axis of the ellipse was nearly the same as that of the straight-line trace observed at 400 cycles. The length of the major axis of the ellipse was less than the length of the straight-line trace. These differences indicated that the phase of one voltage had shifted slightly and that the magnitudes of both voltages were reduced by the same amount. The output was down less than 1 db at 100 cycles compared to the output at 400 cycles. It should be noted, however, that the selectivity of the i.f. transformer affected the frequency characteristic of the phase-inverter circuit.

With the volume control set at the maximum-output position, about 20 µfd. of capacitance, in addition to the stray capacitances that were inherent in the system, could be connected from
YOUR FIRST AND LAST STOP!

Hundreds of "Hams" have already "discovered" Terminal! Established but a few months, its hospitable atmosphere has become a byword among the dot and dash lads and YL's. Here at Terminal Radio there are no cold business transactions! Into every sale is injected the warmth of understanding. The cheery "Hello" and the regretful "So long" are sincere.

BLILEY

All types in stock
VF1-80 meter band. Variable frequency unit.....$8.00
HF2-20 meter crystal. $6.50
LD2-Low drift unit. 40-80-160 meter bands...$4.80
BC3-X-cut crystal unit. 40-80 meter bands...$3.95

WE HAVE THEM ALL AT TERMINAL RADIO
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
Trade in your old Receiver for one of these New Models
National Hallicrafter
NC 100 Ultra Sky Rider
HRO Super Sky Rider
HRO-Jr. Sky Buddy
RME
RME-69
All Receivers on Demonstration
THE DB-20 BY RME—Complete with tubes.. $39.95

RACKS
Panels, Cabinets. Our supply is considered the largest in town — get our catalogue listing hundreds of different items. Write or call for it.

TERMINAL RADIO CORP.
80 CORTLANDT STREET
BILL FILLER • W2AOQ • ADOLPH GROSS

NEW YORK

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
UNITED

MERCURY
RECTIFIERS

WE CLAIM they are better
WE PROVE they are better

NEW FOUR-PAGE BULLETIN MAILED UPON REQUEST

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
42 SPRING ST., NEWARK, N.J.

HOW TO LEARN CODE

TELEPLEX has taught Code
to more operators in past few
years than other methods. YOU
can learn Code—or step up your
w.p.m. amazingly
this sure way.
No experience needed, Be­
ginners, amateurs, experienced
know it.

and SENDS BACK your own key work. in visible dots and dashes.

For quicker license find out about this better way. We furnish you
complete course, lend all equipment including the new All Electric
Master Teleplex, give personal service on MONEY-BACK GUAR­
ANTEE. Low cost, easy terms. Without obligation write for booklet
Q.11.

"HAM" SPECIAL STANDARD
TELEPLEX

A highly efficient code teacher using heavy specially prepared waxed
paper tape, having two rows of perforations. Write for Free Folder
Q.4.11. We are the originators of this type instrument.

TELEPLEX CO. 76-78 CORTLANDT STREET
NEW YORK CITY

MASTER TELEPLEX—"The Choice of Those Who Know"
Old Friends That Wear Well

Here are just a few of the hundred and one types of Cardwell transmitting and receiving condensers you will find specified in constructional articles and in use in amateur and commercial radio equipment everywhere.

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG. CORPORATION
83 PROSPECT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Is Your XMTR
* HEMOPHILIAC?

A transmitter utilizing bleeders dissipating wasteful and costly wattage in order to obtain correct operating potentials thereby reducing efficiency and impairing load regulation.

Before modernizing your present equipment or buying a new plate transformer why not get the dope on our new exclusive triple winding plate transformer and compare it on merit alone with others. This new exclusive triple winding plate transformer provides the utmost in flexibility. Over 30 different voltages are available ranging from 400 to 3000 volts. Regardless of revolutionary overnight changes in radio, this unit will never become obsolete. Applicable to over ten different rectifier circuits. The most versatile transformer ever manufactured.

LOW IN PRICE YET BUILT TO STAND THE GAFF

KENYON manufactures, in addition, a complete line of quality audio products that defy competition both as to quality and price.

Ask your local dealer for a free copy of the first issue of the new 10-page monthly magazine "The Kenyon Engineering News."

Chief Engineer — Amateur Section

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO. INC., 840 BARRY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Plain Talk About Rhombic Antennas

(Continued from page 74)

new diamond ran rings around it in just as striking a fashion as did the diamond at WIJPE. The vertical antenna was, of course, preferable for work to Europe, South America, Canada, and some portions of the United States but, surprisingly enough, the diamond gave quite good general coverage in spite of the great gain along the direction of its main lobe. Using this antenna without a terminating resistor WISZ has been able to maintain contact with VK3MR and other VK stations for 19 hours out of the 24—a performance, from this part of the world, which we have long considered an impossibility.

The point about all this rigmarole is that after reading all the idealistic technical material and after hearing vague rumors of results obtained by other amateurs we have at last had intimate experience with the rhombic antenna in ham dress. And since the experience embraces two installations under widely different conditions (both of them being similarly successful) we feel justified in trying to express our enthusiasm. Without any doubt, there are hundreds of hams with the space to put up a small diamond and the desire to pump a particularly heavy signal into some one corner of the world. Most of them would hesitate to do anything about it because they are faced, as we were, with the impossibility of discovering from any of the published material whether or not the thing would be worth while. The textbooks say that a rhombic antenna with sides 3½ wavelengths long will have a power gain of 25 over a half-wave antenna at the same height. But this leaves many questions unanswered. Over what angle, for instance, is this gain likely to be noticeable; what happens to it if the location is covered with trees; and what if the wires are actually tangled in the branches, and if the height of the wire is less than a half wave and variable along the length of the antenna—what then? What happens if the ground is irregular or sloping? And what happens to the performance if the terminating resistor is left off?

Answers to these questions, based on our own experience, go about like this: Over an angle of approximately 5 degrees the apparent power gain over a half-wave antenna in reception, particularly on DX signals, is likely to be very much more than the theoretical value—this probably resulting in cases where the vertical directivity of the antenna places the main lobe at the angle of arrival of the incoming signal. The height of the antenna above ground will influence the vertical directivity and the slight superiority of the WISZ antenna over that at WIJPE leads us to suspect that the additional height at WISZ has given him a lower angle of radiation in the vertical plane and, hence, a better performance on DX signals. The irregular ground and the irregular height at WIJPE has doubtless destroyed the clean form of the ideal main lobe, the effect appearing chiefly to be a slightly broader characteristic in both the horizontal and vertical planes.
We can remember when instruments as presented here, could not be bought for a King's Ransom. Truly, mechanical ingenuity — the amazing progress from the engineering outlook has opened the door, and permitted the light to shine in with real economy.

**MODEL 99 R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR**
- Output calibrated directly in microvolts. Variable % of Modulation. 100Kc to 60 Mc on Fundamentals. Direct reading frequency calibration. Frequency 1% to 1% accurate. Net Price $43.90

**OTHER C-B INSTRUMENTS**
- Model 88 — Vacuum-Tube and Peak Voltmeter $42.50
- Model 95 — Super Unimeter $53.75

**PYRANOL**
- Guaranteed 2 Years Unconditionally
- Not one has blown in 18 months and we KNOW that many are being used consistently on voltages 200% in excess of their rating. Don't take our word for it. Ask the ham that owns some.

**INTERNATIONAL PLATE TRANSFORMERS**
- **Sweeping the Country!**
- **TAYLOR TUBES**
  - T-55 — $8.00
  - T-56 — 4.95
  - T-201B — 7.50
  - T-822 — 18.50
  - T-843 — 12.50

**SEND FOR CATALOGUE**
- **INTERNATIONAL RELAY RACK**
  - Standard six-foot steel rack drilled to 1/2-14. Screws furnished $13.50

**NEVER OBSOLETE UTC Varimatch Units**
- from $4.80 to $42.00
  - It will pay to investigate

**MAIL ORDERS FILLED — SEND M.O.**

**TRIPLETT METERS**
- 1st Bakelite Case
  - 0-15 A.C.V. — $3.75
  - 0-15 A.C.V. — 4.75
  - 0-15 A.C.V. — 5.50

**ALL THE LATEST HALLICRAFTERS**
- Time payments if desired
DON'T BE FOOLED!
By Low Prices and Surplus Parts

**Type TR-6A6 Duplex Transmitter-Receiver**
Contains the Following:

- Cardwell or Bud isolantite air condensers
- Crowe illuminated dials and drives
- Cabinet and Escutcheons second to none
- C.T.S. controls for volume and regeneration
- Eby sockets, outlets and jacks
- Erie new ceramic shell resistors
- F.M.C. mica condensers rated 1000 v.
- Jensen five inch dynamic speaker
- Ohmite Brown Devil 10 watt resistors
- R.T. Labs., famous 6E6 unity coupled oscillator
- Solar and Aerovox condensers rated twice applied voltage
- U.T.C. famous class B audio. Output 10 watts

TR-6A6 FIXED or MOBILE
Complete 55-60 or 30-41 Mc. Station

**COULD YOU SELECT BETTER COMPONENTS?**
A BARGAIN at $39.75 net F.O.B.
RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES.
8627 115th St., Richmond Hill, N. Y.

LEARN RADIO
New Classes Now Forming! Send for 40-page catalog, explaining fully. 300 licensed graduates placed in past 4½ years in broadcasting, shipping, police radio, aviation, etc. We teach all branches. Oldest, largest and best equipped school in New England. Equipped with Western Electric sound and broadcasting equipment and RCA marine transmitter. Course prepares for United States Government telegraph or telephone license.

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL, 18 Boylston Street, BOSTON

**The Crystal Specialists Since 1925**
**Piezo-Electric Crystals**
Guaranteed Accurate to Better than .01%

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
UNIVERSITY PARK, HYATTSVILLE, MD.

LEARN CODE RIGHT — the Practical, Easy Way —

**Instructograph**
Radio amateur code exams now require 30% more speed. And experts agree: "It pays to learn from a perfect teacher — Instructograph." It's easy to become a real operator when you can practice Radio or Morse at your convenience. At any speed you want. Course in two models — Senior or Junior Economy. You may buy or rent at low cost. Just send post-card for complete details now to —

INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO.
Dept. Q-11
912 Lakeside Place Chicago, Illinois

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST

Trees, buildings and miscellaneous wires in the field of the antenna probably have a similar effect on the performance of the antenna, but the influence is very hard to detect. Not so long ago we should even have chopped down the family's pet trees to avoid contact between the antenna and branches or leaves. To-day we are of the impression that the matter is of precious little consequence—in the case of very long-wire antennas, at any rate.

Then there is the matter of the terminating resistor. Should facilities be available it would be possible to adjust the terminating resistor precisely and thus virtually eliminate unwanted signals from the rear of the antenna. And it would be possible, doubtless, to improve the radiation in the forward direction by establishing and matching the characteristic impedance of the system. With our particular antennas, access to the terminating resistor is had only after a half-day's work untangling ropes and wires from the trees. A program of cut-and-try adjustment with field intensity measuring equipment is, therefore, quite impractical. We have been left with the alternatives of connecting in a 700-ohm resistor, hoping for the best, or dropping the resistor out. The chief observation is that any terminating resistor, (accidentally we have tried 300, 500 and 800 ohms) simplifies feeding the antenna since, under those circumstances the system will take plenty of power without tiring the feeder. Elimination of the termination resistor makes it necessary to tune the feeders but the performance in the forward direction is quite similar. The terminating resistor, even if incorrectly adjusted, gives a drop of several R points to signals arriving from the rear of the antenna. The reduction in noise coming from the rear is also noticeable.

Our most recent experience with this type of antenna has been in the erection of a larger system (3½ wavelengths on a side) at W1JPE in the attempt to blot out the W1SZ signal in Australia. The new antenna, though larger, is considerably more irregular in its various dimensions than the first version and probably because of that its performance is not quite what we had expected. The main lobe and the two first secondary lobes give us a performance in reception similar to that shown in Fig. 3. This chart, indeed, is the result of several hundred readings taken on the HRO "S" Meter while comparing the 3½ wavelength diamond against a half-wave comparison antenna. It differs from the characteristic had with the 2½ wavelength antenna only in the distribution of the minor lobes. It represents, in short, just about what one might expect from a very haywire diamond between 200 and 300 feet from tip to tip.

And so, after all these very general statements, we reach the point where we can suggest with all the emphasis we can command that any ham who has a hankering to pump big signals in one or two particular directions, and who has any chance at all to borrow or rent the space, is doing the wise
96 "CLEAR CHANNELS"
on 40 Meter Band

Not "clear channels" in the BCL sense — that would be impossible on any amateur band. The test was conducted at 10 p.m. Saturday night, the peak time for local QRM. Starting at one end of the band, tuning continuously across it, 96 separate stations from all districts could be copied boldly through the QRM. "TWs is an average of 3.14 K.C. total coverage per station — 1.57 K.C. to each side of the center of the carrier. With this selectivity and with the extreme sensitivity and quietness of a well-designed tuned r.f. circuit, is it any wonder that Model 11 out-ranges larger receivers on weak C.W. signals?

Model 11
Long wave models cover to 3750 and to 20,000 meters with high efficiency throughout. No short wave losses caused by the addition of the long wave bands. All wave band spread, coil switching, built-in power supply, Jensen dynamic speaker, R.C.A. tubes, fully calibrated dial, phone jack, break-in switch, R.F. Gain and regeneration controls, and antennas trimmer. Everything an experienced operator can possibly want. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on A.C., D.C., or battery models for any tuning range.

New Sargent Ham Super — Ready Nov. 1st.

MODEL 11-MA, MARINE tuning range, 9.5 to 3,750 meters $154.00
Prices include power supply, speaker and R.C.A. tubes
Model 11 is available in all A.C., D.C. and battery voltages

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE * PORT ARTHUR (World-known port) TEXAS
Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
Where to buy it

A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

**ASTATIC**
Crystal Microphones and Pickups

**ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, Inc., YOUNGSTOWN, O.**

Major Manufacturers of Quality Crystal Products

NEWARK, N. J.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.
219 Central Ave.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harvey's Radio Shop
103 W. 43rd St.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.
100 Sixth Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, PENG.
Eugene G. Willy
10 S. 10th Street

**RAYTHEON**

AMATEUR TUBES

ALBANY, NEW YORK
Uncle Dave's Radio Shack
356 Broadway

BOSTON, MASS.
The Radio Shack
46 Brattle Street

BOSTON, MASS.
Selden Radio Company
28 Brattle Street

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Radio Equipment Corp.
395 Elm Street

CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Carl B. Evans
80 N. State Street

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
Wholesale Radio Service Co.
219 Central Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harrison Radio Company
12 West Broadway

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harvey's Radio Shop
100 Sixth Avenue

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
WASECA, MINN.
USA

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Dymac Radio
216 E. Genesee St.
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A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

NEWARK, N. J.  219 Central Avenue
Wholesale Radio Service Co.

NEW YORK, N. Y.  460 W. 34th St.
Bruno-New York, Inc.

NEW YORK, N. Y.  136 Liberty St.
Sanford Samuel Corp.

NEW YORK, N. Y.  100 Sixth Avenue
Wholesale Radio Service Co.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK  12 West Broadway
Harrison Radio Company

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.  10 S. 10th Street
Eugene G. Wille

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.  117 North 7th St.
Raymond Rosen & Company

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.  512 Market Street
M & H Sporting Goods Company

PITTSBURGH, PENN.  603 Grant Street
Camero Radio Company

READING, PENN.  8th & Elm Streets
Bright & Company

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.  349 Worthington Street
T. F. Cushing

WASHINGTON, D. C.  938 F Street, N. W.
Sun Radio & Service Supply Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.  3145 N. Broad Street
Radio Electric Service Company

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.  N. E. Cor. 7th & Arch Streets
Radio Electric Service Company

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.  512 Market Street
M & H Sporting Goods Co.

PITTSBURGH, PENN.  603 Grant Street
Camero Radio Company

ALBANY, N. Y.  356 Broadway
Uncle Dave’s Radio Shack

BOSTON, MASS.  46 Cornhill
H. Japao Company

BUFFALO, N. Y.  326 Elm St.
Radio Equipment Corporation

NEWARK, N. J.  219 Central Avenue
Wholesale Radio Service Company

NEW YORK, N. Y.  12 West Broadway
Harrison Radio Co.

NEW YORK, N. Y.  100 Sixth Avenue
Wholesale Radio Service Company

READING, PENN.  404 Walnut Street
George D. Barbey Company

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.  349 Worthington Street
T. F. Cushing

Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them.
RADIO Can Offer You More Than "Just A Living"...

No man should be satisfied to "just get along"... especially when employed in such a prospering industry as Radio. Radio wants and needs men with adequate MODERN training to cope with the new improvements constantly introduced.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE 48-PAGE BOOKLET

Start Training at Home PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING Written for the professional Radio-man, these courses are practical and available on easy terms that all can afford.

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE Dept. Q-11
WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW YORK CITY
14th and Park Road 29 Broadway

COME IN or WRITE for Complete Information on the NEW 1937 SUPER SKYRIDER America's Leading Short Wave Receiver

It's a full year ahead of its field. With eleven all-metal tubes, greater sensitivity than before, improved 10 meter performance, Iron Core I. F. System, finer tone reception, this splendid receiver is the leader of communication receivers today. Stop in to see it or write today!

ALL NEW HALICRAFTERS RECEIvers NOW AVAILABLE ON TIME PAYMENTS

RADIO ACCESSORIES CO. 2566 Farnam Street Omaha, Nebraska

NO MORE CRYSTAL TROUBLES FOR ME! I HAVE A BLILEY BC3 CRYSTAL UNITS 40 - 80 METER BANDS

Price $3.95 AT INTEGRAL SPECIFIED Kc. $4.95

(Continued from page 108)

thing if he cancels his order for two half kilowatt bottles and puts up a diamond instead. Don't mind the trees and the underbrush; don't mind the buildings and the clothes line—just string the thing up and shoot. Remember though, that it is quite ridiculous to use such an antenna for transmission while using a piece of wire around the picture rail for receiving. It is utterly impossible to exploit the possibilities of the antenna without a change-over switch or relay which will permit using the antenna for reception. The method of coupling the antenna to the receiver is also important. We suggest setting up a tuned circuit consisting of a 35-µµfd. midget variable condenser and an 8-turn coil of bare wire one inch in diameter, coupling this with a 2-turn link to the terminals of the receiver. The feeders from the antenna should then be clipped across about the middle four turns of the coil. A somewhat similar arrangement, shown in Fig. 4, is suggested for the transmitter.

Possibly the most important feature of all is that the rhombic antenna operates effectively over a very wide frequency range. It is the one type of directive antenna that functions without the need of any adjustment or change on, say, the 40-, 20-, and 10-meter bands. Further, as the frequency is increased the vertical angle of radiation is decreased. Result—a hot performance on three bands. In practice the W1JPE antenna is an absolute whizz on 28 mc., even giving greater gains than those had on 14 mc. Time and again we have had thoroughly satisfactory 'phone contacts with stations along the line of the beam at times when the signals simply did not exist on the normal antenna.

It is all rather hard to believe.

Briefs

Transmissions of general interest to Newfoundland amateurs are made from VO1C on 3600-ke. c.w. at 7:00 P.M. each Monday and from VO1J on 3073.5-ke. 'phone at 7:00 p.m. each Tuesday. These are supplementary to the Newfoundland Amateur Radio Association's quarterly publication, "VO News."

During a year's illness of his father, WSCBF, Columbus, Ohio, used amateur radio to maintain communication with members of the family living in Los Angeles. The following amateurs provided splendid service in handling WSCBF's messages: W6GK, W6KFZ, W6CPG, W6KYM, W6QNV, W6IIQ, W6IBD, W6JBO, W6MFG, W6ABS and Paul Mejers.
(1) Advertising must pertain to radio and shall be of nature not generally of interest to radio amateurs or experimenters in their pursuit of the art.

(2) The advertiser’s name will be accepted, not any pseudonymous or popularly recognized sign such as all or part capital letters be used which would tend to make one adverting know it to come from a party.

(3) The Ham-Ad rate is 15c per word, except as noted in paragraph below.

(4) Remittance in full must accompany copy. No cash or postal order discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(5) Closing date for Ham-Ads is the 15th of the second month preceding publication date.

(6) A special rate of 7c per word will apply to advertising which, in our judgment, is obviously non-commercial in nature. The rate is allowed by a member of the American Radio Relay League. Thus, advertising of bona fide surplus equipment or for sale by an individual or apparatus offered for exchange or advertising inquiries for surplus equipment of the American Radio Relay League takes the 7c rate. An attempt to deal in apparent quantity for sale, even if an individual, is commercial and takes the 15c rate. Providing of paraphrase (1), (2), (4) and (5) apply to all advertising in this column regardless of which rate may apply.

Having made no investigation of the advertisers in the classified columns, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for their integrity or for the grade or character of the products advertised.

RADIO engineering, broadcasting, aviation and police radio, servicing, marine and Morse telegraphy taught thoroughly. All expenses low. Catalog free. Dodge’s Institute, Byrd St., Wilmington, Del.

NATIONAL—Hammurnd, Patterson used sets, 60% off list. W3DQ, 405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.

CLASS B transmitters—Universal for two or four 46s, 210s, 800s, 180kW, etc., $7.75 each pair postpaid. 70 watts audio for 46s, 100 watts from 10s. Write for details. W8UD, Douglas, Valparaiso, Ind.

All expenses low. Catalog free. Dodge’s Institute, Byrd St., Wilmington, Del.

CRYSTALS; guaranteed, 80-160, Y $1.; X or A $1.50. Blanks—October 1930. Must have both covers. Sumner B. Young, “Maple,” Lewiston, Minn.

WANTED “QST” December 1916, and membership edition at 40 to 60 MA. Just right for use on five meter portable rigs.

WASHINGTON—New Skyriders time payments. W7BDS, Roundup, Mont.

Quickservice on QSL cards. Send for samples. Radio Printers, Lewiston, Minn.


CRYS: TALS: When in need of a good crystal order from Bill Threm, W8FN, 4021 Davis Ave., Cheviot, Ohio. No dealers, direct to you. Unconditionally guaranteed. 160-80 meter, X type mounted our HC-10 Holder, $.95 additional. Catalog, Kienzle, 215 Hart Blvd., Staten lsland, N. Y.

GROSS CW25, power supply, X crystal holder, four sets coils. SW3C, 3700 Torrance, Los Angeles, Calif.

QSL’S—Superlative quality. Samples. (stamps) W8SN, 1827 Cone, Toledo, Ohio.

VISUAL neon tick modulation monitor. Mounted, with instructions $2.00. W8MFM.

NAT. SW45—4 sets, coils, tubes, power supply, $20. Noise silencer with tubes for receivers with two IF stages, $5. W2HBO.

BEAUTIFY, pep up the transmitter, mounted on one of these units. All-welded and rust-resistent steel. Standard or pressed-steel, chassis, panels. Heavy duty knob, motor, New England Engineering Service, 4837 Rockwood Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

ALL Ham amateur Let W8DEd demonstrate RME-60.


NEW Skyriders time payments. W7BDS, Roundup, Mont.

QSL’S, 300 color-end cards $1. Samples. 2143 Indiana Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

NO. 10 Enamel air wound coils, 2 3/4" diameter, 2 per turn. W8WP.

MICHIGAN ham! Let W8DEd demonstrate RME-60a.

All expenses low. Catalog free. Dodge’s Institute, Byrd St., Wilmington, Del.

WANTED: Together complete station. 100 watt RK18 transmitter, W2CHQ receiver. W3DQ, 405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.


QST’S. Finest at lowest prices. Samples. Malero, 1512 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MEDIUM power transmitter for sale to highest offer. Frank C. W., all bands. W2G0X.

1000 W transformers, 1100-2200-4400 volts each side center on 1100 cycles. Some double power same voltage. Dawson, 5740 Woodrow, Detroit, Mich.

WANT to buy low power Collins, Marine or similar transmitter. Reasonable for cash. W8QQ.

NEW Gross Eagle, RCA tubes, $12. W8ENG.

SELL—Trade complete station. 100 watt RK18 transmitter, W2CHQ receiver. W3DQ, 405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.

WANT to buy low power Collins, Marine or similar transmitter. Reasonable for cash. W8QQ.

SELL—Complete station. 100 watt RK18 transmitter, W2CHQ receiver. W3DQ, 405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.


2¾" diam., 2½ per turn. Reliable Data Corporation, Kankakee, III.

QUICK service on QSL cards. Send for samples. Radio Printers, Lewiston, Minn.


WANTED “QST” December 1916, and membership edition at 40 to 60 MA. Just right for use on five meter portable rigs.

CALLBOOKS—new DX calls, new prefixes, thousands of new W and VE calls, in the fall 1936 Radio Amateur Call Book.

CRYS: TALS: When in need of a good crystal order from Bill Threm, W8FN, 4021 Davis Ave., Cheviot, Ohio. No dealers, direct to you. Unconditionally guaranteed. 160-80 meter, X type mounted our HC-10 Holder, $.95 additional. Catalog, Kienzle, 215 Hart Blvd., Staten lsland, N. Y.

GROSS CW25, power supply, X crystal holder, four sets coils. SW3C, 3700 Torrance, Los Angeles, Calif.

ARTISTIC QSL’S. T. ‘Vachovets, Elmsford, N. Y.

COMMERCIAL printers. Send for samples, Radio Printers, Lewiston, Minn.

GROSS CW25, power supply, X crystal holder, four sets coils. SW3C, 3700 Torrance, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOR sale—Replacing equipment, hand carved cabinet, your own terms. S. Blaskey, 108 Treasy Ave., Newark, N. J.

CALLBOOKS—new DX calls, new prefixes, thousands of new W and VE calls, in the fall 1936 Radio Amateur Call Book.

CRYS: TALS: Special: $10M Power Radio Amateur Call Book. Sent postpaid $1.25, or a whole year (four issues) for $4. (In foreign countries $1.35 and $4.35.) Your call and QRA printed in large type, in the fall of every year. Radio Amateur Call Book, 100 S. Dearborn, Chicago.

SELL—4-304A—$20 each, graphite plate; 3—800—$10 each; 2—822—$8 each. All above tubes are RCA manufacture and never used. Cash or money order only. Please, W2EIC.

CANADIANS: VE2y4K complete station for sale. 500w tone, Comet Pro, etc. Particulars on request.

SW5C coils, $1.50 set. W3F W Y. 

Say You Saw it in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
SPEAR Transformers: Heavy construction. Guaranteed; $7.50; 500 ma, $10.50.

FOR Sale—03-A transmitter complete or parts. W1FKQ, 36 Lincoln Ave., Rock Island, Ill.

UNUSUAL bargain: Band switching, rack and panel transmitter, nine crystal controlled frequencies, four bands, 350 W C.W., 250 W phone, receiver rating, first class, quality, complete service. Complete, $2. W8EAT, Cleveland.


GW, 250W, fone, condenser mike, good quality, commercial all makes and everything in radio. Palmer's Trading, Route 1, Temple, Tex.

IMAGINE. Your or your station photo on QSL's, $1.75. 100 each. Finest obtainable. Attractive.

QSL'S 400 two colors, radio apparatus, for sale or trade for photo forating device, easier to use; spacing of characters always uniform. Complete unit, with two rolls of tape and full instructions. No additional equipment needed.

FULLY GUARANTEED

Gardiner-Levering Co. Haddon Heights, New Jersey, U. S. A.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. ST-36
75 Varick St., New York 1156 Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Recognized Standard in Radio Instruction Since 1909

Illustrated Catalog on request

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. ST-36
75 Varick St., New York 1156 Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Recognized Standard in Radio Instruction Since 1909

Illustrated Catalog on request

Let the New
Improved Automatic
ROBOT
RADIO KEY
do your calling.

Repeats calls or messages indifferently, automatically, by motor-driven endless paper tape. Length, time unlimited, greater speed and flexibility; sends from 2 to 20 words per minute. Positive roller contacts, elimination of parallax. Induction-type motor. New, improved perforating device, spacing of characters always uniform. Complete unit, with two rolls of tape and full instructions. No additional equipment needed.

Price
$12.50

Postpaid in U. S. A.

Patent Pending

FULLY GUARANTEED

Gardiner-Levering Co.
Haddon Heights, New Jersey, U. S. A.

I WILL SHOW YOU

that it is to your advantage to buy from me. Your inquiry about any amateur apparatus will prove that to you.

I give you specialized service of genuine value that is not available from other jobbers.

I take in trade used apparatus. I sell on time only 6% interest charges.

I stock all amateur lines at lowest prices. Export orders get individual attention.

No apparatus shipped prepaid.

I ship all receivers on ten-day trial. You need send but $5.00 with order, balance C.O.D. These receivers in stock:

RME-69a...$118.50
The new 1937 Breiting 14s...99.00
Breiting 12s...93.00
RCA ACR-175s...119.50
Hammartnd Super Pros...223.44
Hallcrafters Sky Buddies...29.50
Hallcrafters Sky Chiefs...44.50
Hallcrafters 1937 Super Skyriders...89.30
Hallcrafters Ultra Skyriders...99.50

TRADE IN YOUR RECEIVER OR TRANSMITTER

I am jobber for all Collins, RCA, RME, Marine, Harvey transmitters. Trade in your transmitter. Buy on terms.

Collins 32G, 45A, 39FCX, 400A, others.
Harvey 60-X, 60-T, 200-X, UH35, others.
RME CT-100, 39R, P5, others.
RCA ACT-200 transmitters...$235.00
RCA ACT-200 transmitters...$475.00

HENRY RADIO SHOP
211-215 North Main Street BUTLER, MISSOURI
Your Nearest Dealer Is Your Best Friend

Your nearest dealer is entitled to your patronage. You can trust him. He is equipped with a knowledge and understanding of amateur radio. He is your logical and safe source of advice and counsel on what equipment you should buy. His stock is complete. He can supply your needs without delay. His prices are fair and consistent with the high quality of the goods he carries. He is responsible to you and interested in you.

Patronize the dealer nearest you—You can have confidence in him

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA</th>
<th>PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co.</td>
<td>Cameradio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 Hamilton Street</td>
<td>601-3 Grant Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete stocks transmitting equipment</td>
<td>&quot;Ham&quot; Headquarters for Pennsylvania-Ohio-W. Virginia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BALTIMORE, MARYLAND</th>
<th>PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co.</td>
<td>Eugene G. Wile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 N. Howard St.</td>
<td>10 S. Tenth Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything for the amateur</td>
<td>Complete Stock of Quality Merchandise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUFFALO, NEW YORK</th>
<th>PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>216 E. Genesee Street</td>
<td>32 Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl. 2080. National, RCA, Eimac, etc. Standard discounts.</td>
<td>National—Hammarlund—RCA—and other leaders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE</th>
<th>PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Service Lab. of N. H.</td>
<td>Kraus &amp; Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1187-1191 Elm Street — Tel. 218-W</td>
<td>89 Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branches — Portland, Me. and Barre, Vt.</td>
<td>Everything for the amateur and servicemon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTREAL, CANADA</th>
<th>ROCHESTER, NEW YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Elec. Supply Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Radio Service Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285 Craig St., W.</td>
<td>244 Clinton Avenue, North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality parts and equipment for discriminating buyers</td>
<td>Complete stock amateur-BCL parts. Standard discounts. W8NUC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW YORK, N. Y.</th>
<th>SYRACUSE, NEW YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Radio, Inc.</td>
<td>Roy C. Stage, W8IGF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 Vesey Street</td>
<td>Complete stock of standard Ham &amp; BCL parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair dealings plus fair prices. Anything in radio</td>
<td>Standard Discounts. Free technical service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA</th>
<th>SPRINGFIELD, MASS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated Radio Corp.</td>
<td>S. S. Kresge Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612 Arch Street</td>
<td>1540 Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham receivers. Transmitting tubes, Collins transmitters, etc.</td>
<td>Standard discounts on standard lines. Advisory service: W1JO, W1FOF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA</th>
<th>WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co., Inc.</td>
<td>Cameradio Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. E. Cor. Seventh &amp; Arch St.</td>
<td>30 Twelfth Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nationally-advertised lines in stock</td>
<td>Complete stock of amateur Equipment at standard discounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
Quoted from QST's advertising rate card.

Every conceivable need of a radio amateur can be supplied by the advertisers in QST. And you will know the product has the approval of the League's technical staff.
New L60 Beam Power (60 Watt) Modulator

- 4 stages (1-6J7, 2-6C5, 2-76, 2-6L6, 1-45, 1-83)
- Push Pull second stage and driver for high fidelity
- Two channel, high and low gain high impedance inputs
- Built-in modulation transformer
- Fixed bias

This beam powered 60 watt modulator will 100% plate modulate transmitters with up to 120 watts input. The built-in modulation transformer will match 777, 7620, and 15500 ohms. On special order we can supply this unit with output impedances of 4, 8, 15, 500 ohms for general public address work.

A two channel input permits full output with mixing from a crystal, phonograph or carbon mike. The tone control provided is used to attenuate audio or music frequencies to suit the requirements of best modulation. Chassis size: 19" x 11" x 4 1/8". Weight 50 lbs. Built-in extra heavy duty power supply.

Completely wired and tested in our lab., less tubes $42.50

$14.95

GROSS C C TRANSMITTER—OUTPUT 25-30 WATTS

The "CW-25" transmitter kit due to its low cost makes it possible for any one to own a modern crystal controlled station. A schematic hook-up and parts layout sheet as well as tuning instructions are furnished, thus enabling the most inexperienced operator to wire and put the set on the air, for real results. The "CW-25" is supplied with a silver plated sturdy metal chassis under which all parts are mounted, making the wiring and components dust-proof. A plug-in crystal holder is furnished with the kit. Only one millimeter is required for tuning the tubes. A doubler and two 46's in the amplifier stage, set of three coils supplied with kit 20, 40, 80 or 160 band. Additional coils 75 cents each.

Complete kit, less tubes and crystal...

$11.00

NEW! Single 6B5 (6 Watt Peak Output) Amplifier

- 3 high gain stages
- Crystal mike input
- Fully fused
- Gain and tone controls
- 3 watt undistorted output
- Tubs used 6J7-6C5-6B5-5Z4

A versatile and high quality amplifier containing all the desirable features yet at a very reasonable price, is new offered for your use. High gain, efficient for full output from a low level crystal mike with no loss of fidelity output. Tube lineup: 1-6J7 high gain input stage, 1-6C5 driver, 1-6B5 power output amplifier, 1-5Z4 recifier. Fully fused for your protection.

Complete kit of parts, less tubes...

$16.95

NEW! Push Pull 6B5 (20 Watt Peak Output) Amplifier

- 3 high gain stages
- Crystal or Ribbon mike input
- Fully fused
- Gain and tone controls
- Universal output (4-8-15-500 ohms)
- 15 w. undistorted output

As a modulator for a low power transmitter or for general P.A. work this amplifier is unequaled in flexibility and adaptability. May also be used as a driver for high powered modulators. A clean gain of 126 D.B. permits full undistorted high fidelity from either a ribbon or crystal mike. Tube lineup: 1-6J7 input stage, 3-6L6 driver stage output, p.p. 2-538 with phase inversion, tube 1-80 rectifier.

Complete kit of parts less tubes...

$20.70

WRITE IN FOR FREE NEW CATALOG ON HAM AND P.A. EQUIPMENT

GROSS RADIO, INC., 51 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST

111
Most Complete Transformer Line in the World

QUALITY. RELIABILITY

UTC Linear Standard Audio Transformers are

Precise measurements of high quality audio transformers in the net price range of $8 to $25 show:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINE TO GRID TRANSFORMER</th>
<th>UTC LS-10</th>
<th>Best competitor's unit found</th>
<th>Lowest characteristics of any high fidelity unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured deviation between 30 and 1000 cycles</td>
<td>1.0 DB</td>
<td>1.5 DB</td>
<td>1.3 DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured deviation between 1000 and 10,000 cycles</td>
<td>4.0 DB</td>
<td>5.2 DB</td>
<td>3.5 DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured deviation between 1000 and 15,000 cycles</td>
<td>0.9 DB</td>
<td>2.8 DB</td>
<td>7.0 DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured deviation between 1000 and 20,000 cycles</td>
<td>1.2 DB</td>
<td>2.5 DB</td>
<td>17.2 DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB rise at resonance (Approx. measure of phase shift)</td>
<td>0 DB</td>
<td>2.8 DB</td>
<td>2.8 DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum at maximum position</td>
<td>0 DB</td>
<td>2 DB</td>
<td>0 DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum at minimum position</td>
<td>0 DB</td>
<td>2 DB</td>
<td>0 DB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Critical organizations, that check claims, buy UTC Linear Standard audios

• UTC Leads ... others follow

FREQUENCY RANGE
Claims for wide frequency response are common today, UTC is the only organization that GUARANTEES its frequency response and it specifies the widest range of all: 30 to 20,000 CYCLES ± 1 DB.

PHASE SHIFT
Low distributed capacity is of paramount importance in audio components. The exclusive UTC winding method costs more but assures lowest possible capacity . . . makes 20,000 cycle response possible . . . and assures negligible phase shift.

HUM PICKUP
Most manufacturers have already adopted some form of humbucking coil structure and cast ferrous case. Both of these developments were pioneered by the UTC engineering staff. But UTC's hum balanced coil structure is designed for POSITIVE SELF BALANCE and the UTC cast alloy has FIVE TIMES THE PERMEABILITY OF ORDINARY CAST IRON.

TRI-ALLOY MAGNETIC FILTER
In addition to their normal shielding, UTC low level input transformers now incorporate TRI-ALLOY MAGNETIC FILTERING, a new method of shielding which reduces hum pickup tremendously. This MAGNETIC FILTER was developed after a thorough analysis of hum reduction methods. Rotation in one plane was found of practically no value. Orientation in two planes, while much better, makes necessary unusual and unworkmanlike mounting and loses most of its effect if the field plane is altered or if stray flux from surrounding equipment is encountered (frequent in remote pickup equipment). The MAGNETIC FILTER makes possible a transformer which in its worst pickup position has a hum level far lower than any other transformer in its best position. The nearest available transformer on the market under $25 shows 17 DB greater hum than the UTC LS-10. This UTC advancement in shielding is the greatest forward step in ten years.

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP.
72 SPRING STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y.
EXPORT DIVISION • 100 VARICK STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y. CABLES "Arlab"
WHEN BUILDING or remodeling your transmitter, remember there is no substitute for National Radio Products, either in quality or price. Genuine National parts will insure better performance of the old rig and peak operating efficiency of the new.

An example of the well-balanced compact design that may be achieved with National transmitter parts is shown above. A highly efficient multi-band transmitter built around the recent RK-36s. Further details of this application of National Products is on Page 53 of this issue, and a complete description of all parts may be found in our new catalog, available at your nearest dealer or by mail direct from us.
The RCA-956 Super-Control R-F Pentode, a new addition to the Acorn Family

The RCA-956 marks another advance in the art of ultra-high frequency communication. The super-control feature (remote cut-off characteristic) provides an easy means for controlling the gain in r-f stages and permits a reduction in cross modulation.

The 956 with its companion tubes, the 954 and 955, provides a complete family of Acorn receiving types for the ultra-high frequencies.

AMATEUR'S NET PRICES
RCA-954 - - - $5.80
RCA-955 - - - 3.75
RCA-956 - - - 5.80

The RCA-956 is available for immediate delivery. For technical data, see your supplier or write to us.

Listen to "The Magic Key" every Sunday, 2 to 3 p.m., E.S.T., on NBC Blue Network.

IMPORTANT NEWS

Prices reduced on three popular RCA rectifier types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>OLD PRICE</th>
<th>NEW PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA-866</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-872</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-872-A</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increased volume has made possible these substantial reductions. Take advantage of these new low prices on these three famous RCA rectifier types. High-voltage power supply costs are now materially lower. Your supplier can take care of your requirements immediately.